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nanomaterials

Editorial

Advanced Nanocellulose-Based Materials: Production,
Properties, and Applications
Carmen S. R. Freire and Carla Vilela *

CICECO—Aveiro Institute of Materials, Department of Chemistry, University of Aveiro,
3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal; cfreire@ua.pt
* Correspondence: cvilela@ua.pt

Natural polymers, such as polysaccharides and proteins, are being extensively utilized
as substrates to create advanced materials [1–4]. Within the vast portfolio of natural poly-
mers, bacterial nanocellulose (BNC), cellulose nanofibers (CNFs), and cellulose nanocrystals
(CNCs), viz. the three nanometric forms of cellulose, are currently at the spotlight in nu-
merous fields of modern science and technology [5–7]. The eco-friendly nature, peculiar
features and multiple functionalities of these nanoscale cellulosic substrates are being in-
vestigated to engineer advanced nanocomposites and nanohybrid materials for application
in manifold domains, such as mechanics, optics, electronics, energy, environment, biology,
and medicine.

This Special Issue of Nanomaterials entitled Advanced Nanocellulose-Based Materials:
Production, Properties, and Applications, brings together a compilation of original research
and review contributions from world-leading scientists working with nanocellulose. Hence,
this Special Issue contains a collection of one review paper about the characterization of
cellulose nanomaterials [8] and eight research papers focused on the use of BNC [9–11],
CNFs [12–15], and CNCs [16] as reinforcements in composites [13–15] and to produce
ion-exchange membranes for fuel cells [9], patches for tissue engineering and wound
healing [10,11], and nanosystems or nanocarriers for cancer treatment [15,16].

Under the title Recent Progress on the Characterization of Cellulose Nanomaterials by
Nanoscale Infrared Spectroscopy, Zhu et al. [8] reviewed the latest advances in the applications
of current state-of-the-art nanoscale infrared spectroscopy and imaging techniques, namely
atomic force microscope-based infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR) and infrared scattering
scanning near-field optical microscopy (IR s-SNOM), to characterize cellulose nanomateri-
als. As stated by the authors, AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM are two techniques for compositional
analysis and chemical mapping at the nanoscale spatial resolution that can also deliver
insightful information on mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties for cellulose nano-
materials [8].

The study by Vilela et al. [9] demonstrated the feasibility of combining BNC (i.e., a
microbial exopolysaccharide) with a water-soluble anionic sulfonated lignin derivative (i.e.,
lignosulfonates) and a natural crosslinker (i.e., tannic acid) to produce freestanding ho-
mogeneous membranes with good mechanical performance (maximum Young’s modulus
of ca. 8.2 GPa) and moisture-uptake capacity (ca. 78% after 48 h) and a maximum ionic
conductivity of 23 mS cm−1 (at 94 ◦C and 98% relative humidity). Even though the conduc-
tivity values achieved are comparable or higher than other fully biobased ion-exchange
membranes reported in the literature, they are still two orders of magnitude lower than the
standard commercial NafionTM ionomer currently in use in fuel cells. Still, and according
to the authors, this study might contribute to the long and laborious path towards the
development of eco-friendly conducting separators, especially through the exploitation of
surplus raw materials from agricultural and industrial by-products [9].

Similarly interesting is the investigation of Kutová et al. [10] that examined the effect
of the drying method (air-drying or freeze-drying) and subsequent argon plasma modifi-
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cation of BNC on the adhesion and growth of human keratinocyte cells (HaCaT cell line).
The air-dried method followed by argon plasma modification yielded a BNC membrane
with lower porosity (total pore volume (Vp) = 0.142 ± 0.008 cm3 g–1) and specific surface
area (SBET = 140.5 ± 4.8 m2·g−1) when compared with the freeze-dried and argon plasma-
modified BNC (Vp = 0.308 ± 0.015 cm3 g–1 and SBET = 156.3 ± 1.5 m2·g−1). The growth
and adhesion of HaCaT cells, when BNC was air-dried or freeze-dried, was markedly
improved by the argon plasma modification. As stated by the authors, the surface modi-
fication rendered BNC a good support for the adhesion, growth, and viability of human
HaCaT keratinocytes and thus can be considered highly promising materials for skin tissue
engineering and wound healing [10].

In a different study, Fonseca et al. [11] reported the preparation and characterization of
multilayered patches composed of oxidized BNC membranes (prepared via TEMPO (2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl)-mediated oxidation of BNC) loaded with dexpanthenol
(DEX), an active ingredient used in topical products for the treatment of dermatological
conditions (e.g., wound healing). Spin-assisted layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly was em-
ployed to coat the DEX-loaded BNC membranes with alternate layers of chitosan and
alginate polyelectrolytes, yielding multilayered patches with up to a total of 21 layers.
The patches retarded the release of the DEX from the three-dimensional nanostructure of
BNC, depending on the number of layers (ca. 95% after 16 h for the DEX-loaded BNC
membrane versus ca. 65% after 90 h for the DEX-loaded BNC membrane with 21 layers).
Furthermore, the multilayered patches inhibited the growth of Staphylococcus aureus (owing
to the antimicrobial action of chitosan), were non-cytotoxic to human keratinocyte cells
(HaCaT cell line) and showed good migration results in the wound healing scratch assay,
suggesting the pertinence of these systems in the treatment of skin wounds [11].

In the domain of CNFs, and as highlighted in the research by Jonasson et al. [12], the
lignin content influenced the one-pot direct TEMPO-oxidative ) nanofibrillation of wood
cell wall. In fact, wood from poplar trees with high lignin content (30.0 wt.%) was more
easily fibrillated as revealed by the higher nanofibril yield (68% and 45%) and suspension
viscosity (27 and 15 mPa·s) than low lignin wood (17.4 and 19.7 wt.%). Moreover, the surface
area (114 m2·g−1) and pore size (5.0 nm) of the oxidized high lignin wood were higher than
those of low lignin wood (76 m2·g−1 and 4.4 nm, respectively), which means that porosity
is a factor that can also beneficially impact the isolation of CNFs from wood [12].

Another original work was reported by Nissilä et al. [13], who investigated the use of
ice-templated CNF filaments as a reinforcement material in epoxy resin-based composites.
The authors successfully manufactured cellulose nanocomposites with an oriented structure
and a strong fiber–matrix interface by preparing unidirectionally aligned CNF-filament
mats via ice-templating followed by chemical vapor deposition to obtain silane-treated CNF
filaments. The impregnation of these mats with a bio-epoxy resin through vacuum infusion
originated composites with 18 wt.% fiber content oriented along the freezing direction
of the ice crystals, which translated into composite materials with improved mechanical
performance (storage modulus) up to 2.5-fold [13].

Xue et al. [14] prepared high-strength regenerated cellulose composite fibers rein-
forced with CNFs and nanosilica (nano-SiO2). The incorporation of 1% of CNFs and 1% of
nano-SiO2 into a cellulose solution of an ionic liquid, 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
(AMIMCl), improved the mechanical properties of the regenerated composite cellulose
fibers by 47.46%. In addition, the viscosity of the cellulose/AMIMCl mixtures (with or with-
out CNFs and nano-SiO2) was characteristic of pseudoplastic fluids, and the storage and
loss moduli (elasticity and viscous moduli) decreased with the temperature, representing a
reduction in viscoelasticity [14].

Equally interesting is the study of Yusefi et al. [15], which investigated the use of
the LbL methodology to assemble nanocomposites (diameter below 50 nm) of chitosan
reinforced with CNFs for the encapsulation of an anticancer drug, i.e., 5-fluorouracil. The
nanocomposites, with a pH-responsive behavior and non-cytotoxicity towards the human
colonic CCD112 cell line, exhibited a drug encapsulation efficiency of ca. 86% and were
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able to eliminate (as intended) 56.42 ± 0.41% of the human colorectal cancer HCT116 cells
at a concentration of 250 µg mL–1, showing their potential as nanocarriers of anticancer
drugs [15].

Lastly, Pinto et al. [16] developed CNC nanosystems functionalized with a chitosan
derivative holding both targeting (folic acid) and imaging (fluorescein isothiocyanate) func-
tions. The simple and environmentally friendly method of physical adsorption was adopted,
considering the opposite charges of CNCs with a zeta (ζ)-potential of −11.5 ± 0.7 mV at
pH 7 and the chitosan derivative with a ζ-potential value of +51.9 ± 3.6 mV at pH 3. The
CNCs nanosystems demonstrated improved internalization (up to five-fold) in human
breast adenocarcinoma cells (MDA-MB-231) and a potential anti-proliferative effect, hinted
by exometabolomic analysis, suggesting the applicability of these nanosystems in active
targeted cancer therapy [16].

Overall, the nine papers in this Special Issue of Nanomaterials—belonging to the
section Nanocomposite Materials—addressed the exploitation of nanocellulosic substrates
to manufacture advanced nanocomposites and nanohybrid materials for both biomedical
(e.g., wound healing [11] and anticancer treatment [15,16]) and technological (e.g., fuel
cells [9]) applications.
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Abstract: Researches of cellulose nanomaterials have seen nearly exponential growth over the past
several decades for versatile applications. The characterization of nanostructural arrangement and
local chemical distribution is critical to understand their role when developing cellulose materials.
However, with the development of current characterization methods, the simultaneous morphologi-
cal and chemical characterization of cellulose materials at nanoscale resolution is still challenging.
Two fundamentally different nanoscale infrared spectroscopic techniques, namely atomic force mi-
croscope based infrared spectroscopy (AFM-IR) and infrared scattering scanning near field optical
microscopy (IR s-SNOM), have been established by the integration of AFM with IR spectroscopy
to realize nanoscale spatially resolved imaging for both morphological and chemical information.
This review aims to summarize and highlight the recent developments in the applications of current
state-of-the-art nanoscale IR spectroscopy and imaging to cellulose materials. It briefly outlines the
basic principles of AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM, as well as their advantages and limitations to characterize
cellulose materials. The uses of AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM for the understanding and development
of cellulose materials, including cellulose nanomaterials, cellulose nanocomposites, and plant cell
walls, are extensively summarized and discussed. The prospects of future developments in cellulose
materials characterization are provided in the final part.

Keywords: cellulose nanomaterials; cellulose nanocomposite; nanoscale resolution

1. Introduction

Cellulose materials are renewable resources available in large quantities [1–3]. An
in-depth understanding of the properties of cellulose materials will promote the devel-
opment of renewable biomaterials and bioenergy, thereby enhancing the sustainability
of our society [4,5]. In this review, cellulose materials are intended to contain a broader
range of materials, including cellulose nanomaterials (CNMs), cellulose nanocomposites,
and plant cell walls. CNMs are new classes of materials consisting of cellulose particles
with at least one dimension smaller than 100 nm [6–11]. CNMs are known for their re-
newability, biocompatibility, biodegradability, low cytotoxicity, and excellent mechanical
performances [12]. CNMs nanocomposites find many applications as packing materials,
biomedical materials, smart materials, energy storage materials, etc. [13]. Due to all these
advantages and potential applications, research on cellulose materials is under widespread
scrutiny and investigation in both academic and industrial communities [14,15]. The ex-
cellent and unique properties of cellulose nanocomposites are determined by the distinct
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allocation and structural arrangement of cellulose particles within the composites, and also
other factors such as the inherent properties of cellulose particles and matrix, and their
concentration and interface. Understanding wood cell wall architecture provides vital infor-
mation for improving the properties of wood composites [16]. Therefore, the consistency,
reliability, accuracy, and spatial resolution of characterization in chemical distribution
and structural arrangement are critical for increasing the mechanistic understanding of
cellulose materials.

Best practices and techniques for cellulose materials characterization, such as CNMs,
particularly in particle morphology, surface chemistry, mechanical properties, and toxicity,
are extensively summarized and reviewed, which represents a solid foundation for CNMs
characterization for both academic pursuits and industrial practice [6]. A collection of
standardized protocols was also established or recommended. Cellulose material prop-
erties, such as particle morphology (scanning electron microscopy, SEM; transmission
electron microscopy, TEM; atomic force microscopy, AFM), elemental composition (X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS; energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDS; inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry, ICP-MS), surface modification (Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy, FTIR; nuclear magnetic resonance, NMR), suspension properties
(ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, UV-Vis; zeta potential, rheology), solid-state properties
(X-ray powder diffraction, XRD; Raman spectroscopy), and mechanical strength (dynamic
mechanical analysis, DMA; tensile testing) were characterized by the aforementioned
techniques in brackets. The need to characterize cellulose materials has driven significant
advances in characterization capabilities.

The well-established tools, such as AFM and FTIR, were widely used for cellulose
materials characterization. As a powerful and multifunctional technique, AFM offers a mul-
titude of different acquisition modes and provides valuable information at the nanoscale
on CNMs morphology [6,17], orientation [18,19], architecture deconstruction [20,21], me-
chanical strength [22], and adhesive properties [23]. FTIR spectroscopy is a bulk chemical
structure analysis technique, which links IR absorptions with specific kinds of bonds,
functional groups, and composite components. The area or volume-averaged spectral data
cannot give regiospecific information. The powerful micro-FTIR spectroscopy enables the
chemical mapping across the studied samples at the micron level [16,24–27]. The spatial
resolution of micro FTIR spectroscopic imaging is determined by the diffraction limit
associated with the mid-IR light at wavelengths of 2.5–10 µm. With the development of
synchrotron-source IR spectroscopy and other approaches in recent years, it is now possible
to provide an increase of the signal and better signal-to-noise ratio. However, the best
achieved spatial resolution was still roughly limited to several micrometers. In brief, AFM
with nanometer resolution can provide the morphology of cellulose materials without
chemical information, whereas micro-FTIR provides chemical information with limited
spatial resolution.

Although significant progress has been made with the aforementioned techniques for
cellulose materials characterization, there are still many practical challenges that need to
be efficiently and economically solved [4,28,29]. For example, the characterization of the
interaction between CNMs and water molecules presents a practical challenge in dewa-
tering, rehydration, and redispersing because of the strong tendency to form hydrogen
bonding. Because of the nanoscale dimension, high surface area, and low percolation
thresholds, the characterization of CNMs dispersibility in different media and their distri-
bution in the composite matrix is challenging [6,10]. The interfaces (sharp two-dimensional
boundaries between two phases) and interphases (transition zones between two phases
in a composite) play a vital role in the mechanical properties of the resulting cellulose
nanocomposites. Thus, understanding the nature of the interface/interphase is important
when developing cellulose nanocomposites. Characterizing the interface and interphase of
cellulose nanocomposites with morphological and chemical information simultaneously
at nanoscale for a more fundamental understanding is a real challenge due to their small
size and complex interactions, and also the lack of suitable tools. To meet these challenges,
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nanoscale IR spectroscopy including atomic force microscope based infrared spectroscopy
(AFM-IR) and infrared scattering scanning near field optical microscopy (IR s-SNOM) have
been adopted to realize nanoscale spatially resolved imaging for both morphological and
chemical information by the integration of AFM with IR spectroscopy [30,31]. Nanoscale
IR spectroscopy provides information-rich IR spectra that allow for nanoscale chemical
identification of different groups and compositions based on standard FTIR libraries. The
state-of-the-art AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM techniques can reach 10-nm spatial resolutions.

This review first describes the urgent need for consistent, reliable, and accurate char-
acterization techniques with simultaneously morphologic and chemical information at
the nanoscale for cellulose materials. As a potential solution, nanoscale IR spectroscopies,
including AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM, are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
state-of-the-art research applications where nanoscale IR spectroscopy leads as a novel
multi-scale visualization and characterization technique for both morphological and chem-
ical information of cellulose materials. Specific applications, including CNMs, CNMs
nanocomposites, and plant cell walls, are emphasized. Section 4 summarizes the capabil-
ities and limitations of nanoscale IR spectroscopy. Lastly, the prospects on the research
direction by nanoscale IR spectroscopy for cellulose materials characterization are provided
in Section 5.

2. Overview of AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM

Nanoscale infrared spectroscopies of both AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM are hybrid tech-
nologies that integrate the spatial resolution of AFM and the chemical analysis capability
of IR spectroscopy [32]. With those nanoscale infrared spectroscopies, it is possible to deter-
mine and image local chemical composition below the diffraction limit. AFM-IR measures
the photothermal-induced resonance effect by measuring either the local thermal expansion
or temperature rise with AFM tip after IR absorption by a sample [33,34]. The thermal
expansion or temperature change is proportional to the infrared light absorption coefficient
of the sample. Thus, the detected signal can be converted into the vibrational spectrum of
the sample. The IR s-SNOM technique, by contrast, determines the amount of scattered
light from the specimen [35,36]. The light scattered was influenced by the comprehensive
optical properties of the AFM probe, specimen, and underlying substrate. The schematic
diagrams of AFM-IR, IR s-SNOM, and their differences in principles are shown in Figure 1.
AFM-IR equipment consists of a pulsed tunable IR source with an AFM (Figure 1a,c). When
the pulsed IR light is absorbed by the sample near the AFM tip, a rapid photothermal
expansion of the sample occurs creating a transient cantilever oscillation, which can be
further converted to a local IR absorption spectrum as a function of wavenumber [33]. The
sharp AFM tip and infrared spectroscopy endow AFM-IR with the chemical analysis and
imaging capabilities at the nanoscale. A pulsed tunable IR source with an AFM is also an
essential accessory for IR s-SNOM (Figure 1b,d). On the other hand, IR s-SNOM collects the
scattered near-field of light from a metallic AFM tip with the sample underneath [35]. The
wavelength or wavenumber-dependent optical and chemical properties can be obtained
via the collected light with amplitude and phase properties [36,37]. More basic principles
on the theory for AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM techniques are available in [34,38–42].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of AFM-IR (a), IR s-SNOM (b), and their working principles (c,d). Reproduced with permission
from [37,43]. Copyright Macmillan Publishers Limited, 2013; Copyright Microscopy Society of America; Copyright Anasys
Instruments (Now Bruker Corporation), 2015.

As such, AFM-IR performs best on samples with a larger thermal expansion (the
tendency of matter to change its volume and shape in response to temperature variation),
whereas IR s-SNOM is the best technique for materials with a larger light scattering
coefficient (the ability of matter to scatter photons). Both complementary modes can
be acquired by combining AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM into a single instrument. This was
achieved in nanoIR2-sTM (Anasys Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA, USA), neaSNOM system
(Neaspec GmbH, Munich-Haar, Germany), and later versions by the pioneered companies
of Anasys Instruments (Now part of Bruker Corporation) and Neaspec GmbH (Now Part
of Attocube Systems), respectively.

3. AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM Application in Cellulose Materials

Advances of AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM technology make it possible to perform IR spec-
troscopic mapping and chemical analysis at the nanoscale with spatial resolution beyond
the Abbe diffraction limit for the characterization of nanomaterials and nanostructures.
AFM-IR is now recognized as one of the most important novel techniques for analyzing
various systems, such as polymer blends, organic fibers, composites, multilayer thin films
in addition to biological samples [33,34,44], while IR s-SNOM has demonstrated great pop-
ularity in studying monolayered and inorganic samples as well as soft materials [35,38,45].

In addition to its capability of achieving nanoscale chemical analysis and composition
mapping, several practical benefits of AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM are listed below: (i) Simple
sample preparation. Solution deposition, spin coating, and microtome are the most adopted
processes for flat sample preparation. Top-down and top-side illumination endow a
substantially broader range of samples with arbitrary thickness to be examined on arbitrary
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substrates [46]. (ii) High-speed and non-destructive measurement. Spectra can be obtained
in seconds or less. (iii) Insensitivity to fluorescence and no need for staining steps. This
is very useful, especially for characterizing the plant cell wall with lignin component.
(iv) Rich, interpretable nanoscale infrared spectra. Nanoscale IR spectroscopy and imaging
offer a wide range of morphological and chemical properties of the specimens at the
nanoscale [31,40]. A preliminary comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of
AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM is briefly summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM techniques.

Technique Advantages Disadvantages

AFM-IR

• Non-destructive,
ambient conditions

• Fine spatial resolution
• morphological and

chemical imaging
• Suitable for organics,

such as polymer, blends,
and composites as well
as biological samples

• Point IR spectra
acquisition

• Directly correlates to
FTIR

• Background interference
• Tip contamination
• Signal enhancement by

gold-coated probes and
substrates

• Reduced peak intensity
as compared to bulk IR
spectra

• Resolution and signal
intensity is limited by
sample properties
(thickness, smoothness
thermal diffusivity, etc.)

IR s-SNOM

• Non-destructive,
ambient conditions

• Fine spatial resolution
• Optical properties

including amplitude and
phase

• Suitable for inorganics,
such as photonics and
2D materials that
efficiently scatter light

• Background interference
• Tip contamination
• Reduced peak intensity

as compared to bulk IR
spectra

• Need theoretical models
to interpret data

• Artifacts such as band
distortion and thermal
drift

Since its first demonstration to characterize cellulose materials, the application of
nanoscale IR spectroscopy and imaging to study the properties of cellulose materials are
receiving great attention from the research community. The progressive increase in the
number of publications in recent years reflects the rising interest and importance of such
new techniques for cellulose materials characterization. This paper aims to provide a
thorough literature review on the characterization of cellulose materials using AFM-IR
and IR s-SNOM. Table 2 summarizes the major applications of nanoscale IR spectroscopy
techniques for cellulose materials.
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3.1. AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM Application in CNMs Characterization

Elucidation of the structural organization of CMMs and chemical modified cellulose
materials is crucial to understand their role in different applications. The nanoscale IR
spectroscopy provides structure arrangement and chemical composition information from
nanoscale domains and structural organization of CNMs. The pioneering AFM-IR experi-
ments that characterize microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) as a paper additive were conducted
by Marcott et al. [46]. MFC is short rod-like cellulose fibrils with high crystallinity. As the
first example for cellulose materials characterized by AFM-IR, the AFM topography image
(Figure 2a) and IR absorbance image (Figure 2b) acquired with the light source tuned to
1360 cm−1 have been demonstrated as nanoscale chemical spectroscopy with a spatial
resolution of 50 nm. The high crystalline domains of MFC in the paper were visualized.

Nanoscale IR spectroscopy can effectively characterize the distribution of functional
groups of cellulose nanomaterials and cellulose derivatives at the nanoscale, such as
sulfate half-ester groups and aromatic groups [47,48]. The structurally and chemically
different CNC particles obtained from sulfuric acid hydrolysis (AcCNC) and enzymatic
hydrolysis (EnCNC) were examined with a neaSNOM system using Au-coated AFM tips
as shown in Figure 2d–g. The peaks at 814 cm−1 and 1250 cm−1 attributed to sulfate
groups indicated the esterification of surface hydroxy groups of cellulose. Styrene grafting,
chloroacetylation, amination, and protonation of MCC were also verified by tuning the
IR source at the characteristic wavelengths of 1160, 1490, and 1735 cm−1. The AFM-IR
result demonstrated that grafting and copolymerization of styrene occurred mainly on the
cellulose surface.

As compared to bulk IR spectroscopy, nanoscale IR spectroscopy has great potential for
an in-depth analysis of the mechanism of interactions between CNMs and small molecules,
such as water [49]. Figure 3a shows slight differences of the OH-stretch band in the
3800–2600 cm−1 region in the conventional ART-IR spectra between different dried cotton
cellulose. Due to the low resolution and high noise level, bulk ART-IR cannot provide
genuine microscopic information on the bound water localized at the outermost surface of
differently dried cotton cellulose. This limitation of bulk ART-IR was overcome by AFM-IR.
The difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion between water and cellulose made
the AFM-IR measurement possible. As a surface-sensitive approach, AFM-IR indicated
how and where the bound water exists on the cellulose. The state of hydrogen bonding in
bound water is different from that in bulk water. The bulk water has a broad trapezoidal
shape spectrum, whereas the bound water on the cellulose surface exhibits two decoupled
stretching modes of OH groups, as shown in Figure 3b, which originate from the effects of
the hydrophobic air-water interface (at lower wavenumber side) and hydrophilic water–
cellulose interface (at higher wavenumber side), respectively.
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Figure 2. (a) AFM topography image of MFC in cellulose matrix, (b) NanoIR image at 1360 cm−1, (c) NanoIR spectra; (d) 

CNCs suspension produced by enzymatic and acid hydrolysis,  (e) Topography  images  from EnCNC and AcCNC,  (f) 

NanoIR spectra for EnCNC and AcCNC nanocrystals in 3600 to 3200 cm−1 (f) and 1800 to 750 cm−1 (g). Reproduced with 

permission from [46]. Copyright Cambridge University Press, 2012. Reproduced from [47]. 

Figure 2. (a) AFM topography image of MFC in cellulose matrix, (b) NanoIR image at 1360 cm−1,
(c) NanoIR spectra; (d) CNCs suspension produced by enzymatic and acid hydrolysis, (e) Topography
images from EnCNC and AcCNC, (f) NanoIR spectra for EnCNC and AcCNC nanocrystals in
3600 to 3200 cm−1 (f) and 1800 to 750 cm−1 (g). Reproduced with permission from [46]. Copyright
Cambridge University Press, 2012. Reproduced from [47].
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interaction between water and cellulose by AFM‐IR. Reproduced with permission from [49]. Cop‐

yright American Chemical Society, 2020. 
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Figure 3. (a) Conventional ATR-IR spectra of dried cotton cellulose; (b) Direct observation of the interaction between water
and cellulose by AFM-IR. Reproduced with permission from [49]. Copyright American Chemical Society, 2020.

3.2. AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM Application in CNMs Nanocomposites Characterization

CNMs nanocomposites are becoming increasingly important in the academic and
industrial community, where CNMs with enhanced properties are being added to bulk
polymers to achieve improved properties and performances [43]. Well dispersed cellu-
lose nanomaterials can enhance the properties of cellulose nanocomposites. Nonetheless,
little is understood about the exact mechanism and extent of interfacial chemistry in the
interphase regions. This requires a localized probe to fully understand the local structure
and chemistry, interphase formation, interfacial chemistry, and mechanical properties of
CNMs nanocomposites. To achieve a deep understanding of the micro/nano arrangements
and structures of CNCs, the distribution of CNCs in polyurethane foam nanocompos-
ites was verified by IR s-SNOM imaging and nano-FTIR spectroscopy with a neaSNOM
system [50]. Microdomains of strong IR phase contrast at 1050 cm−1 indicated the even
distribution of CNCs in the nanocomposites. Similar research was conducted to study the
distribution of nanocellulose fibrils with high lignin content (NCFHL) in the PLA matrix
and their interface properties [51]. Ultrathin cellulose nanocomposite crosssection was
used for AFM-IR imaging on the silicon substrate. NanoIR spectra complement well with
the conventional FTIR spectra as shown in Figure 4. Slight differences in peak position
and intensity were detected, which may be more local characteristics reflected by nanoIR
spectra. The intense IR absorption indicates the presence of higher concentrations of
nanocellulose fibrils (Figure 4c). Nanoscaled IR maps were converted into binary images
to examine the interphase distribution. The quantitative analysis of the binary images
indicated that approximately 22% of the total area was filled with NCFHL fibrils, while
neat PLA occupied about 32% as a separate phase. Approximately 46% region in the binary
map was attributed to the transition phase or interfacial area. This large proportion of
interfacial area within the specimen was ascribed to the reaction between highly dispersed
NCFHL and PLA molecules, and also lignin as a strong compatibilizer during the pressing
of the biocomposites at high temperature.
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Local and regional distribution of CNF and starch distribution was correlated to
the topographic information with the local chemical analysis [54,55]. A new peak at a
wavelength of 1630 cm−1 in the local IR spectrum indicated the formation of hydrogen
bonding between cellulose and starch. The dispersion behavior of adipic acid molecules
modified CNCs in polybutylene adipate-co-terephthalate (PBAT) was examined by AFM-
IR at 1700 cm−1 for C=O absorption [53]. The good dispersion and interaction of adipic
acid-modified CNCs in PBAT were attributed to the hydrophilic core and hydrophobic
shell structure of modified CNCs.

Tip functionalization could be utilized to improve the spatial resolution of nanoscale
IR spectroscopy [52]. The refractive index contrast of CNMs was greatly enhanced by using
a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) functionalized tip. The fine structure of CNCs alignment
inside the PAN-CNCs fiber can be demonstrated. The strands of polyacrylonitrile-cellulose
nanocrystals (PAN-CNCs) nanofibers show strong thermal expansion at 1462 cm−1, whereas
the bare CNCs debris exhibits weak thermal expansion. In contrast, the bare CNCs particles
illustrate a strong thermal expansion at 1027 cm−1, while the CNCs inside the PAN fiber
display weak signals. The refractive indices for PAN and CNCs are comparable to each
other. The refractive index contrast between CNCs and PAN was greatly enhanced with
the assistance of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) functionalized tip. With the enhanced
refractive index contrast, the substructure of PAN-CNCs nanofiber and bare CNCs particles
were simultaneously visualized. The CNCs alignment within the PAN-CNCs nanofibers
was clearly manifested. Other functionalized tips such as Pt or Au coated AFM tips were
also used to enhance the signals [47,50,51].

3.3. AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM Application in CNMs Nanocomposites Characterization

It is of great interest to characterize the nanostructure and local arrangement of
plant cell wall components [21]. The local properties of plant cell walls were strongly
correlated with the nanoscale architecture of its components. The morphological and
chemical structure of wood cell walls at the nanoscale resolution or even molecular level
could promote a deep understanding of fine structures of plant cell walls after pretreatment
and modification. AFM-IR provides a new method to investigate the chemistry of plant
cell walls at the nanoscale resolution without employing special treatments.

To our best knowledge, the first study using nanoscale IR spectroscopy to characterize
the wood cell wall was reported by Marcott et al. using an AFM-IR instrument at spatial
resolutions on the order of 100 nm with a tunable IR laser source that illuminates the
sample from below [56]. The underneath laser illumination requires that the wood samples
must be thin enough. The optimal thickness is less than 1 µm (500 nm, in this study). IR
spectra as a function of spatial position for both transverse and longitudinal cross-sections
of the untreated and acetylated wood samples were examined by AFM-IR, as shown in
Figure 5. Lignin content in compound corner middle lamella as reflected by the band near
1500 cm−1 was higher than that in the S2-layer [56]. The acetylation intensified the carbonyl
band at 1736 cm−1. The broadband IR spectrum obtained at any arbitrary point provides
insight into microdomain composition and leads to an increased understanding of the cell
wall structure and properties of biomaterials. Updated versions of AFM-IR instruments
with top-down or top-side illumination do not have such limitations in that specimens of
arbitrary thickness can be examined on arbitrary substrates. Similarly, the distribution of
functional groups in native and chemical modified wood was examined with an excellent
spatial resolution of 16 nm [60].
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Figure 5. AFM topography images of (a) a control wood sample and (b) an acetylated wood sample, and their corresponding
nanoIR spectra (c,d) at indicated locations. Reproduced with permission from [56]. Copyright Anasys Instruments (Now
Bruker Corporation), 2012.

NanoIR imaging has also been employed to capture the removal of lignin occurring
upon pretreatments of the plant cell wall [58]. Local IR spectra of the pretreated sample
exhibited a significant drop in lignin content, confirming alterations in topography. The
correlation of the AFM morphological image, IR-sensitive images, the mechanical phase
image enabled a deep understanding of mechanical properties together with the chemical
components and structure of cell walls [64]. The nanoscale compositional variations in
plant cell walls characterized by nanoscale IR spectroscopy were also used to interpret
plant cell wall physiological phenomena, such as heartwood formation and water transport
in the xylem [59,65]. The spectral variations at 1660 cm−1 and 1640 cm−1 in heartwood and
sapwood were identified. The intensity of the peak at 1660 cm−1, which was assigned to the
ethylenic C=C and C=O bond stretches of lignin, decreased from sapwood to heartwood,
whereas the intensity of the peak at 1660 cm−1 attributed to a carbonyl stretching and
hydrogen bonding to the carbonyl group increased. The possible explanation for this
variation is that phenolic precursors of extractives accumulate in the sapwood, are oxidized
and condensed in the transition zone, and diffuses into the heartwood. Distributions of
hydrophobic compounds and compounds with a high electric potential of pit membranes
in water-conducting cells may influence the water transport system in plants. Further
research is required to illustrate the effects of plant species and water availability variations.

The accurate evaluation of the interphase properties is critical to understanding how
the polymer interacts with the wood cell wall components and optimizing the design
and fabrication of the wood-plastic composites (WPCs). The specific molecular-scale
penetration and interactions between phenol-formaldehyde (PF) resin and wood cell wall
were in situ identified by AFM-IR for the first time [62]. The intensity of the characteristic
peaks for cell wall and PF resin gradually changes across the distance from the resin region,
resin-cell wall interphase area, to cell wall area as shown in the AFM-IR images. Similarly,
the penetration of isocyanates (pMDI) in the wood cell wall was also evaluated by AFM-
IR [63]. The molecular-scale penetration and interactions between pMDI and cell wall
strengthened the connections between the cell wall and polymer and thus improved the
mechanical strength.
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3.4. AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM Application for Other Cellulose-Containing or Cellulose-
Derived Materials

It was challenging to characterize the drug-polymer miscibility due to the similarity
in the glass transition temperature and small size domain. Recently, AFM-IR has been
applied to evaluate the miscibility of drug and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose as shown in
Figure 6 [66,67]. The AFM-IR data showed that the phase separation in a drug (Itraconazole,
Telaprevir) and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose dispersion occurred at the submicron
scale. These results provide new insights into the interphase/interface behavior of drug–
polymer dispersions.
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duced with permission from reference [66]. Copyright American Chemical Society, 2015.

Cellulose fiber was used as a precursor fiber for carbon fiber. The evolution of func-
tional groups (C–O and C=O) and the changes in micro-domain structure during the
synthesis of cellulose-based carbon fibers were examined by nanoscale infrared spec-
troscopy [68]. The IR spectra of C–O and C=O indicated that the skin and core of carbon
fibers were not pyrolyzed homogenously. AFM-IR techniques have also been used to detect
the polypyrrole wearable nanofilm devices on the surface of cellulose-based substrates [69].

4. Challenge and Limitation of Nanoscale IR Spectroscopy in Cellulose
Materials Characterization

Although offering remarkable advantages, nanoscale IR spectroscopy and imaging
also have some limitations in cellulose materials characterization [33,34]. The resolution
of nanoscale IR spectroscopy is often limited by the properties of cellulose specimens,
such as thickness, roughness, and thermal diffusivity. What’s more, these influences are
wavelength related leading to more complex changes in relative signal intensities. Better
resolution of experimental data may result in poor reproducibility. This poor reproducibility
may not only be due to the differences in sample preparation but also closely related to
the chemical inhomogeneity of the cellulose materials. This is especially true for plant
cell walls. Thickness-induced chemical shifts of IR s-SNOM resulted in chemical and
structural analysis more complex than those for conventional bulk spectra. The versatility
of nanoscale IR spectroscopy and imaging is at the cost of the ability to directly correlate
the obtained spectra information to the quantitative characterization of chemical and
structural properties [70,71]. Complex data processing methods with certain degrees of
signal degradation still cannot eliminate background interferences. A huge challenge
for AFM-IR is the difficulty to quantify the relationship between the AFM-IR tip-sample
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contact dynamics and signal intensity, which depends on the stability of the AFM operation
and the sample local thermomechanical properties [72]. To date, the ability of AFM-IR as
an analytical tool to characterize the single cellulose molecule and single chemical bond
scale has remained elusive over a wide range of cellulose materials. The limited resolution
was due to a relatively large volume excited by IR lasers in the sample. The application of
AFM-IR was limited to relatively flat and large self-assembled aggregates or monolayers
composed of several hundreds of molecules. Many spatial resolutions during nanoscale IR
measurements are not determined. This may be due to the difficulty in determining the
spatial resolution of thick cellulose samples with irregular geometry and unclear margin.
In general, IR spectroscopy is sensitive to water molecular and atmospheric gases. This
is also true for nanoscale IR spectroscopy. Cellulose, as a hydrophilic and hygroscopic
material, is also sensitive to water. There is no doubt that humidity will have a great
influence on the characterization of cellulose materials by Nanoscale IR spectroscopy
with such high resolution. Unfortunately, the effects of humidity on the nanoscale IR
spectroscopy measurements of cellulose materials were not systematically studied. In some
measurements, humidity data were not even provided. Recently, nanoscale IR spectroscopy
instruments with humidity and temperature control accessories are available, which may
be able to eliminate the interference of humidity and temperature on the characterization
of cellulose materials.

5. Summary and Outlook

Nanoscale IR spectroscopy provides insightful data on the chemical structure of
cellulose materials with nanoscale spatial resolution. The most recent advances of AFM-IR
and IR s-SNOM on the characterization of CNMs, cellulose nanocomposites, and plant cell
walls were extensively explored. Progress is still underway, and nanoscale IR spectroscopy
now offers an exciting future for the application of cellulose materials. AFM-IR and IR s-
SNOM have been used to identify and quantify polymer components in blends, characterize
interfaces/interphase in composites, assess the local crystallization, and even reverse
engineer multilayer films. Additionally, morphological and chemical maps could be further
processed to get rich information. These techniques and protocols can also be applied
to characterize cellulose materials. More than techniques for compositional analysis and
chemical mapping at the nanoscale spatial resolution as discussed above, AFM-IR and IR
s-SNOM can also obtain mechanical, thermal, and electrical property mapping at employed
wavelength or spectra at employed positions for cellulose nanocomposites. Nevertheless,
there are still many other opportunities to further anticipated developments. With the rapid
theoretical and technical improvement in nanoscale IR spectroscopy, it is expected that the
characterization of cellulose materials by AFM-IR and IR s-SNOM will increase significantly
in the coming decades. In the foreseeable future, a more mechanistic understanding
of CNMs composites will be obtained and more powerful CNMs nanocomposites will
be developed.
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Abstract: The utilization of biobased materials for the fabrication of naturally derived ion-exchange
membranes is breezing a path to sustainable separators for polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs). In
this investigation, bacterial nanocellulose (BNC, a bacterial polysaccharide) and lignosulfonates (LS,
a by-product of the sulfite pulping process), were blended by diffusion of an aqueous solution of
the lignin derivative and of the natural-based cross-linker tannic acid into the wet BNC nanofibrous
three-dimensional structure, to produce fully biobased ion-exchange membranes. These freestanding
separators exhibited good thermal-oxidative stability of up to about 200 ◦C, in both inert and oxidative
atmospheres (N2 and O2, respectively), high mechanical properties with a maximum Young’s modulus
of around 8.2 GPa, as well as good moisture-uptake capacity with a maximum value of ca. 78% after
48 h for the membrane with the higher LS content. Moreover, the combination of the conducting
LS with the mechanically robust BNC conveyed ionic conductivity to the membranes, namely a
maximum of 23 mS cm−1 at 94 ◦C and 98% relative humidity (RH) (in-plane configuration), that
increased with increasing RH. Hence, these robust water-mediated ion conductors represent an
environmentally friendly alternative to the conventional ion-exchange membranes for application
in PEFCs.

Keywords: bacterial nanocellulose; lignosulfonates; mechanical performance; thermal-oxidative
stability; ion-exchange membranes; biobased separators; ionic conductivity

1. Introduction

The increasing awareness toward clean energy and environmentally friendly materials is imposing
a societal shift to meet the targets of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Thus, the
utilization of renewable raw materials for the development of the key components of fuel cells, which
are efficient energy conversion technologies with zero-to-low emissions [1], is being explored to soften
the impact of their production. Within the deluge of renewable raw materials, nanocellulose is one
of the most interesting candidates to construct both the ion-exchange membrane and the electrodes
for polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs), given its renewable nature, anisotropic shape, tailorable
surface chemistry, and excellent mechanical properties, as recently reviewed by Vilela et al. [2]. In fact,
bacterial nanocellulose (BNC), viz. the biotechnologically produced nanoscale form of cellulose [3,4],
is particularly suitable, given its ability to be biosynthesized directly in the form of membranes with
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an adjustable size and shape, and also because of its unique mechanical performance. However,
BNC presents a very low ionic conductivity [5,6], and therefore, the majority of the studies deal with
either the chemical modification of BNC to introduce ionic moieties (e.g., sulfonic acid groups [7])
or the combination of BNC with synthetic polyelectrolytes (e.g., poly(bis[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]
phosphate) [8] and poly(4-styrene sulfonic acid) [9,10]) or ionomers (e.g., Nafion® [11,12]) that enable
the transport of ions [2].

The demand for fully biobased ion-exchange membranes has already prompted the
fabrication of, for example, ion-exchange membranes composed of chondroitin sulfate (a sulfated
glycosaminoglycan) [13], cellulose nanocrystals obtained by acidic hydrolysis with sulfuric acid (a
sulfated nanocellulose) [14], and fucoidan (a sulfated polysaccharide) combined with BNC [6]. In
all these instances, the adsorption of water molecules assisted by the sulfate moieties produced
paths for the structural diffusion of protons, which translated into separators with ionic conductivity.
Lignosulfonates (LS), which are water-soluble anionic sulfonated lignin derivatives obtained as
by-products of the sulfite pulping process [15,16], present a high content of sulfonate groups (sulfur
content: 3.5–8.0 wt.% [17]) and, therefore, are strong contenders for non-expensive biobased ion
conducting materials. Nevertheless, the high-water solubility of LS, and their non-film forming ability
are major constraints for application in a PEFC that generates water and heat as reaction by-products.
Although LS has already been blended with, for instance, poly(benzimidazole) [18], poly(sulfone) [19]
and poly(styrene sulfonate)/nano-silica [20] for application in fuel cells, and BNC was previously
biosynthesized in the presence of LS to assess the effect of the lignin derivative on the physical
properties of BNC [21], the combination between LS and BNC has not yet been explored to fabricate
biobased ion-exchange separators for PEFCs.

In this manner, the present study envisages the assembly and characterization of biobased
separators composed of BNC and LS, for potential application as ion-exchange membranes. These
naturally derived separators were assembled via diffusion of an aqueous solution of LS and tannic
acid (TA, acting as a natural cross-linker), into the wet BNC nanofibrous three-dimensional structure.
The resultant membrane separators were characterized in terms of structure (infrared spectroscopy),
composition (energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry), morphology (scanning electron microscopy),
thermal-oxidative stability (thermogravimetric analysis), mechanical performance (tensile tests),
moisture-uptake capacity, ionic conductivity (impedance spectroscopy), and always compared with
ion-exchange membranes reported in literature.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Materials

Lignosulfonic acid sodium salt (LS, Mw ~52,000 and Mn ~7000) and tannic acid (TA, C76H52O46,
from Chinese natural gall nuts) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Ultrapure
water (Type 1, 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 ◦C) was purified by a Simplicity® Water Purification System (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany). Additional chemicals or solvents were of laboratory grade.

Bacterial nanocellulose (BNC), entailing a three-dimensional network of nano- and micro-fibrils
with 10–200 nm width, was biosynthesized in the form of wet membranes (99.5% of water) by the
Gluconacetobacter sacchari bacterial strain [6].

2.2. Preparation of the BNC/LS-Based Membranes

BNC membranes in the wet state with a diameter of about 70 mm and 40% water content were
placed on a Petri-dish having an aqueous solution of LS (2:1 and 4:3 mass fraction of BNC:LS, selected
based on a previous study [6]) and TA (20% w/w relative to LS, chosen based on a previous study [6]),
as summarized in Table 1. Following the complete absorption of the solutions (viz. 100% entrapment
efficiency) at room temperature, the membranes were placed in a ventilated oven (Thermo Fisher
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Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 105 ◦C for 24 h to facilitate the thermal cross-linking during the
drying process. All membrane separators were produced in triplicates and stored in desiccators.

Table 1. List of the prepared membranes with the corresponding composition and thickness values.

Membrane WBNC:WLS
a WLS/V total [mg cm−3] a Thickness [µm]

BNC – – 69 ± 11
BNC/LS_1 2:1 395 ± 16 75 ± 10
BNC/LS_2 4:3 547 ± 19 85 ± 9

a composition was estimated by considering the dry weight of BNC (WBNC) and lignosulfonates (WLS), and the
volume of the membrane (Vtotal, determined by taking into account the diameter and thickness of the membranes);
the values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation.

2.3. Characterization Methods

2.3.1. Thickness

A hand-held coolant proof digimatic micrometer MDC-25PX (Mitutoyo Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan) was utilized to quantify the thickness at ten random sites of the membrane separators.

2.3.2. Attenuated Total Reflection-Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) Spectroscopy

A Perkin-Elmer FT-IR System Spectrum BX spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA) fitted out with a single horizontal Golden Gate ATR cell (Specac®, London, UK) was used to
compute the ATR-FTIR spectra in the range of 600–4000 cm−1 at a resolution of 4 cm−1 over 32 scans.

2.3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Combined with Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS)

An ultra-high-resolution field-emission HR-FESEM Hitachi SU-70 microscope (Hitachi
High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), equipped with a microanalysis Bruker QUANTAX 400
detector for EDS (Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany), was utilized to acquire micrographs of the
membranes and evaluate their elemental chemical composition. Prior to analysis, the test specimens
for surface and cross-section (fractured in liquid nitrogen) examination were put on a steel plate and
coated with a carbon film.

2.3.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

A SETSYS Setaram TGA analyzer (SETARAM Instrumentation, Lyon, France) equipped with a
platinum cell was used to assess the thermal stability. The test specimens were heated from 25 to 800 ◦C
with a heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1 under two distinct atmospheres, namely nitrogen and oxygen.

2.3.5. Tensile Testing

A uniaxial Instron 5566 testing machine (Instron Corporation, Norwood, MA, USA) was utilized
for the tensile tests in the traction mode at a crosshead velocity of 10 mm min−1 using a 500 N static load
cell. The rectangular test specimens (50 × 10 mm2) were formerly dried at 40 ◦C and all measurements
were conducted on five replicates.

2.3.6. Moisture-Uptake Capacity

The moisture-uptake was quantified by putting the dry test specimens (20 × 20 mm2) in a
conditioned cabinet with 98% relative humidity (RH) (saturated potassium sulphate aqueous solution,
97.6 ± 0.5% [22]) at room temperature for 48 h. After taking the test specimens from the cabinet, the
weight (Ww) was measured and the moisture-uptake capacity was determined as:

Moisture− uptake (%) = (Ww −W0) ×W−1
0 × 100
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where W0 is the initial weight of the dry membrane.

2.3.7. Ionic Conductivity

Impedance spectroscopy (Agilent (County of Santa Clara, CA, USA) E4980A Precision LCR meter)
was utilized to quantify the in-plane (IP) ionic conductivity (σ) at different temperature (40 ◦C to
94 ◦C) and RH (30% to 98%) conditions in an ACS Discovery DY110 climatic chamber (Angelantoni
Test Technologies Srl, Massa Martana, Italy). The measurements were conducted on rectangular
test specimens (ca. 15 × 5 mm2) whereon two stripes of silver paste (Agar Scientific, Essex, UK)
distancing ca. 10 mm were painted. Moreover, a pseudo 4-electrode configuration in a tubular
sample holder was applied to guarantee full exposure of the test specimen surface to the controlled
atmosphere and to give the necessary electrical contact between the test specimen and the LCR meter.
The impedance spectra were collected between 20 Hz and 2 × 106 Hz with a test signal amplitude of
100 mV and analyzed with the ZView software (Version 2.6b, Scribner Associates (Southern Pines,
NC, USA)) to calculate the Ohmic resistance (R) of the test specimen. The conductivity was then
determined by the equation: σ = L0(Rδω)

−1, where L0 is the distance between the two silver stripes, δ
is the thickness of the membrane, and w is the width of the membrane.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Membrane Production and Characterization (Structure and Morphology)

Biobased ion-exchange separators were fabricated by combining a nanocellulose substrate,
namely BNC, with a phenolic natural-based polyelectrolyte, namely LS, as outlined in Figure 1a.
The straightforward diffusion of an aqueous solution of LS and TA (natural-based cross-linker) into
the never-dried BNC nanofibrous three-dimensional structure, produced brownish BNC/LS-based
membranes (Figure 1b), because of the signature dark brown color of the LS polyelectrolyte. BNC was
picked for its in situ-moldability as a three-dimensional porous membrane, as well as good thermal
stability and mechanical performance [23], while the lignin derivative (LS) was chosen for its high
content of sulfonate groups (−SO−3 ) that facilitate ion motion and, hence, exhibits ionic conductivity [19].
On the other hand, the natural phenolic TA was selected for its cross-linking capability toward LS [24],
as well as other neutral or charged macromolecules via physical or chemical interactions [25–27],
to enable the retention of the water-soluble LS inside the wet BNC nanofibrous porous structure,
as reported for other BNC-based membranes [6]. The resultant BNC/LS-based separators have two
different compositions, namely 395 ± 16 mg of LS per cm3 of membrane for the BNC/LS_1, and
547 ± 19 mg cm−3 for the BNC/LS_2, and thus, the thickness of the membranes increased with the
increasing content of LS, as observed in Table 1.

The structural characterization of the membrane separators was carried out by ATR-FTIR
vibrational spectroscopy. According to Figure 2a, the spectrum of the pristine bacterial polysaccharide
displays the cellulose characteristic absorption bands at about 3341 cm−1 (O–H stretching), 2893 cm−1

(C–H stretching), 1314 cm−1 (O–H in plane bending), 1160 cm−1 (C–O–C antisymmetric stretching),
and 1031 cm−1 (C–O stretching) [28,29]. The ATR-FTIR spectrum of LS (Figure 2a) exhibits the
usual structural pattern of this lignin derivative with the presence of the absorption bands at around
3368 cm−1 (O–H stretching), 1570 cm−1 (C=C aromatic skeletal vibrations), 1410 cm−1 (C–O stretching),
1114, and 1040 cm−1 (S=O asymmetric and symmetric stretching), and 618 cm−1 (C–S stretching) [30,31].
The ATR-FTIR spectrum of TA (Figure 2a) presents the common absorption bands of an aromatic
phenolic compound at about 3306 cm−1 (O–H stretching), 1700 cm−1 (C=O stretching), 1606 cm−1

(C–C aromatic stretching), 1308 cm−1 (Car–OC stretching, Car–O–H in-plane bending, C–C aromatic
stretching), and 1174 cm−1 (O–CO and Car–CO stretching, Car–O–H in-plane bending) [32].
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that the sulfur content of the BNC/LS_1 membrane is lower than that of BNC/LS_2, which is in line 
with the relative contents of BNC and LS used in their preparation. Furthermore, the EDS mapping 
of sulfur at the surface of both membrane separators showed an appreciable content and a uniform 
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micrographs of the surface and cross-section of the pristine BNC membrane evidences the 
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure, and photographs of the precursors, namely bacterial nanocellulose
(BNC, wet membrane), lignosulfonates (LS, powder) and tannic acid (TA, powder), and (b) route for the
production of the BNC/LS-based membranes and the photographs of the respective dry membranes.

Additionally, the FTIR-ATR spectra of both BNC/LS-based membranes (Figure 2a) show similarities
with those of their precursors, particularly with BNC and LS. Although most of the absorption bands
of LS and TA are entirely overlapped with the vibrations of the dominant component, viz. BNC, the
efficient inclusion of LS into the BNC nanofibrous three-dimensional structure was clearly confirmed.

The elemental chemical composition of the BNC/LS-based membranes was assessed by EDS
analysis, as depicted in Figure 2b. The EDS spectra of the two biobased separators confirm the existence
of BNC and LS through the detection of the sulfur (S), sodium (Na), oxygen (O), and carbon (C) peaks
at 2.31, 1.04, 0.51, and 0.27 keV, respectively. Predictably, the presence of sodium shows the bound of
the sulfonate moieties to the Na cations. The analysis of both EDS spectra demonstrates that the sulfur
content of the BNC/LS_1 membrane is lower than that of BNC/LS_2, which is in line with the relative
contents of BNC and LS used in their preparation. Furthermore, the EDS mapping of sulfur at the
surface of both membrane separators showed an appreciable content and a uniform distribution of the
element (Figure 2b, inset images with sulfur element in red color). Therefore, the lignin derivative
was effectively incorporated into the BNC porous three-dimensional network, as already verified by
infrared spectroscopy.

The morphology of the membrane separators was examined by SEM with the surface and
cross-section micrographs of BNC and BNC/LS-based membranes shown in Figure 2c. A glimpse
over the micrographs of the surface and cross-section of the pristine BNC membrane evidences the
morphological traits of this nanocellulose substrate, namely the well-known nanofibrillar and lamellar
microstructure [23]. In Figure 2c, it is further noticeable that the inclusion of the sulfonated lignin
derivative camouflaged the nanofibrils and occupied the lamellar spaces of the BNC porous network,
which is particularly notorious for the membrane containing the higher LS content (547 ± 19 mg cm−3,
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BNC/LS_2, Table 1). This behavior is quite common as in fact documented for other partially and fully
biobased BNC-based ion-exchange separators [5,6,8].Nanomaterials 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 14 
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3a), while the initial water evaporation below 100 °C. The first weight-loss step occurs at a maximum 
decomposition temperature of 270 °C, allocated to the pyrolysis of oxygen-containing groups, while 
the second stage appears at a maximum decomposition temperature of 695 °C and is ascribed to the 
loss of the remaining O2-containing groups on carbon edges [34]. 
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Figure 2. (a) Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of BNC, LS, TA,
and BNC/LS-based membranes, (b) EDS spectra and mapping (scale bar: 3 µm) of the cross-section of
the two BNC/LS membranes, and (c) SEM micrographs of the surface and cross-section of the pristine
BNC and BNC/LS-based membranes (×10.0 k magnification).

3.2. Thermal and Mechanical Properties

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was utilized to investigate the thermal-oxidative stability
of the BNC/LS-based membranes, along with the pristine BNC and LS samples. The degradation
profile of BNC (Figure 3a) under inert atmosphere follows a single weight-loss stage with maximum
decomposition temperature of 350 ◦C, as a consequence of the pyrolysis of the cellulose skeleton [33].
On the other hand, the LS exhibits a degradation profile composed of two weight-loss stages (Figure 3a),
while the initial water evaporation below 100 ◦C. The first weight-loss step occurs at a maximum
decomposition temperature of 270 ◦C, allocated to the pyrolysis of oxygen-containing groups, while
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the second stage appears at a maximum decomposition temperature of 695 ◦C and is ascribed to the
loss of the remaining O2-containing groups on carbon edges [34].
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Figure 3. (a,b) Thermograms (left) with the respective derivatives (right) of pristine BNC, LS, and
BNC/LS-based membranes under (a) N2 (inert) and (b) O2 (oxidative) atmospheres, and (c) tensile
tests data: Young’s modulus (left), tensile strength (middle), and elongation at break (right, the inset
photograph corresponds to BNC/LS_1) of the pristine BNC and BNC/LS-based membranes.

The thermograms of the two BNC/LS-based membranes under N2 atmosphere (Figure 3a) present
a similar profile with one weight-loss step with maximum rate of decomposition temperatures at
314 ◦C for BNC/LS_1 and 318 ◦C for BNC/LS_2, and a residue at 800 ◦C that increased with the LS
content from 28% for BNC/LS_1 to 32% for BNC/LS_2. So, the combination between LS and BNC
created membrane separators with lower thermal stability when compared with the pristine BNC,
because of the presence of the less thermally stable, and amorphous LS polyelectrolyte (Figure 3a).
Similar results were obtained for membranes composed of BNC and fucoidan, where the inclusion of
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the sulphated polysaccharide into the BNC network also yielded materials with lower thermal stability
than the pristine BNC [6].

When applied in a PEFC, the BNC/LS-based membranes will have to withstand an oxidative
environment, therefore, their thermal-oxidative stability was also measured under oxidative atmosphere
(Figure 3b). For the pristine BNC membrane, the process in oxygen is marked by a two-stage degradation
profile with maximum rate of decomposition temperatures at ca. 340 and 433 ◦C, reaching a complete
degradation with no residue [35,36]. For the LS powder, the thermogram is composed by two
weight-loss stages with maximum rate of decomposition temperatures at around 246 and 653 ◦C, while
the loss of water below 100 ◦C (loss of ca. 5%), leaving a residue of about 46% at 800 ◦C. This profile is
roughly equivalent to the process under N2 atmosphere, both in terms of temperatures and the total
residue content at 800 ◦C.

The TGA tracing of the BNC/LS-based membranes (Figure 3b), contrary to the process in N2,
displays two weight-loss stages with maximum rate of decomposition temperatures at around 310
and 391 ◦C for BNC/LS_1, and 318 and 389 ◦C for BNC/LS_2, with residues of 9 and 18% of the initial
mass at 800 ◦C for BNC/LS_1 and BNC/LS_2, respectively. Although the BNC/LS-based membranes
present a lower thermal stability than the commercial Nafion® ionomer used in PEFCs (ca. 290 ◦C [12]),
both membranes are thermally stable at least up to 200 ◦C in both inert and oxidative atmospheres.
Hence, their thermal-oxidative profile does not jeopardize the envisioned application as ion-exchange
membranes for PEFCs that operate under temperatures below 100 ◦C.

The mechanical performance of the BNC/LS-based membranes was investigated by tensile tests
and the respective data are compiled in Figure 3c. The membrane composed solely of BNC (thickness:
69 ± 11 µm) presents values of Young’s modulus of 15.0 ± 1.3 GPa, tensile strength of 195 ± 54 MPa and
elongation at break of 1.8 ± 0.8%, which are in tune with data reported elsewhere [36]. No values were
obtained for the LS since this amorphous polymer is not a film-forming material. On the other hand,
the incorporation of LS into the nanostructured BNC, produced membrane separators with lower
mechanical performance when compared with the pristine BNC, but with the advantage that the pure
LS does not form free-standing films. The BNC/LS_1 membrane exhibits values of Young’s modulus
of 8.2 ± 1.6 GPa, tensile strength of 52 ± 32 MPa, and elongation at break of 0.6 ± 0.4%, whereas the
BNC/LS_2 membrane presents a Young’s modulus of 5.8 ± 1.1 GPa, tensile strength of 34 ± 20 MPa
and elongation at break of 0.6 ± 0.3% (Figure 3c). Although the reduction of these three mechanical
parameters translates into less stiffer materials, the membranes are bendable (see the inset photograph
in Figure 3c) and still adequate for application as ion separators for PEFCs.

When compared with the ion-exchange membranes reported in literature, the BNC/LS-based
membrane separators developed in the present study possess lower mechanical performance than, e.g.,
the membranes constituted by BNC combined with poly(4-styrene sulfonic acid), which is a synthetic
polyelectrolyte containing sulfonic acid moieties [10]. Nevertheless, their mechanical performance is
comparable, for example, with those of membranes composed of poly(benzimidazole) and LS [18], and
poly(styrene sulfonate), LS and nano-silica [20], but most importantly they present superior mechanical
properties than the reference benchmark Nafion® membrane with a Young’s modulus of 0.25 GPa and
tensile strength of 43 MPa [37].

3.3. Moisture-Uptake Capacity and Ionic Conductivity

The moisture-uptake capacity of the BNC/LS-based membranes, as well as of the pristine BNC
membrane and LS powder, was estimated by positioning the materials in a chamber with controlled
humidity, namely 98% relative humidity (RH), during 48 h. Predictably, both BNC and LS have the
aptitude to absorb environmental humidity, although with distinct values, i.e., 21.8 ± 2.1% for BNC [6]
and 214.0 ± 5.7% for LS, given their different natures. The two BNC/LS-based membranes absorbed
moisture with values of 55.6 ± 2.4% for BNC/LS_1 and 78.0 ± 3.7% for BNC/LS_2, as epitomized
in Figure 4a. Furthermore, both membranes guarded their mechanical integrity after the moisture
absorption tests, confirming the good wet-dimensional stability of BNC. The values obtained for
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both separators are superior than the water absorption of the benchmark Nafion® (~38%, when fully
hydrated at 100 ◦C for 1 h) [37]. So, the inclusion of LS is clearly beneficial toward the augment of the
moisture-uptake capacity that actively affects the ionic conductivity [38]. Understandably, the data
show that the adsorption of water molecules is supported by the sulfonate groups, which will produce,
without a doubt, paths for the structural diffusion of ions [2].
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Figure 4. (a) Moisture-uptake capacity of the pristine BNC, LS, and BNC/LS-based membranes after
48 h at room temperature and 98% relative humidity (RH) in a chamber with controlled humidity, and
(b) Arrhenius-type plot of the ionic conductivity (σ) of BNC/LS_2 membrane at different RH (40%, 60%,
80%, and 98%) in the in-plane configuration [5].

In this perspective, the ionic conductivity (σ) of the Na-form membrane with the higher LS content
(i.e., BNC/LS_2) was measured by impedance spectroscopy in the in-plane configuration (Figure 4b).
Previous studies have shown that the pristine BNC is a poor ionic conductor (63 µS cm−1 at 98% RH
and 94 ◦C) [5,6], just like the other nanofibrillar form of cellulose, viz., cellulose nanofibrils (50 µS cm−1

at nominal 100% RH and 100 ◦C) [14]. Nevertheless, when combined with a lignin derivative with
a polyelectrolytic nature, namely LS, the BNC membranes turns into an ion-conducting material.
In fact, the BNC/LS_2 membrane exhibits ionic conductivity that increases with the rise in relative
humidity (40–98% RH) and temperature (30–94 ◦C), as depicted in the Arrhenius-type plot of Figure 4b.
Inevitably, the RH is the factor that primarily affects the ionic conductivity in the case of water-mediated
ionic conductors [2].

According to Table 2, the ionic conductivity increases up to five orders of magnitude when the
RH rises from 40% to 98%, and only one order of magnitude when the temperature varies from 30 to
94 ◦C. For instance, the conductivity increased from 5.0 × 10−7 S cm−1 at 40% RH and 40 ◦C to 1.1 ×
10−2 S cm−1 at 98% RH and 40 ◦C, while it only increased from 2.2 × 10−5 S cm−1 at 30 ◦C and 60% RH
to 1.7 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 40 ◦C and 60% RH. Furthermore, the maximum ionic conductivity was reached
at elevated humidity and temperature conditions (98% RH and 94 ◦C) with a value of 23 mS cm−1.
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After the measurements at 98% RH and 94 ◦C, no apparent degradation is visible, and the membrane
withheld its mechanical integrity.

Table 2. Ionic conductivity values obtained for the BNC/LS_2 membrane at different temperature
(30–94 ◦C) and relative humidity (RH, 40–98%).

Temperature [◦C]
Ionic Conductivity [S cm−1]

40% RH 60% RH 80% RH 98% RH

30 – 2.2 × 10−5 1.3 × 10−3 7.3 × 10−3

40 5.0 × 10−7 4.1 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−2

60 1.8 × 10−6 1.1 × 10−4 4.2 × 10−3 1.7 × 10−2

80 4.3 × 10−6 1.7 × 10−4 5.4 × 10−3 1.9 × 10−2

94 4.1 × 10−6 1.7 × 10−4 6.1 × 10−3 2.3 × 10−2

Herein, it should be noted that for lower RH the ionic conductivity is focused essentially on Na+

ion transport, while at higher RH there is probably some exchange of Na+ ions by protons, and the
ionic conductivity might be a binary cation system focused on proton and Na+ ion conduction. In this
context, Saito et al. [39] studied the mechanisms of ion and water transport of the commercial Nafion®

membranes in the H- and Na-forms. According to the authors, both forms presented ionic conductivity
that improved with increasing water content of the membranes, and the ionic conductivity of the
H-form membrane (~150 mS cm−1, fully hydrate state, 25 ◦C) is far greater than that of the Na-form
membrane (~35 mS cm−1, fully hydrate state, 25 ◦C).

In addition, the dependency of the ionic conductivity on temperature shows a slight bending that
indicates a reduction of the apparent activation energy with the increase in temperature (Figure 4b).
Such type of Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher (VTF) behavior indicates a role of the segmental motion in
assisting ion transport particularly under low humidity when sodium transport is expected to be
relatively more important. At high humidity (80% RH and more), the proton concentration is the
highest and the conductivity is expected to be essentially due to proton transport in the aqueous
domains formed in the structure. In these conditions, the dependency of the ionic conductivity on
temperature can be described by the Arrhenius relationship: σ = σ0e−Ea(RT)−1

(σ0—pre-exponential
term, Ea—activation energy, R—gas constant, T—absolute temperature [9,40]), with an estimated Ea

for ion transport of ca. 26 kJ mol−1 at 80% RH and 18 kJ mol−1 at 98% RH. These values paralleled with
those typically recorded for BNC [6] and Nafion® [41,42], suggesting they are governed by similar ion
conduction mechanism(s) [43,44].

Albeit the lower ionic conductivity of BNC/LS_2 when compared with the standard Nafion® [42,45],
the BNC/LS_2 membrane developed in the present study displays conductivity values that are
comparable and, in some cases, even higher than other partially and fully biobased ion-exchange
membranes reported in literature, as outlined in Table 3. Those examples include the membranes
composed of CNCs, chitosan, and poly(vinyl alcohol) with a highest conductivity of 0.642 mS cm−1

(25 ◦C, fully hydrated) [46], the BNC/fucoidan membrane with a highest conductivity of 1.6 mS cm−1

(94 ◦C, 98% RH) [6], and the pure cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) membrane with a highest conductivity
of 2.5 mS cm−1 (90 ◦C, nominal 100% RH) [14]. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that there
is a partially biobased membrane with an ionic conductivity that can reach up to 406 mS cm−1 (25 ◦C,
fully hydrated), but only for the reason that three materials with high ionic conductivity, namely
lignosulfonates, poly(styrene sulfonate), and nano-silica, are combined [20]. Nevertheless, these
membranes composed of BNC and LS, with moderate ionic conductivity under variable temperature
and humidity conditions, good mechanical performance, thermal-oxidative stability under inert and
oxidative environments, and dimensional stability under humid conditions, show potential as an
eco-friendly alternative of ion conductors for application in PEFCs.
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Table 3. Examples of partially and fully biobased ion-exchange membranes reported in literature and
compared with the present study.

Components a Conductivity a Ref.

Partially
biobased

CNCs/CH/PVA 0.642 mS cm−1 (IP, 25 ◦C, fully hydrated) [46]
CNFs/PBI 66.6 mS cm−1 (IP, 140 ◦C) [47]

BNC/Nafion® 140 mS cm−1 (IP, 94 ◦C, 98% RH) [12]
BNC/PSSA 185 mS cm−1 (IP, 94 ◦C, 98% RH) [5]

BNC/PMOEP 100 mS cm−1 (TP, 80 ◦C, 98% RH) [35]
BNC/P(bisMEP) 30 mS cm−1 (IP, 80 ◦C, 98% RH) [8]
k-carrageenan/IL 186 mS cm−1 (IP, 60 ◦C, 98% RH) [48]

LS/PBI 187 mS cm−1 (IP, 160 ◦C, anhydrous) [18]
LS/PSSA/nano-silica 406 mS cm−1 (TP, 25 ◦C, fully hydrated) [20]

Fully
biobased

BNC/LS 23 mS cm−1 (IP, 94 ◦C, 98% RH)
Present
study

BNC/Fucoidan 1.6 mS cm−1 (TP, 94 ◦C, 98% RH) [6]

CNCs 2.5 mS cm−1 (TP, 90 ◦C, 100% RH)
4.6 mS cm−1 (TP, 120 ◦C, 100% RH)

[14]

Chondroitin sulfate/citric acid 37 mS cm−1 (TP, 25 ◦C, 98% RH) [13]
a BNC: bacterial nanocellulose, CH: chitosan, CNCs: cellulose nanocrystals, IL: ionic liquid
(1-butyl-3-methyl-1H-imidazolium chloride ([Bmim]Cl)), IP: in-plane, LS: lignosulfonate, P(bisMEP):
poly(bis[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] phosphate), PBI: poly(benzimidazole), PMOEP: poly(methacryloyloxyethyl
phosphate), PSSA: poly(4-styrene sulfonic acid), PVA: poly(vinyl alcohol), RH: relative humidity, TP: through-plane.

4. Conclusions

The present study underlines the combination of two naturally derived polymeric materials,
namely nanocellulose and a lignin derivative (lignosulfonates), to build fully biobased and
ease-to-prepare ion-exchange membrane separators for utilization in polymer electrolyte fuel cells.
The obtained freestanding membranes manifested appropriate thermal-oxidative stability up to about
200 ◦C in either N2 (inert) or O2 (oxidative) atmospheres, elevated mechanical properties with a
maximum Young’s modulus of 8.2 GPa, along with good moisture-uptake capacity with a maximum
value of ca. 78% after 48 h. Additionally, the blend of the conducting lignosulfonates with the
mechanically robust bacterial nanocellulose granted a maximum ionic conductivity of 23 mS cm−1

at 94 ◦C and 98% RH to the membrane with the highest LS content. Therefore, these BNC/LS
water-mediated ion conductors, with good mechanical performance, thermal-oxidative stability, and
water-uptake capacity and whose conductivity is actively linked to humidification, can be employed
as eco-friendly substitutes to ion-exchange membranes for application in PEFCs.
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Abstract: Due to its nanostructure, bacterial nanocellulose (BC) has several advantages over plant
cellulose, but it exhibits weak cell adhesion. To overcome this drawback, we studied the drying
method of BC and subsequent argon plasma modification (PM). BC hydrogels were prepared using
the Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans (ATCC 700178) bacteria strain. The hydrogels were transformed
into solid samples via air-drying (BC-AD) or lyophilization (BC-L). The sample surfaces were then
modified by argon plasma. SEM revealed that compared to BC-AD, the BC-L samples maintained
their nanostructure and had higher porosity. After PM, the contact angle decreased while the porosity
increased. XPS showed that the O/C ratio was higher after PM. The cell culture experiments revealed
that the initial adhesion of human keratinocytes (HaCaT) was supported better on BC-L, while
the subsequent growth of these cells and final cell population density were higher on BC-AD. The
PM improved the final colonization of both BC-L and BC-AD with HaCaT, leading to formation of
continuous cell layers. Our work indicates that the surface modification of BC renders this material
highly promising for skin tissue engineering and wound healing.

Keywords: bacterial nanocellulose; lyophilization; plasma modification; cell adhesion

1. Introduction

Bacterial (or microbial) nanocellulose (BC) has been known for more than two thou-
sand years as a by-product of the kombucha tea fermentation process [1], although the first
person to scientifically observe and describe this material was A. J. Brown in 1886. During
his work with Bacterium acetum, he described it as a translucent jelly-like material that
occurs on the surface of the cultivation fluid and proved it to be cellulose [2]. Nowadays,
several gram-negative aerobic rod-like bacteria genera with high acid tolerance producing
BC are known, especially the most efficient producer of BC—Komagataeibacter (formally
known as Gluconacetobacter or Acetobacter) [3–5]. On the liquid surface, the bacteria form BC
that protects them from dry-out, irradiation, lack of oxygen, and pathogens [6]. Many exam-
ples of scientific articles describing the production of BC using various bacterial species and
subspecies, media composition (carbon and nitrogen source, pH), and reaction conditions
leading to materials of various shapes and properties can be found in literature [7–9].

Although BC has the same chemical composition as plant cellulose (PC), it differs
significantly in its other properties. BC is obtained in higher purity since there is no need
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for the removal of other plant polymers [10]. It consists of fibres that are thinner than
100 nm (compared to PC having fibres the size of around 30 µm [11]) so it can be classified
as nanocellulose. This nanostructure provides BC with its remarkable properties such as
high porosity, specific surface area, crystallinity (60–80% [12,13]), water-holding capacity,
permeability for gases and liquids, and excellent mechanical properties [14,15]. The degree
of polymerization of BC is usually between 2000 and 6000 [16].

Bacterial nanocellulose and its composites have already been used in many fields of
industry such as fashion [17], papermaking and packaging [18,19], audio membranes [20],
air purification membranes [21], and cosmetics [22]. BC has also been used in medicinal
applications [23] such as drug delivery vehicles (e.g., propranolol [24], ibuprofen, lido-
caine [25], doxorubicin [26]), ophthalmology [27,28], and regenerative medicine [29–32].
Nowadays, there are several BC-based commercially available wound dressings [33] that
are supposed to treat ulcers, burns, or chronic wounds such as Bionext® [34], XCell® [35],
Nexfill®, NanodermTM [36] and Dermafill® [37]. These materials induce epithelializa-
tion with no need for everyday re-dressing [23] thanks to their permeability for air and
liquids [12,38]. BC has gained popularity in these medicinal applications thanks to its
non-pyrogenicity, non-toxicity, biocompatibility, similarity to soft skin tissue, and ability to
provide an optimal three-dimensional substrate for cell attachment [12,23,39].

Although BC exhibits good biocompatibility [40] leading to the above mentioned
medicinal applications, it exhibits quite poor cell adhesion, which can be improved by
several different methods: (1) immobilization of various adhesion proteins, (2) preparation
of BC-based composites with various biomolecules such as gelatin or collagen, (3) by
plasma surface modification, (4) or by tailoring the surface properties such as porosity or
morphology [41].

Plasma modification (PM) is a method that can be used to modify the biomaterial
surface into the depth of about 1 nm while maintaining the properties of the bulk material.
This leads to a biomaterial with altered surface properties such as morphology, chemical
composition, and hydrophilicity but with preserved mechanical properties and functional-
ity [42,43]. Alteration of these surface properties can lead to enhanced biocompatibility and
cell adhesion, since the modified surfaces provide a better cell support, e.g., by improved
absorption of cell adhesion-mediating proteins [10]. BC has been so far modified with
nitrogen [44], oxygen and fluoromethane [45] plasmas. The cited studies observed that
plasma-modified BC contains higher concentration of functional groups improving the cell
adhesion, has higher porosity and lower water contact angle. These changes resulted in
improved cell adhesion.

For PM and manipulation of the surface properties generally, it is important that the
sample is properly dried. After harvesting and washing the BC hydrogel, the excessive
water can be removed by several drying methods: air drying, oven drying, draining with
water-absorbing material, supercritical drying, or lyophilization. Generally, lyophilization
and supercritical drying are milder drying methods; the material maintains its nanostruc-
ture, and therefore shows a higher water swelling ratio and porosity [6,8,9,46,47].

In this work the influence of different drying methods of BC with subsequent PM
on the surface properties, morphology, and keratinocyte adhesion was studied (for the
diagram of the work see Figure 1). Since the cell adhesion on native BC is quite poor,
we chose the Ar+ PM as a cheap, quick, proven, and easy method to control the surface
properties. The plasma-modified samples exhibited a higher porosity due to the etching
and a lower contact angle. This method has been shown to be able to enhance the cell
adhesion on BC.
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Preparation of BC Foils 

Bacterial nanocellulose was produced by Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans (Leibniz-
Institut DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany, DSM 15973). Cultivation was carried out in 
Hestrin-Shramm [48] culture medium, consisting of D-glucose (20 g/L), disodium hydro-
gen phosphate dodecahydrate (6.8 g/L), special peptone (5 g/L), yeast extract (5 g/L), and 
citric acid monohydrate (1.3 g/L), pH 5.8. Cultivation lasted for at least 7 days at 28 °C in 
Erlenmeyer flask statically. Purification of the nanocellulose from the bacteria and me-
dium residue was performed by rinsing in boiling 0.1 M NaOH two times and then rinsing 
in boiling distilled water two times. To fully remove the bacteria residue, we washed the 
samples in 10% (m/m) solution of SDS and trypsin solution. Washed BC hydrogels were 
solidified via air-drying on PTFE foil (AD) or lyophilization (L) (FreeZone 2.5, Labconco, 
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then cut from the dried BC foils. 

2.2. Plasma Modification of BC Foils 
The surface of the solid samples was modified in a direct (glow, diode) Ar+ plasma 

discharge on Balzers SCD 050 device (BAL-TEC, Balzers, Lichtenstein). The conditions 
were set as follows: gas purity 99.997%, pressure of 7 Pa, electrode distance of 55 mm, 
electrode area of 48 cm2, chamber volume of approx. 1 dm3, plasma volume of 0.24 dm3, 
electrical current of 15 mA, and voltage of 680 V. The samples were modified from both 
sides for several different exposure times (60 s, 240 s, and 480 s). The samples were then 
named BC-AD 60 s, BC-AD 240 s, and BC-AD 480 s and BC-L 60 s, BC-L 240 s, and BC-L 
480 s for BC-AD and BC-L, respectively. 

2.3. Methods of Analysis 
The thickness of the dried BC foils was measured with digital caliper micrometer 

QuantuMike IP65 (0–25 mm, 0.001 mm, Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan). The measurement 
was repeated for at least 20 different areas on each sample. 

Chemical composition of materials and evaluation of chemical changes after freeze-
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copy (FTIR—ThermoFisher, Nicolet iS5 with iD7 attenuated total reflection accessory with 
diamond crystal, Waltham, MA, USA). The spectra were obtained as an average from 128 
measurement cycles with a spectral range of 600–4000 cm−1, and 1 cm−1 data interval. The 
changes of surface composition were also studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 

Figure 1. Diagram of the mechanism for improving the cell adhesion of bacterial nanocellulose.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of BC Foils

Bacterial nanocellulose was produced by Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans (Leibniz-
Institut DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany, DSM 15973). Cultivation was carried out in
Hestrin-Shramm [48] culture medium, consisting of D-glucose (20 g/L), disodium hydro-
gen phosphate dodecahydrate (6.8 g/L), special peptone (5 g/L), yeast extract (5 g/L), and
citric acid monohydrate (1.3 g/L), pH 5.8. Cultivation lasted for at least 7 days at 28 ◦C in
Erlenmeyer flask statically. Purification of the nanocellulose from the bacteria and medium
residue was performed by rinsing in boiling 0.1 M NaOH two times and then rinsing in
boiling distilled water two times. To fully remove the bacteria residue, we washed the
samples in 10% (m/m) solution of SDS and trypsin solution. Washed BC hydrogels were
solidified via air-drying on PTFE foil (AD) or lyophilization (L) (FreeZone 2.5, Labconco,
Kansas City, MO, USA) for at least 24 h. Circular samples with a diameter of 16 mm were
then cut from the dried BC foils.

2.2. Plasma Modification of BC Foils

The surface of the solid samples was modified in a direct (glow, diode) Ar+ plasma
discharge on Balzers SCD 050 device (BAL-TEC, Balzers, Lichtenstein). The conditions
were set as follows: gas purity 99.997%, pressure of 7 Pa, electrode distance of 55 mm,
electrode area of 48 cm2, chamber volume of approx. 1 dm3, plasma volume of 0.24 dm3,
electrical current of 15 mA, and voltage of 680 V. The samples were modified from both
sides for several different exposure times (60 s, 240 s, and 480 s). The samples were then
named BC-AD 60 s, BC-AD 240 s, and BC-AD 480 s and BC-L 60 s, BC-L 240 s, and BC-L
480 s for BC-AD and BC-L, respectively.

2.3. Methods of Analysis

The thickness of the dried BC foils was measured with digital caliper micrometer
QuantuMike IP65 (0–25 mm, 0.001 mm, Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan). The measurement
was repeated for at least 20 different areas on each sample.

Chemical composition of materials and evaluation of chemical changes after freeze-
drying and plasma modification were measured by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR—ThermoFisher, Nicolet iS5 with iD7 attenuated total reflection accessory with
diamond crystal, Waltham, MA, USA). The spectra were obtained as an average from
128 measurement cycles with a spectral range of 600–4000 cm−1, and 1 cm−1 data interval.
The changes of surface composition were also studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
ESCAProbe P (Omicron Nanotechnology, GmbH, Taunusstein, Germany) device was used
for these measurements using a monochromatic energy source at 1486.7 eV. The exposed
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and analyzed area was 2 × 3 mm2 and the spectra were obtained with 0.05 eV energy step.
CasaXPS software was used to analyze the spectra.

The surface morphology of BC nanofibers was studied using a dual-beam focused
ion beam-scanning electron microscope with a FEG electron gun (FIB-SEM TESCAN
LYRA3GMU, Brno, Czech Republic). The sample morphology was investigated using
SEM at an acceleration voltage of 7 keV and a deceleration voltage of 5 keV. Prior to the
measurement, the samples were sputtered with a thin film of platinum and attached to the
sample holder with silver paint to avoid surface charging during the measurements.

Water contact angles of BC samples were measured by the sessile drop method in
order to evaluate the changes in surface hydrophilicity by fully automated goniometer
DSA100 (KRÜSS GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). A 2 µL droplet of distilled water was
produced on a capillary tip above the studied surface of BC and after 5 s it was carried
to the surface. The whole sequence was recorded on video at a recording speed of 50 fps.
The contact angle was calculated from the captured frame where the sessile drop just
spread over the surface to its highest diameter to eliminate the influence of the water being
absorbed into the material.

Surface area and pore volume were determined by N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms. Samples were degassed at room temperature for 24 h. After that, adsorption
and desorption isotherms were measured with nitrogen (N2, Linde, 99.999% purity) using
Quantachrome Instruments NOVA3200 (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria). All samples
were measured three times with an experimental error of less than 5%. Five-point Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis has been applied to determine the total surface area and a
40-points Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) model was used for determining the pore volume.

Gravimetric analysis was used to get the material loss after plasma modification.
Samples were weighed before and after plasma modification at least five times each on the
UMX2 ultra-microbalance system (Mettler Toledo, Greifenses, Switzerland). The weight
loss ∆m was calculated using this equation: ∆m = (m0 − m1)/m0, where m0 and m1 stand
for weight before and after modification, respectively.

2.4. Cell Model and Culture Conditions

The human keratinocytes of the line HaCaT, purchased from CLS Cell Lines Service
(Eppelheim, Germany), were cultivated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM;
Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA) with 10% of fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sebak
GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany) and 40 µg/mL of gentamicin (Novartis International AG,
Basel, Switzerland).

Selected circular BC samples (BC-AD and BC-L, either unmodified or modified with
plasma for 240 s) were sterilized with in an autoclave (121 ◦C, 23 min, 101.3 kPa) and
inserted into the wells of 24-well cell culture polystyrene plates (TPP, Trasadingen, Switzer-
land). The cells were seeded on the samples at a density of approximately 15,000 cells/cm2

(i.e., 30,000 cells/well) into 1.5 mL of the cell culture medium (mentioned above) per well.
The cells were then cultivated for three time periods (1, 4, and 7 days) at 37 ◦C and in a
humidified air atmosphere with 5% CO2. Tissue culture polystyrene (PS) wells were used
as reference material.

2.5. Evaluation of the Cell Number, Morphology, and Viability

The number and morphology of HaCaT cells on BC samples and control PS wells were
evaluated on days 1, 3, and 7 after seeding. First, the cells were rinsed with phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) and were fixed with −20 ◦C cold ethanol for 5 min. Then, the cells
were incubated with a combination of fluorescent dyes diluted in PBS, namely Hoechst
33258, which stains the cell nuclei (5 µg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich, Schnelldorf, Germany), and
Texas Red C2-maleimide, which stains the proteins of the cell membrane and cytoplasm
(20 ng/mL; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), for 1 h at room temperature in
the dark. Images of the cells were taken using an epifluorescence microscope (IX 51; Olym-
pus, Tokyo, Japan; objective 4×), equipped with a digital camera (DP 70). On day 1 after
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seeding, the number of human HaCaT keratinocytes was evaluated by direct counting
on the images taken under the fluorescence microscope using the ImageJ software. In the
following days (days 4 and 7), when the direct cell counting was disabled by the increasing
cell density and cell overlapping, the cell number was estimated indirectly by measuring
the intensity of fluorescence of Hoechst 33258-stained cells on microphotographs, taken at
the same exposure time for all experimental groups, using ImageJ software.

The viability of HaCaT cells was measured on day 4 after seeding by a trypan blue-
exclusion test in an automated Vi-Cell XR Cell Viability Analyser (Beckman Coulter, In-
dianapolis, IN, USA) from four parallel samples of each experimental group. Before the
analysis, the cells were detached from the material by incubation in a trypsin-EDTA solu-
tion (0.05% trypsin, 0.02% EDTA, Sigma-Adrich, Schnelldorf, Germany) for 8 min at 37 ◦C
in a humidified air atmosphere with 5% CO2.

2.6. Statistics

Quantitative data are presented as arithmetic mean ± standard deviation values (S.D.)
or standard error of the mean (S.E.M.) from three or more independent samples for each
experimental group. Statistical significance was evaluated using SigmaPlot 14.0, analysis of
variance, Student–Newman–Keuls method, or nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test. Values
of p ≤ 0.05 were considered significant.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Production of BC Pellicles

Bacteria of the Komagataeibacter sucrofermentans (ATCC 700178, DSM 15973) strain
were cultivated for at least 7 days to obtain BC pellicles. Literature sources suggest 7-day
cultivation to be sufficient for BC production due to the declining carbon source after this
time [49–52]. After harvesting and washing as reported above, we obtained transparent
hydrogel of total mass approx. 23 mg out of 100 mL of medium. The yield did not
increase further with time. This hydrogel had an uneven surface (Figure 2a). We suggest
this to be caused by the non-homogeneous distribution of bacteria cells in the pellicle
during cultivation, which leads to thicker (cloudy) and thinner (transparent) parts. These
heterogeneities are also visible on the lyophilized BC (BC-L) (Figure 2c), where the cloudy
parts are changed into white opaque material, while the transparent parts remain as they
were. The air drying (AD) was carried out on a hydrophobic PTFE foil to prevent the
material from sticking to the drying pad (Figure 2b). This BC-AD did not show any visible
heterogeneities in the surface. These two drying methods also showed differences between
the thickness of the material, which was (10.55 ± 3.99) µm for BC-AD, (19.45 ± 6.41) µm
for the transparent part of BC-L, and (51.45 ± 13.53) µm for the white parts of BC-L.
These results follow the trend suggested by Illa [47] and Vasconcellos [46] that the freeze-
drying preserves the morphology of the original hydrogel and therefore the film thickness
is significantly higher compared to AD (resp. oven dried in their case). Zeng [8] did
not observe such significant differences between AD and L. This could be caused by
selection of different bacterial strain which resulted in different morphology of the material.
Compared to Illa [47], we did not observe differences between the fiber diameters. Our
material showed fiber diameter of (58.22 ± 14.47) nm for BC-AD, (65.21 ± 15.00) nm for
the transparent part of BC-L, and (54.88 ± 14.57) nm for the white part of BC-L. These
results are in accordance with those observed by Zeng [8]. For the following experiments
circular samples with diameter of 16 mm were cut. There was roughly the same amount of
white and transparent parts in these BC-L circles.
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Figure 2. (a) Harvested and washed bacterial nanocellulose (BC) pellicle; (b) air-dried BC pellicle; (c) lyophilized BC pellicle.

3.2. Surface Modification of BC

In this work we modified both BC-AD and BC-L samples with Ar+ plasma with
the power of 7 W. We used three different exposure times to evaluate the effects of the
modification process. Samples were modified from both sides for easier further manipula-
tion. The differences were evaluated by gravimetric analysis, FTIR, and XPS to examine
the composition changes, SEM for morphology changes, and contact angle to determine
the hydrophilicity.

The Ar+ PM leads to surface ablation of the samples (plasma etching). The rate of
the ablation depends on the chemical composition of the polymer chain and properties
of the used plasma discharge (plasma type, composition, discharge power, and exposure
time) [53]. Almost all the modified samples showed degradation to various extents. Sam-
ple edges were burned and turned brown-blackish, but the central parts of the samples
remained intact. This was, however, not the case of the samples modified for 480 s that
showed signs of degradation over the whole area of the samples. The middle part degraded
with much higher intensity, burned holes in the samples were observed (Figure 3). Gravi-
metric analysis (Table 1) showed that these samples have significantly higher weight loss.
Therefore the samples with 480 plasma exposure time were not further examined, since the
degradation leads to very inhomogeneous sample surface. Overall, the BC-AD samples
showed higher rate of weight loss. This could be caused by the removal of larger parts of
the material during PM due to their more compact and at the same time brittle nature.
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Table 1. Gravimetric analysis of the BC weight loss after PM for different exposure times.

Sample Weight Loss [%]

BC-AD 60 s 3.20 ± 0.36
BC-AD 240 s 14.26 ± 0.61
BC-AD 480 s 27.89 ± 2.88

BC-L 60 s 2.40 ± 0.45
BC-L 240 s 6.80 ± 1.27
BC-L 480 s 12.64 ± 3.00

3.3. Chemical Composition of BC

FTIR spectra of the BC-AD and BC-L samples unmodified and after 60 s and 240 s
PM are shown in Figure 4. Spectral interpretation and band assignment in cellulose is
considered to be somewhat problematic due to the dominant role of inter- and intra-
chain hydrogen bond interactions that lead to numerous combination vibrations [54].
However, some general features of the material can be ascribed to the absorption bands
in the present spectra. The spectra of the prepared BC correspond to cellulose I structure
with both Iα and Iβ components being present, which is confirmed by the presence of
weak absorption bands at both 744 and 710 cm−1. This can be assigned to the glucose
ring deformations, compounded with glycosidic bond bending of the respective cellulose
structure modifications [54].
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The OH band around 3350 cm−1 combines the vibrations of the hydrogen bonds in
cellulose. The absorption at 3235 cm−1, which is slightly stronger in the case of the BC-AD
sample is usually attributed to the 2O-H···6O-H···3O hydrogen bond group [55].

The absorption in the 1700–1500 cm−1 range relates to adsorbed water [56]. While
all the BC-AD samples show a single weak absorption at 1632 cm−1, in the BC-L samples
the absorption is noticeably stronger and the absorbed range is wider, in certain cases
with a dominant second absorption maximum at 1593 cm−1. This indicates there is a
higher amount of adsorbed water in the BC-L samples and the water binds to the cellulose
structure differently than in the air-dried samples.

The absorption band at 1315 cm−1, which can be assigned to C-O-H bending vibra-
tions [57], is relatively stronger in the BC-AD samples. The only absorption band where a
consistent shift with the PM can be observed was the 1160 cm−1 which shifts about 2 cm−1

to lower wavenumber in samples after PM. Moreover, this band appeared on average
about 20% weaker in those samples. These changes are in the scale of the whole spectrum
rather insignificant; however, this can be expected, since PM mainly influences the very
surface layer of the material and the FTIR signal is obtained over the sample depth of
several micrometers. Nonetheless, the variation of this absorption band could mean the
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glycosidic bond and the cellulose chains have been to some degree disrupted by the PM.
The air-dried samples also show weaker maxima at 1005 and 987 cm−1 (bands related to
vibrations of C-O bonds in the hydroxyl groups), while in the lyophilized samples these
absorptions show merely as shoulders of the stronger bands. Especially in the case of the
air-dried samples, the absorption at 1005 cm−1 shows very high variability, even within
repeated measurements on a single sample. In the case of the BC-L samples with PM, a
weak band was observed around 800 cm−1. Absorptions in this region are usually assigned
to deformations of the glucose ring coupled with bending of the glycosidic bond. Therefore,
this could indicate the influence of PM on the glycosidic bond in the BC samples.

XPS measurements showed the changes in the surface composition, especially in the
carbon and oxygen content. The samples were somewhat contaminated with Al, Si, F, S,
Na, and N from the plasma vacuum chamber, and the bacteria and medium residues. The
results shown in Table 2 are recalculated without the contaminating elements. The expected
value for O/C from the chemical structure of cellulose is 0.83. For unmodified samples,
this value is slightly lower, which is caused by the residues of media and bacteria on the
surface of the material. The most significant result is the large increase in oxygen content
after PM of BC-L 240 s. This could be caused by the disruption of the cellulose structure
leading to the formation of highly reactive species on the surface, which react with ambient
oxygen after the exposure of the modified surface to atmosphere. The increase in oxygen
content after PM for BC-AD is also apparent.

Table 2. Carbon and oxygen atomic concentrations of BC samples measured by XPS with 0◦ detec-
tion angle.

Sample C (%) O (%) O/C

BC-AD 55.80 44.20 0.6124
BC-AD 60 s 58.39 41.61 0.7126

BC-AD 240 s 59.49 40.51 0.6809
BC-L 57.24 42.76 0.6595

BC-L 60 s 59.36 40.64 0.6847
BC-L 240 s 49.69 50.31 1.0125

3.4. Surface Morphology of BC

The SEM images in Figure 5 show the nanostructured morphology of unmodified
BC-AD and BC-L (transparent and white part) samples. The differences between BC-AD
and BC-L samples can be seen in the porosity of the material. For the L samples, the fibers
are more spread out. This corresponds with the fact that the lyophilized pellicles are thicker.
Illa [47], who compared lyophilization and oven drying, suggested that this phenomenon
is caused by the free hydroxyl groups that can form secondary bonds. The mobility
of the amorphous regions during freezing is reduced and therefore the morphology is
preserved. However, during oven drying the thermal energy maintains the mobility of
the amorphous chains and therefore the morphology collapses, the fibers come closer
together, and those samples are thinner. Air drying at room temperature could have similar
effect on the material morphology. Together with the smaller thickness of the material
compared to BC-L, SEM shows that BC-AD has a more rugged surface structure with the
bent fibers turned perpendicular to its surface. The differences between SEM images of
BC-L transparent and BC-L white were studied as well. Those nanofibers were found to be
indistinguishable in the SEM images for both samples. The plasma-modified samples did
not show any differences in these areas either, so we can suppose that the thickness of the
lyophilized pellicles does not affect the nanofibrillar structure and it is determined by the
bacterial origin of the material.
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It has been demonstrated that PM can change the material surface morphology, espe-
cially the surface roughness and porosity. This can lead to a material with different surface
properties such as hydrophilicity [58]. The SEM analysis revealed ablation occurring, which
is caused by surface etching during PM (Figure 6). The cellulose fibers appeared to be
rugged and thinner after PM. Observed surface-terminated pores were bigger in the case of
BC-AD. Those pores were wider and deeper with higher PM exposure time. The pores of
BC-AD 240 s merged, forming a “brush” from the remaining parts of the fibers on surface.
This very different structure is in agreement with the fact that the BC-AD 240 s sample was
modified to the highest degree of the compared samples based on the gravimetric analysis.
This is caused by the higher exposure time (compared to BC-AD 60 s) and by the fact that
fibres in the air-dried sample are closer to each other than in the lyophilized ones. These
results are in agreement with those published by Pertile et al. [44].
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3.5. Gas Sorption Analysis of Porosity and Specific Surface Area

Specific surface area of unmodified samples and samples with 240 s PM were measured
by gas sorption method. These results (Table 3) are in good agreement with the SEM
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observations. Firstly, compared to BC-AD, BC-L has almost five times higher porosity
and specific surface area, because it maintains its structure (pellicle thickness) during the
drying process. Further increase of pore volume and surface area was obtained after PM.
This is due to PM fraying of the cellulose fibres. The number and size of the pores increases
dramatically as well. Based on SEM images, we assumed the increase of porosity after PM
for BC-AD would be greater because of the “brush” structure, which was confirmed by
the BJH analysis—the porosity increased almost 13 times for BC-AD, and 6 times for BC-L.
Thus, after PM the specific surface area of the BC-L and BC-AD reached comparable values.
On the basis of these results, we can conclude that PM in combination with the drying
process leads to the increase of pores and surface area, which results in significant changes
in surface morphology which can improve cell adhesion.

Table 3. Specific surface area (SBET) and total pore volume (Vp) of BC samples measured by
BET analysis.

Sample SBET [m2·g−1] Vp [cm3·g−1]

BC-AD 9.9 ± 1.6 0.011 ± 0.002
BC-AD 240 s 140.5 ± 4.8 0.142 ± 0.008

BC-L 45.0 ± 0.7 0.056 ± 0.001
BC-L 240 s 156.3 ± 1.5 0.308 ± 0.015

3.6. Contact Angle and Hydrophilicity

The new morphology and higher oxygen content after PM can lead to changes in hy-
drophilicity of the material surface that can be represented by the water contact angle [59].

The contact angle measurement results (Table 4) showed that BC-AD is more hy-
drophobic than BC-L. The contact angles for those samples are (63.91 ± 2.69)◦ and
(34.74 ± 6.8)◦, respectively. These differences can be attributed to the different specific
surface area, which is smaller for BC-AD. For hydrophilic materials (contact angle less
than 90◦) the higher porosity leads to a lower contact angle. This is due to the water
drop being absorbed into the pores of a hydrophilic material. After PM, we observed
further decrease of the contact angle that was greater in the case of BC-AD; both samples
showed similar values after PM. This is consistent with much higher porosity increase for
plasma-modified BC-AD compared to BC-L (Table 3). Additionally, an increase of surface
oxygen content after PM represented by the O/C in XPS measurements (Table 2) leads to a
more hydrophilic material. For comparison, Kurniawan et al. [45] also observed decrease
of contact angle after PM with N2 and O2 plasmas while for CF4 plasma there was an
increase. However, Pertile et al. [44] noticed an increase of contact angle after N2 PM. It is
useful to note that each research group used different plasma discharge parameters.

Table 4. Values of water contact angle of BC samples measured by goniometry.

Sample Contact Angle [◦]

BC-AD 63.91 ± 2.69
BC-AD 60 s 25.42 ± 2.86
BC-AD 240 s 32.79 ± 2.00

BC-L 34.74 ± 6.80
BC-L 60 s 27.00 ± 2.80

BC-L 240 s 20.90 ± 1.90

3.7. In Vitro Tests of Cell Cultivation on BC Samples

For in vitro tests, we chose the BC-AD and BC-L samples, unmodified and after 240 s
PM, in order to evaluate the effect of air drying, lyophilization, and PM on the colonization
of the samples with human HaCaT keratinocytes.
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On day 1 after seeding, the HaCaT cells on BC adhered generally in higher numbers
than on the control PS wells, which was, however, more pronounced in BC-L than in BC-AD
(Figure 7a). This result can be attributed to a higher porosity and a larger specific surface
area of BC-L, which therefore provided more space for the initial cell attachment than
BC-AD. Nevertheless, the initial adhesion of cells on BC-AD was significantly improved
by PM, i.e., a technique which is generally used to enhance the attractiveness of various
materials for cell adhesion. The main underlying mechanism of this improvement is
increase in the material hydrophilicity, manifested by a significant decrease of water drop
contact angle (from approx. 64◦ to 25◦–33◦; Table 4). On wettable materials, the cell
adhesion-mediating proteins, such as fibronectin and vitronectin, spontaneously adsorb
to the materials from biological fluids (including cell culture media), are attached in an
active, physiological conformation, and are well-accessible for cell adhesion receptors
(e.g., integrins) on cells [10,59,60]. BC-L was sufficiently wettable even before PM (contact
angle of approx. 35◦), and thus the PM did not further increase significantly the number
of initially adhered cells, as observed on BC-AD samples. Moreover, the BC-AD samples
modified with plasma were the first substrates on which the HaCaT cells started to form
well-apparent and distinct islands typical for keratinocytes, which are important initial
structures for creating a continuous cell layer (Figure 8).
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Figure 7. Number (a–c) and viability (d) of human HaCaT keratinocytes on days 1, 4 and 7 after
seeding on control polystyrene wells (PS) or on BC. The data were obtained by (a) counting cells
on 18–23 microscopic images, (b,c) measuring the intensity of fluorescence of cells stained with
Hoechst 33258 on 7–20 microscopic images, or (d) trypan blue-exclusion test from four parallel
samples of each experimental group. Mean ± S.E.M. (Standard Error of Mean), One way ANOVA,
Student-Newman-Keuls Method. Statistically significant differences among the experimental groups
(p ≤ 0.05) are indicated above the columns by numbers of differing groups.
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70 digital camera, obj. 4×, scale bar 200 µm.

On day 4 after seeding, however, the cell number became significantly lower on all
tested BC samples in comparison with the reference PS wells (Figure 7b). In accordance with
this, the cells on the images taken on day 4 covered a considerable part of the PS surface and
were almost confluent, while the cells on the BC-AD and BC-L samples without PM were
in an early phase of islet formation (Figure 9). This result can be explained by the fact that
the flat PS surface provided a better support for the cell spreading (which is a prerequisite
of the subsequent cell proliferation) than the rougher and more irregular BC surfaces. It
was particularly apparent on BC-AD samples, which showed more rugged surface on SEM
images (Figure 5). It is known from studies on osteoblasts that the increased material surface
roughness often hampered proliferation of these cells [61,62]. This phenomenon could
be even more pronounced in keratinocytes, which are epithelial cells with polarization
(i.e., functional specialization) of their basal and apical cytoplasmic membrane, designated
to cover surfaces of various organs, i.e., to live and grow in a 2D-like environment. In our
earlier study, the negative effect of increased surface roughness on the cell proliferation
was more apparent in endothelial cells, i.e., another type of epithelial-like cells, than in
osteoblasts [63].

Nevertheless, the growth of HaCaT cells on BC-AD and BC-L was markedly improved
by PM. On plasma-modified BC samples, the cells reached significantly higher cell num-
bers than on the unmodified samples (Figure 7b), and the cell islands on these samples
developed into large cell colonies (Figure 9).

As revealed by a trypan blue exclusion test performed on day 4, the cells on the tested
samples generally showed a high viability, ranging from approx. 88% to 97% (Figure 7d).
Surprisingly, the lowest viability values were observed in cells cultivated on lyophilized BC,
especially on samples modified with plasma. These samples contained the highest amount
of oxygen (Table 2), which might be associated with damage to cells by reactive oxygen
species. In addition, the surfaces of lyophilized samples are highly porous and contain
numerous surface irregularities and areas of variable overall thickness and hardness, which
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can hamper cell spreading. It has been previously reported that keratinocytes prefer softer
materials over harder ones [64,65]. Similarly, as mentioned above, the more rugged surface,
which can be tolerated or even preferred by osteoblasts [66], can decrease the adhesion and
proliferation of keratinocytes as well as other cells of soft tissues.
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On day 7 after seeding, the cell number on the tested BC samples equalized with
that on reference PS; i.e., the initial increase in cell number on BC samples, observed on
day 1, was lost (Figure 7c). On BC-L samples, the final cell number was even significantly
lower than on the other samples. This can be a consequence of the decreased cell viability
observed on day 4 (Figure 7d), due to some negative effects of BC-L samples on cell
spreading and proliferation, such as their surface irregularities and possible presence of
oxygen radicals. Additionally, higher porosity (Table 3) of BC-L materials can lead to higher
swelling of these materials in water-containing environments, such as cell culture media,
which can have rather negative effect on the cell adhesion, because it can decrease the
toughness (rigidity) of the substrate material. It is known that very soft and deformable
materials, such as hydrogels, cannot resist the traction forces generated by cells during
their spreading and support the viable growth of cells [67,68].

Nevertheless, the cell colonization of all BC samples on day 7 significantly improved
in comparison with the results from the 4th day of cultivation. From the images of cells
on day 7 (Figure 10) it is evident that on PS and the plasma-modified BC, the cells are
fully confluent, including those on BC-L, and in some parts of these samples, they created
multilayer structures. On unmodified BC samples, the cells were still growing in colonies
without reaching confluence, but these colonies have markedly enlarged in comparison
with day 4.
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Taken together, BC samples investigated in this study provided a good support for the
adhesion, growth and viability of human HaCaT keratinocytes, comparable with standard
tissue culture polystyrene, which is considered to be one of the most suitable materials
for cell colonization. The effect of air drying and lyophilization on the cell colonization of
BC was in general also comparable; it can be only distinguished that lyophilization had a
positive effect on initial cell attachment, while the subsequent growth of cells was better
on air-dried BC. However, the highest positive effect on the colonization of BC with cells
has been provided by PM, as evident from the fact that the plasma-modified BC samples,
either air-dried or lyophilized, were the only BC samples on which the cells were able to
develop a continuous, confluent layer (an even multilayer) after one week of cultivation.

4. Conclusions

In our work, we described the differences between air drying and lyophilization
with subsequent plasmatic modification of bacterial nanocellulose produced by the Koma-
gataeibacter sucrofermentans bacteria strain (ATCC 700178). We found that BC-L materials
maintained their structure, leading to higher porosity and specific surface area. Since the
structure of BC-AD collapsed, the SEM revealed these samples to have a more rugged
surface leading to almost two times higher contact angle. After plasmatic modification,
the prepared samples showed a decrease of contact angle and increase of porosity and
specific surface area. The O/C atomic ratio of the samples increased after PM, which
suggests binding of the atmospheric oxygen to the activated surface immediately after
modification. Compared to the literature, we obtained different values and trends of
contact angles, morphology changes, and surface elemental composition. This is likely
caused by the different parameters of the employed plasma discharge. Furthemore, we
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studied keratinocytes adhesion on our samples. We tested the initial adhesion (day 1)
and subsequent growth (up to day 7) of human HaCaT keratinocytes on unmodified and
plasma-modified BC-AD and BC-L. Due to its increased porosity and specific surface area,
BC-L increased the initial adhesion of keratinocytes, but the subsequent cell growth was
better on BC-AD. Modification with plasma for 240 s markedly accelerated the formation of
typical keratinocyte islands and of continuous cell layers on both BC-AD and BC-L, which
were comparable to those on standard cell culture polystyrene. Thus, the plasma-modified
BC holds a great promise for skin tissue engineering and wound healing.
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Abstract: Antibacterial multi-layered patches composed of an oxidized bacterial cellulose (OBC)
membrane loaded with dexpanthenol (DEX) and coated with several chitosan (CH) and alginate
(ALG) layers were fabricated by spin-assisted layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. Four patches with a
distinct number of layers (5, 11, 17, and 21) were prepared. These nanostructured multi-layered
patches reveal a thermal stability up to 200 ◦C, high mechanical performance (Young’s modulus
≥4 GPa), and good moisture-uptake capacity (240–250%). Moreover, they inhibited the growth of
the skin pathogen Staphylococcus aureus (3.2–log CFU mL−1 reduction) and were non-cytotoxic to
human keratinocytes (HaCaT cells). The in vitro release profile of DEX was prolonged with the
increasing number of layers, and the time-dependent data imply a diffusion/swelling-controlled drug
release mechanism. In addition, the in vitro wound healing assay demonstrated a good cell migration
capacity, headed to a complete gap closure after 24 h. These results certify the potential of these
multi-layered polysaccharides-based patches toward their application in wound healing.

Keywords: oxidized bacterial cellulose; chitosan; alginate; layer-by-layer assembly; multi-layered
patches; dexpanthenol; wound healing

1. Introduction

Natural polymers are being explored as building blocks to engineer multifunctional sustainable
materials with sophisticated architectures via biomacromolecular assembly strategies. Among the
prevailing methodologies to design such materials, the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is a simple,
versatile and well-established technique with high relevance in the drug delivery domain [1]. In fact,
the LbL assembly, which entails the sequential adsorption of complementary species (mostly based on
opposing charges) on a substrate, is enabling the creation of drug reservoirs either in the form of planar
films or capsules with a high-level of control of drug administration, targeted delivery, and lower
side effects. The presence of multiple layers in a single system facilitates the design of materials with
a profusion of bioactive functionalities (e.g., antioxidant activity, antibacterial activity, and wound
healing capacity) that are typical to their individual precursors [1].

Polysaccharides are amid the most commonly utilized components for the design of multi-layered
systems applied on drug delivery, despite the constraint of not yielding robust and free-standing films or
capsules without the use of a template, either sacrificial or non-sacrificial (e.g., glass slides, mesoporous
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silica, or calcium carbonate nanoparticles) [1]. In the context of planar films, bacterial cellulose (BC)
membranes, viz. an exopolysaccharide produced by some non-pathogenic bacteria [2,3], can be used
simultaneously as a non-sacrificial template and a drug reservoir. In fact, this robust and high purity
cellulosic substrate, with a web-like entangled morphology, possesses in situ moldability that allows
its direct biosynthesis in the form of membranes with personalized size and shape, revealing good
in vitro biocompatibility and in vivo skin compatibility [4], alongside high water retention capacity,
nanostructured porous network, high mechanical performance, and tailorable surface chemistry [5].
This set of intrinsic and unique features has been explored for the development of BC-based cutaneous
drug delivery systems loaded with both hydrophilic or lipophilic active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs) [6,7]. Nevertheless, the majority of the studies involves the simple diffusion of an API solution
into the BC network followed by drying, which is a methodology that hinders the API selection and,
in most instances, does not enable a controlled and targeted delivery of the APIs, particularly when
they are highly water-soluble [7,8]. Herein, the use of the LbL assembly methodology, which can
be performed in mild conditions in most substrates and enables the modulation of the composition,
stability, and surface functionality of those substrates [1], can be a major asset for engineering BC-based
membranes for wound healing applications, where a controlled and targeted drug delivery is an
essential requirement.

Our interest in developing multi-layered BC derived patches by LbL assembly for cutaneous
drug delivery originates from the idea of combining the peculiar properties of a freestanding
exopolysaccharide robust membrane (i.e., BC) with the properties of hydrophilic ionic polysaccharides
(i.e., chitosan (CH) and alginate (ALG)), and an API with wound healing potential (i.e., dexpanthenol
(DEX) used in several pharmaceutical formulations in the field of dermatology and skin care). Although
BC (either in its pure or oxidized forms) has already been individually blended with CH/ALG [9,10] or
DEX [11], and BC nanocrystals have been used as a filler in an alginate matrix that was then covered
with CH and gelatin polyelectrolytes via LbL assembly [12], there are no studies—as far as our literature
search could verify—dedicated to the development of multi-layered patches composed of oxidized BC
(OBC), CH, and ALG via spin-assisted LbL assembly technology, where the nanostructured porous
cellulosic substrate plays the simultaneous role of a non-sacrificial template and a drug reservoir.

In this perspective, the goal of the present study is to design multi-layered patches composed of
three polysaccharides, namely BC, CH, and ALG, as antibacterial cutaneous drug delivery vehicles for
DEX, viz. a water-soluble API with wound healing ability. The multi-layered patches with a stratified
structure were assembled via spin-assisted LbL methodology using a DEX-loaded OBC membrane as
the initial negatively charged substrate, followed by the alternate adsorption of positively charged CH
and negatively charged ALG polyelectrolytes, in a total of 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers. An in-depth analysis
of the structure, morphology, thermal stability, mechanical properties, and moisture-uptake capacity of
the multi-layered patches is presented, as well as the in vitro drug release profile at physiological pH,
the in vitro antibacterial activity against Staphylococcus aureus, the in vitro cytotoxicity toward human
HaCaT keratinocyte cells and the wound healing potential.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals, Bacteria, and Cells

Dexpanthenol (DEX, pharmaceutical secondary standard), glycerol (≥99.5%), phosphate buffered
saline (PBS, pH 7.4), sodium hypochlorite solution (available chlorine 10–15%), sodium bromide
(≥99%), sodium alginate (ALG, alginic acid sodium salt from brown algae, medium viscosity ≥2000 cP
(2%, 25 ◦C)), 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO free radical, >98%), tryptic soy broth
(TSB), tryptic soy agar (TSA), 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT, 98%),
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO,≥99.9%) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Sintra, Portugal). Dulbecco′s
Modified Eagle′s Medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin,
and fungizone were purchased from Gibco® (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Type 1 ultrapure
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water (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm (25 ◦C)) was filtered by a Simplicity® Water Purification System
(Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany). Other chemicals and solvents were of laboratory grade.

Chitosan (CH from shrimp, degree of deacetylation of 98%, viscosity of 2900 cP (1% solution in
1% of acetic acid)) was obtained from Mahtani Chitosan Pvt. Ltd. India. For purification, CH was
dissolved in a 1% (v/v) aqueous acetic acid solution, filtered, and precipitated by neutralization with
NaOH 0.5 M up to a pH of 8.5. The precipitate was rinsed with water until neutral pH, followed by
freeze-drying [13].

Bacterial cellulose (BC) was biosynthesized in our laboratory by the Gluconacetobacter sacchari
bacterial strain in the form of wet membranes [14]. Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 6538) bacterium
was received from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) collection (Manassas, VA, USA).
The nontumorigenic immortalized human keratinocyte HaCaT cell line was acquired from Cell Lines
Services (Eppelheim, Germany).

2.2. Preparation of Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose via TEMPO-Mediated Oxidation

The oxidized bacterial cellulose (OBC) membranes were prepared via TEMPO-mediated oxidation
as described elsewhere, with some modifications [15]. Shortly, 50 g of never-dried BC were suspended
into deionized water containing TEMPO (0.13 g) and NaBr (1.3 g) under magnetic stirring. Then, 0.267 g
of NaClO aqueous solution was slowly added, and the pH of the solution was maintained at 10.5 by
adding a 0.5 M NaOH aqueous solution. The temperature was kept at 30 ◦C throughout the reaction
for 30 min. The oxidation was stopped by quenching with 40 mL of absolute ethanol, followed by
washing with deionized water. The OBC membranes (carboxyl content of 0.54 ± 0.09 mmol g−1) were
stored in distilled water at 4 ◦C until further use.

2.3. Preparation of Multi-Layered Patches Loaded with Dexpanthenol

First, ALG and CH solutions (1 mg mL−1) were prepared in ultrapure water and 1% (v/v) acid
acetic aqueous solution, respectively. Wet OBC membranes (6 × 4 cm2) were weighted, drained, and
then soaked in 5 mL of an aqueous buffered solution (pH 7.4) of DEX (0.15% w/v) with glycerol (1% w/v).
The membranes were stirred at 100 rpm and 30 ◦C for 1 h to allow the complete absorption of the
solution (viz. 100% entrapment efficiency) and then left to dry at 30 ◦C for 24 h. The DEX-loaded
OBC patch was coated with 250 µL of CH (zeta (ζ)-potential: 57 ± 3 mV (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern
Panalytical, Cambridge, United Kingdom)) and 250 µL of ALG (ζ-potential: −40 ± 3 mV) aqueous
solutions by spin coating (Spin 150, APT GmbH–Automation und Produktionstechnik, Germany) at
2000 rpm during 15 s. A total of 5, 11, 17, or 21 layers of the polysaccharides were deposited, starting
and finishing with CH, as compiled in Table 1.

Table 1. List of patches with the respective dry weight and thickness values.

Patch a Layers Dry weight/mg b Thickness/µm b

OBC OBC 267 ± 10 45 ± 10
OBC/DEX OBC(DEX) 275 ± 11 50 ± 15

OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 OBC(DEX)-CH-ALG-
CH-ALG-CH 277 ± 13 55 ± 10

OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11 OBC(DEX)-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-
CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH 279 ± 13 61 ± 11

OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_17
OBC(DEX)-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-
CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH-
ALG-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH

284 ± 10 65 ± 16

OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21

OBC(DEX)-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-
CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH-
ALG-CH-ALG-CH-ALG-CH-

ALG-CH-ALG-CH

286 ± 11 69 ± 13

a All patches contain glycerol as a plasticizer (1% w/v, 2.1 mg per cm2 of patch) that was incorporated inside the
OBC; b Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation.
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2.4. Characterization Techniques

The thickness of the specimens was measured with a Mitutoyo coolant-proof digimatic micrometer
MDC-25PX (Mitutoyo Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). All measurements were executed at fifteen different
locations of the specimens, randomly selected, with an accuracy of 1 µm.

Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were computed on a
Perkin-Elmer FT-IR System Spectrum BX spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA)
coupled with a single horizontal Golden Gate ATR cell (Specac®, London, UK), in the wavenumber
range of 600–4000 cm−1 at a resolution of 4 cm−1 over 32 scans.

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were recorded in a HR-FESEM SU-70 Hitachi microscope
(Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The specimens were placed on an aluminum
plate and formerly coated with a carbon film.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was undertaken in a SETSYS SETARAM TGA analyzer
(SETARAM Instrumentation, Lyon, France). The specimens were heated from 25 ◦C to 800 ◦C at a
heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1 under a nitrogen atmosphere.

Tensile mechanical tests were conducted on a uniaxial Instron 5966 testing apparatus (Instron Corp.,
Rockville, MD, USA) in traction mode at a deformation rate of 10 mm min−1 using a 500 N static load
cell and gauge length of 30 mm. The specimens were rectangular strips (5 × 1 cm2) dried at 40 ◦C.
All measurements were held on seven replicates.

The moisture-uptake capacity was assessed by laying the dry specimens (2× 2 cm2) in a conditioned
cabinet with 100% relative humidity at 25 ◦C for 22 h. After that period, the weight (Ww) of the moist
specimens was measured, and the moisture-uptake was determined according to the equation:

Moisture− uptake (%) = (Ww −W0) ×W−1
0 × 100 (1)

where W0 is the initial weight of the dry specimens [16].

2.5. In Vitro Drug Release Assays

DEX-loaded patches (2 × 2 cm2) were immersed in a vessel containing 30 mL of 0.01 M PBS
(pH 7.4) and the dissolution tests were then carried out at 32 ◦C and 50 rpm during 90 h. At regular
time intervals, aliquots of 3 mL of each solution were withdrawn, and the same volume of fresh PBS
was added to maintain a constant volume. The DEX concentration in each aliquot was determined
by UV–Vis spectroscopy (Shimadzu UV-1800 UV–Vis spectrophotometer, Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto,
Japan) at 206 nm with the linear calibration curve: y = 0.135x + 0.0167 (R2 = 0.9978), in the range
of 10–100 µm mL−1. The DEX content at each time was plotted as a cumulative percentage release
concentration calculated using the formula:

Ccumulative = Cn + [(3×Cn−1)/30] (2)

where Cn and Cn−1 are the concentrations of DEX at time n and n − 1, respectively. Nine replicates
were performed for each specimen [8].

2.6. In Vitro Antibacterial Activity

The antibacterial activity of the OBC-based membranes was examined against S. aureus.
The bacterial pre-inoculum cultures were grown for 24 h in TSB growth medium at 37 ◦C under
horizontal shaking at 120 rpm until reaching a concentration of 108 to 109 colony forming units
per mL (CFU mL−1). Each film specimen (4 × 6 cm2) was placed in contact with 5 mL of bacterial
suspension via a ten-fold dilution of the overnight grown culture in PBS (pH 7.4). A bacterial cell
suspension was tested as the control while OBC membranes, neat and DEX-loaded, were tested as blank
references. All specimens were incubated at 37 ◦C under horizontal shaking at 120 rpm. At 24 h contact
time, aliquots (500 µL) of each specimen and controls were collected and the bacterial concentration
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(CFU mL−1) was determined by plating serial dilutions on TSA medium. The plates were incubated
at 37 ◦C for 48 h. The CFU were determined on the most appropriate dilution on the agar plates.
Two independent experiments were carried out and, for each, two replicates were plated. The bacteria
log reduction of the specimens was calculated as follows:

log CFU mL−1reduction = log CFUcontrol − log CFUpatch (3)

2.7. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Assay

The cytotoxicity of the patches was evaluated in human keratinocytes cell line (HaCaT cells) by
the MTT assay [17]. Briefly, cells were grown in complete DMEM medium supplemented with 10%
FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 10,000 U mL−1 penicillin/streptomycin, and 250 µg mL−1 fungizone at 37 ◦C in
5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. Cells were observed daily under an inverted phase-contrast Eclipse
TS100 microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The tests were performed in triplicates of OBC, OBC/DEX,
and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21. Specimens of 1 × 1 cm2 were prepared, sterilized by ultraviolet radiation,
and then incubated with 1.0 mL of complete DMEM medium at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2 for 24 h to prepare
the specimen extract.

Meanwhile, one 96-well plate was prepared with 5 × 4 wells filled up with 6000 cells/well and
the cells were then incubated in complete culture medium for 24 h for adhesion. After that time, cell
culture medium (in the 96-well plates) was substituted by 100 µL of each of the extracts obtained
from the incubated specimens and cells were then additionally incubated for either 24 h or 48 h. As a
negative control, HaCaT cells were incubated with complete DMEM medium and treated identically
as described for the specimens.

At the end of the incubation time, 50 µL of MTT (at a concentration of 1 g L−1) was added to
each well and incubated for 4 h at 37 ◦C in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. After that, the culture
medium with MTT was removed and replaced by 150 µL of DMSO and the plate was positioned in a
shaker for 2 h in the dark to totally dissolve the formazan crystals. The absorbance of the specimens
was measured with a BioTek Synergy HT plate reader (Synergy HT Multi-Mode, BioTeK, Winooski,
VT, USA) at 570 nm with blank corrections. The cell viability was calculated with respect to the control
cells:

Cell viability (%) =
[(

Abssample −AbsDMSO
)
/(Abscontrol −AbsDMSO)

]
× 100 (4)

where the Abssample is the absorbance of the specimen; AbsDMSO is the absorbance of the DMSO solvent;
and Abscontrol is the absorbance of the control.

2.8. In Vitro Wound Healing (Scratch) Assay

The effect of the multi-layered patches on the migration capability of HaCaT keratinocyte cells
was evaluated using the scratch assay. Cells were seeded in a 6-well plate at 5 × 105 cells/well and
the linear wound was generated with a sterile 200 µL plastic pipette tip. Specimens of 1 × 1 cm2

were prepared, sterilized by ultraviolet radiation, and then incubated with 1.0 mL of complete DMEM
medium at 37 ◦C, with 5% CO2 for 24 h to prepare the specimen extract. The tests were performed in
triplicates of OBC/DEX, OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11, and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21. As a negative control,
HaCaT cells were treated identically as described for the specimens. Each specimen extract was applied
to the scratch and the cells were then further incubated for 9 and 24 h at 37 ◦C, with 5% CO2. Optical
micrographs (Eclipse TS100 microscope, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) of the scratched area of each condition
were taken and compared to the corresponding 0 h time point.

2.9. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was conducted with OriginPro 9.0.0 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton,
MA, USA), where the statistical significance was assessed by the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
Tukey’s test with the statistical significance established at p < 0.05.
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3. Results and Discussion

Polysaccharides-based multi-layered patches composed of OBC, CH, and ALG were fabricated
by spin-assisted LbL coating assembly technology, as illustrated in Figure 1. This assembly
methodology was selected due to its simplicity and the stratified structure it conveys to the materials [1].
Therefore, the first step to prepare the multi-layered membranes comprised the functionalization of BC
via the environmentally friendly TEMPO-mediated oxidation to obtain oxidized bacterial cellulose
membranes with negatively charged groups at the surface (Figure 1a). The water-soluble radical
reagent TEMPO is a catalytic oxidant that jointly with NaBr and NaClO selectively converts the
cellulose C6 hydroxyl groups into carboxylic moieties in aqueous media, without compromising the
morphological integrity of the fibers [18].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) TEMPO-mediated oxidation of BC yielding OBC, (b) loading
of OBC with DEX, (c) spin coating LbL assembly of the polysaccharides multi-layered patch with
5 layers, and (d) digital photographs of the OBC/DEX/CH/ALG patches with 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers.

The OBC membrane was then loaded with DEX (i.e., OBC/DEX membrane, Figure 1b), which is a
water-soluble active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) used in several pharmaceutical formulations
in the field of dermatology and skin care due to its capacity to act as a skin moisturizer, skin barrier
restorer, and facilitator of wound healing [19]. All membranes contain 0.32 mg of DEX per cm2 of
OBC, selected based on equivalent commercial formulations [19]. Further to this, glycerol (1% w/v,
2.1 mg per cm2 of membrane) was incorporated in the membrane as a plasticizer to upsurge their
malleability and conformability to the skin surface [20].

Afterward, four multi-layered patches with a distinct number of layers (5, 11, 17, and 21) of
the positively charged CH (ζ-potential: 57 ± 3 mV) and the negatively charged ALG (ζ-potential:
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−40 ± 3 mV) polyelectrolytes were prepared (Figure 1c). CH and ALG polysaccharides were selected
as the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes because of their efficient film-forming ability and vast
applicability in the LbL assembly technology [1]. Furthermore, CH was chosen as the final layer
in the four multi-layered membranes due to its known antibacterial activity toward a wide variety
of microorganisms [13,21], largely linked to the presence of amino groups [22]. This bioactive
property is particularly pertinent in the context of skin regeneration to avoid the growth of pathogenic
microorganisms that will contribute to microbial wound infections [23,24].

All multi-layered patches are whitish and homogeneous, as displayed in the photographs of
Figure 1d, confirming the even distribution of DEX and of the polyelectrolytes (i.e., CH and ALG).
Predictably, the weight and thickness of the multi-layered patches increased with the increasing
number of layers as listed Table 1. The nanostructured patches were characterized in terms of structure
by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, morphology by SEM, thermal stability by TGA, mechanical properties
by tensile tests and moisture-uptake capacity. Additionally, the in vitro drug release profile, in vitro
antibacterial activity, in vitro cytotoxicity, and in vitro wound healing potential were also evaluated.

3.1. Structural and Morphological Characterization

The modification of BC via TEMPO-mediated oxidation to obtain OBC with negatively charged
groups was confirmed by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy through the presence of the typical absorption bands
of the BC backbone at 1029 cm−1 (C–O stretching), 1316 cm−1 (O–H in plane bending), 2897 cm−1

(C–H stretching), and 3340 cm−1 (O–H stretching) [25], and the emergence of the absorption band
at 1590–1640 cm−1 assigned to the antisymmetric vibration of ionized carboxyl groups (νas(COO−),
Figure 2a) [26]. Moreover, the SEM micrograph of the OBC membrane surface (Figure 2c) shows the
characteristic three-dimensional nanofibrillar structure of BC [5,14]. This means that the oxidation of
BC did not affect the morphology (Figure 2c) nor the visual appearance of the membranes.

The incorporation of DEX via diffusion into the three-dimensional porous network of OBC was
also validated by ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 2b) through the presence of the typical absorption
bands of each component (Figure 2a), whilst the ones allocated to DEX, namely at 3308 cm−1 (O–H and
N–H stretching), 1636 cm−1 (C=O stretching, amide I band), and 1535 cm−1 (amide II band) [26,27] are
not completely observable given the small amount of API present in the patch (0.32 mg of DEX per cm2

of OBC). In the SEM micrograph of the surface of the OBC/DEX patch (Figure 2c), the nanofibrillar
structure of OBC is still visible, suggesting that all DEX was absorbed into the three-dimensional
porous network of OBC and none remains at the surface of the patch, confirming the above vibrational
spectroscopy data.

The ATR-FTIR spectra of the multi-layered patches (Figure 2b) portrayed similarities with those
of their precursors (Figure 2a), mainly with OBC, but also with chitosan at 3342 cm−1 (O–H stretching),
1638 cm−1 (C=O stretching and N−H bending), 1592 cm−1 (−NH2 bending), 1380 cm−1 (−CH2 bending),
1148 cm−1 (C−O−C antisymmetric stretching), 1078 and 1032 cm−1 (C−O stretching) [28], and ALG at
3250 cm−1 (O–H stretching), and 1596 cm−1 (COO− antisymmetric stretching) and 1406 cm−1 (COO−
symmetric stretching) [29]. Moreover, the absorption bands of glycerol at 1100 cm−1 and 1030 cm−1

(C–O stretching vibrations of alcohols) and 3250 cm−1 (O–H stretching), [7] are fully superimposed
with the vibrations of the polysaccharides, viz. OBC, CH, and ALG.

Regarding the morphology (Figure 2c), the SEM micrographs of the surface of the multi-layered
membranes did not disclose the three-dimensional fibrillar structure of OBC because it was completely
covered by the various CH and ALG layers. Furthermore, the micrographs also depicted the formation
of micron-size particles credited to the polyelectrolytes, which underlines the homogeneous and total
coverage of the negatively charged OBC substrate. Indeed, in the case of the patch with 21 layers,
the micrograph resembles the formation of a particulate film.
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ALG, DEX (a), OBC/DEX, and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based multi-layered patches with 5, 11, 17, and 21 
layers (b), and (c) SEM surface micrographs (×30.0 k magnification) of OBC, OBC/DEX, and 
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based multi-layered patches with 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers. 
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under a nitrogen atmosphere. According to Figure 3, the data did not vary appreciably with the
increasing number of polyelectrolyte layers (i.e., 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers), with all membranes 
exhibiting a double weight-loss degradation profile with thermal stability up to about 200 °C (Figure 
3b). Apart from the initial volatilization of water at ca. 100 °C, the small first step with a maximum 
rate of decomposition temperature at ca. 240 °C is allocated to the volatilization of glycerol [30] and 
degradation of DEX [27], while the second step with a maximum rate of decomposition temperature
in the range 320—330 °C is related to the polysaccharide skeleton degradation, namely OBC [31], CH 
[13], and ALG [32]. In this second-step, the maximum degradation temperature slightly decreases 
with the increasing number of layers, most likely due to the marginally lower thermal stability of the 

Figure 2. (a,b) ATR-FTIR spectra (vibrational modes: ν = stretching, δ = bending) of BC, OBC,
CH, ALG, DEX (a), OBC/DEX, and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based multi-layered patches with 5, 11, 17,
and 21 layers (b), and (c) SEM surface micrographs (×30.0 k magnification) of OBC, OBC/DEX,
and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based multi-layered patches with 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers.

3.2. Thermal Stability and Mechanical Properties

The thermal stability of the multi-layered patches was measured by thermogravimetric analysis
under a nitrogen atmosphere. According to Figure 3, the data did not vary appreciably with the
increasing number of polyelectrolyte layers (i.e., 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers), with all membranes exhibiting
a double weight-loss degradation profile with thermal stability up to about 200 ◦C (Figure 3b).
Apart from the initial volatilization of water at ca. 100 ◦C, the small first step with a maximum rate
of decomposition temperature at ca. 240 ◦C is allocated to the volatilization of glycerol [30] and
degradation of DEX [27], while the second step with a maximum rate of decomposition temperature in
the range 320–330 ◦C is related to the polysaccharide skeleton degradation, namely OBC [31], CH [13],
and ALG [32]. In this second-step, the maximum degradation temperature slightly decreases with
the increasing number of layers, most likely due to the marginally lower thermal stability of the
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polyelectrolytes [13,32]. Furthermore, the final residue of the multi-layered patches at 800 ◦C varied
between 25% for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 and 35% for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21, which is mainly attributed
to the increase of CH and ALG in the membranes. However, it is worth remarking that all multi-layered
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based membranes are thermally stable up to 200 ◦C, and therefore, can undergo
the sterilization procedures (e.g., autoclaving at ca. 120 ◦C) required for biomedical applications.
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OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11, OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_17, and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21.

The mechanical properties of the multi-layered polysaccharides-based patches were also analyzed,
and the data obtained from the stress-strain curves are condensed in Table 2. The negatively charged
OBC substrate exhibits an elongation at break of 3.4 ± 0.6%, tensile strength of 150 ± 25 MPa and
Young’s modulus of 8.2 ± 1.4 GPa. Furthermore, the inclusion of DEX (dissolved in a buffered solution
with glycerol (1% w/v)) into the OBC porous structure promoted a decrease in both Young’s modulus
and tensile strength to 3.5 ± 1.2 GPa and 97 ± 15 MPa, respectively, complemented by an increase
in the elongation at break to 4.9 ± 0.6%. This behavior is comparable to the trend obtained for
pure BC membranes after the incorporation of APIs such as diclofenac [33] and lidocaine [34] into
the BC three-dimensional structure. Furthermore, Tanrıverdi et al. also reported a decrease in the
tensile strength of synthetic nanofiber mats, namely poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), poly(ethylene oxide),
and poly(ε-caprolactone), loaded with DEX [35].

Table 2. Young’s modulus, tensile strength, and elongation at break of the OBC, OBC/DEX, and the
multi-layered patches.

Patch a Young’s Modulus/GPa Tensile Strength/MPa Elongation at Break/%

OBC 8.2 ± 1.4 150 ± 25 3.4 ± 0.6
OBC/DEX 3.5 ± 1.2 97 ± 15 4.9 ± 0.6

OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 4.2 ± 0.8 142 ± 39 4.3 ± 0.7
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11 4.4 ± 0.8 154 ± 52 4.0 ± 1.1
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_17 9.8 ± 2.7 166 ± 45 2.0 ± 0.4
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21 10.9 ± 4.0 188 ± 57 2.2 ± 0.4

a All patches contain glycerol as a plasticizer.

After the LbL assembly of the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes (i.e., CH and ALG) on the
negatively charged OBC substrate, the mechanical performance of the multi-layered membranes
increased with the increasing number of layers. The Young’s modulus increased from 4.2 ± 0.8 GPa
for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 to 10.9 ± 4.0 GPa for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21, whereas the tensile strength
increased from 142 ± 39 MPa for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 to 188 ± 57 MPa for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21.
On the contrary, the elongation at break decreased from 4.3 ± 0.7% for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 to
2.2 ± 0.4% for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21, meaning that the membranes became less elastic as the number
of layers increased from 5 to 21. Nonetheless, these hydrophilic multi-layered patches are satisfactorily
malleable to conform to the surface of the skin.
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Worth noting is the fact that these OBC/DEX/CH/ALG multi-layered patches exhibited a higher
tensile strength than the similar non-multi-layered films based on hydrogen peroxide oxidized BC
(HOBC) or periodic acid oxidized BC (POBC) containing CH and ALG, which were prepared by
blending the homogenized HOBC or POBC pulp with a CH and ALG gel solution, and studied for
application as wound dressings [10].

3.3. Moisture-Uptake Capacity

The moisture-uptake capacity of the multi-layered patches was determined to anticipate their
interaction with moisture and exudates when applied to wound sites. Hence, the patches were left in a
chamber with 100% relative humidity at 25 ◦C for 22 h. According to Figure 4, all OBC/DEX/CH/ALG
patches absorbed moisture over time and were able to reach values of 240–250% after 22 h of exposure.
Furthermore, the time-dependent data did not vary appreciably with the increasing number of layers
(i.e., 5, 11, 17, and 21 layers), meaning that these patches present an analogous moisture-uptake
capacity. This behavior is obviously credited to the hydrophilic nature of the precursors of the
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based membranes, as in fact shown for the non-multi-layered films composed of
OBC, CH, and ALG [10].
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Therefore, any of these multi-layered polysaccharide-based patches can promote (if necessary) a
moist environment at the skin interface and remove the surplus of exudates or other body fluids when
applied to the skin surface.

3.4. In Vitro Drug Release Profile

The in vitro release profile of the multi-layered polysaccharides-based patches was tested in PBS
(pH 7.4) at 32 ◦C that simulates the usual pH and temperature of the skin [36]. Figure 4b shows
the cumulative release profiles of DEX from the OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based membranes, which were
compared with the in vitro release of DEX from a membrane composed solely of OBC and DEX.

In general, the release profile of the patches is quite standard, with an initial burst followed
by a plateau where the DEX release achieves the highest value. While the OBC/DEX and
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 patches reached a maximum cumulative release of ca. 95% after 16 h,
the OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11 achieved ca. 87% after 16 h and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_17 attained ca.
85% after 28 h. In the case of the OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21 patch, it only reached a maximum cumulative
release of ca. 65% after 90 h. This is a direct indication that the multi-layered systems retarded the
DEX release from the OBC membrane, particularly for 21 layers. Moreover, this slow-release profile is
suited for wounds that require longer therapeutic treatments combined with a local skin moisturizer
with antibacterial properties and wound healing ability.
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When compared with non-multi-layered BC-based membranes loaded with water-soluble
APIs [7,8], these OBC/DEX/CH/ALG multi-layered patches presented a controlled release profile
that only reached high cumulative release values after several hours.

The in vitro drug release curves (Figure 4b) were further adjusted to kinetic models to identify the
diffusional release mechanism of DEX from the multi-layered OBC/DEX/CH/ALG-based membranes.
The data were better fitted to the Korsmeyer–Peppas kinetic model [37,38], Mt/M∞ = ktn, with Mt

as the DEX content released at time t, M∞ is the DEX content released at infinite time, k is the kinetic
constant, and n is the diffusion constant denoting the release mechanism [37,39]. Based on this kinetic
model, only the cumulative release values of Mt/M∞ < 60% are fitted, and therefore, a release exponent
(n) of 0.45 was obtained for OBC/DEX, 0.68 for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5, 0.69 for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11,
0.68 for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_17, and 0.70 for OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21 (Table 3). These curve fitting
parameters are representative of Fickian diffusion (i.e., diffusion-controlled drug release mechanism,
in the case of OBC/DEX, and non-Fickian transport (0.5 < n < 1.0) (i.e., diffusion and swelling controlled
drug release mechanism), for the case of the multi-layered polysaccharide-based membranes [37–39].

Table 3. Fitting parameters of the Korsmeyer–Peppas kinetic model and the corresponding drug
release mechanism.

Patch Release Exponent (n) Regression Coefficient (R2) Drug Release Mechanism

OBC/DEX 0.45 0.997 Fickian
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_5 0.68 0.998 Non-Fickian

OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11 0.69 0.997 Non-Fickian
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_17 0.68 0.998 Non-Fickian
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21 0.70 0.999 Non-Fickian

3.5. In Vitro Antibacterial Activity

The antibacterial activity of the multi-layered polysaccharide-based patches was assayed against
S. aureus (a Gram-positive bacterium) for 24 h, as shown in Figure 5a. This bacterium has been
extensively studied because it is the culprit of several skin infections, particularly in patients with
skin injuries [23]. As expected, neither the control nor the OBC membrane hindered the growth of
the Gram-positive pathogenic microorganism. This observation is consistent with the literature, since
OBC does not inhibit the growth of S. aureus, as previously reported [40]. Nevertheless, when DEX is
loaded into the OBC membrane, the bacterial growth of S. aureus was reduced by 0.8–log CFU mL−1

after 24 h. Although DEX is not an antibacterial agent [41], it seems that its combination with OBC
conveyed a small growth inhibition to the OBC/DEX membrane.

Regarding the multi-layered polysaccharide-based patches, they are responsible for ca.
3.2–log CFU mL−1 reduction after 24 h (Figure 5a). Since the general tendency of the four membranes
was the same, it is fair to claim that all OBC/DEX/CH/ALG patches are antibacterial agents due to
the presence of chitosan. In fact, several studies have shown that the marine polysaccharide derived
from chitin (i.e., chitosan) presents antibacterial activity toward a wide variety of microorganisms [21]
including S. aureus [13], largely linked to the presence of amino groups [22,24]. This bioactive property
is of paramount importance for skin regeneration to avert the growth of pathogenic microorganisms
causing microbial wound infections [23,24].
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3.6. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Assays

The cytotoxic behavior of the multi-layered patch with 21 layers (OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21) as
well as that of OBC and OBC/DEX was assessed in human HaCaT keratinocyte cells via the indirect
MTT assay. This cell line was elected because it has been intensely used as a model for epidermal
cells [42–45]. Figure 5b shows that the HaCaT cells metabolic activity was normal for the negative
control (100% cell viability) as well as for the OBC membrane (ca. 98%) for both exposure times
(24 and 48 h). Therefore, the OBC membrane is non-cytotoxic toward HaCaT cells, which is coherent
with the results achieved in the literature for other cell lines such as NIH3T3 fibroblast cells [31].
Furthermore, the cell viability of the OBC patch loaded with DEX was almost unaltered with values of
97 ± 7% after 24 h and 94 ± 9% after 48 h. This behavior was predictable because DEX is a non-cytotoxic
drug used in several pharmaceutical formulations in the field of dermatology and skin care [19].

With regard to the multi-layered patch with the higher number of layers (i.e., OBC/DEX/

CH/ALG_21), it was also deemed as a non-cytotoxic material because the cell viability was 95 ± 5%
after 24 h and 97 ± 6% after 48 h (Figure 5b). Furthermore, the optical micrographs of the HaCaT
cells (Figure 5c) support the cell viability data by evidencing that neither the cell morphology nor
the cell count varied in relation to the control after 24 h of cell incubation with the OBC, OBC/DEX,
and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21 membranes. Actually, all values were high above the 70% threshold
of cell viability [46], which reflects the potential in vivo performance of these safe and compatible
multi-layered patches for application in the biomedical field.

3.7. In Vitro Wound Healing Activity

Having proved that the multi-layered polysaccharide-based patches are robust, thermally
stable, and present a controlled drug release profile, antibacterial activity against S. aureus and
non-cytotoxicity toward HaCaT cells, the next step focused on the wound healing potential
of these patches as delivery vehicles for DEX. Therefore, the wound healing activity of the
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multi-layered polysaccharide-based patches with 11 and 21 layers (OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11 and
OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21) as well as of the OBC/DEX patch was assessed using the in vitro wound
healing scratch assay [47]. Therefore, the influence of the patches on the cell migration was studied for
HaCaT keratinocyte cells after 9 and 24 h of exposure. Predictably, and as shown in Figure 6, the cells
cultivated in a medium containing only culture medium (i.e., control) presented a good migration
capacity with the complete occlusion of the scratch after 24 h.
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Overall, and in the case of the patches, the HaCaT keratinocyte cells situated near the boundary of
the scratched region moved toward the vacant region as time progressed, achieving a full closure after
24 h. Furthermore, the cell density at the back of the scratch site is also growing with time, which points
to the proliferation of the HaCaT keratinocyte cells. However, in terms of temporal progression,
the patches containing DEX, namely OBC/DEX, OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_11 and OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21,
demonstrated higher coverage of the wound-like gap area after 9 h, induced by cell growth and
migration, when compared to the positive control. Despite the analogous behavior of the HaCaT
keratinocyte cells after 24 h of exposure to the three patches (Figure 6), the optical micrographs after
9 h show a slightly slower cell growth and migration for the patches with 11 and 21 layers. In fact,
the behavior of the different patches after 9 h of exposure (Figure 6) seems to be in line with the in vitro
drug release profile of DEX, where the OBC/DEX patch is the one releasing the higher amount of
DEX in the shorter period of time and the multi-layered OBC/DEX/CH/ALG_21 membrane with a
controlled drug release profile is the one releasing the lower content of DEX after 24 h, as depicted in
Figure 4b. Similar observations in terms of wound closure as a function of time were documented by
Sharma et al. [48] for curcumin conjugated with hyaluronic acid, which are two natural compounds
known to expedite the wound healing process, and by Silva et al. [16] for multifunctional nanofibrous
patches composed of nanocellulose and lysozyme nanofibers.

Given that wound closure is a signal of wound healing ability [49], these antibacterial and
non-cytotoxic multi-layered polysaccharide-based patches have the potential to foster wound healing
and, simultaneously, hinder skin infections. Moreover, the drug release profile can be tuned
to the specific type of wound and required treatment time by simply adjusting the number of
polysaccharide layers.
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4. Conclusions

Functional multi-layered patches composed of OBC, CH, ALG, and DEX were prepared for
wound healing applications. Four multi-layered patches with different number of layers, viz. 5, 11, 17,
and 21, were assembled by the spin assisted LbL coating technique of oppositely charged CH and ALG
polyelectrolytes onto the OBC cellulosic substrate loaded with DEX. These patches with a stratified
structure had thermal stability up to almost 200 ◦C, mechanical properties with a Young’s modulus
higher than 4 GPa, and good moisture-uptake capacity (240–250%). Additionally, they inhibited the
growth of Staphylococcus aureus with 3.2–log CFU mL−1 reduction and are non-cytotoxic to human
keratinocytes (HaCaT cells) with a cell viability of about 97% after 48 h. The in vitro DEX release
profile from the patches is time-dependent and is prolonged with the increasing number of layers,
and the in vitro wound healing assay showed a good migration capacity with the full occlusion of
the wound scratch after 24 h. These data validate the potentiality of these antibacterial multi-layered
polysaccharides-based patches as vehicles for the topical delivery of DEX, which is a promoter of
wound healing.
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Abstract: Wood from field-grown poplars with different genotypes and varying lignin content
(17.4 wt % to 30.0 wt %) were subjected to one-pot 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl catalyzed
oxidation and high-pressure homogenization in order to investigate nanofibrillation following
simultaneous delignification and cellulose oxidation. When comparing low and high lignin wood it
was found that the high lignin wood was more easily fibrillated as indicated by a higher nanofibril
yield (68% and 45%) and suspension viscosity (27 and 15 mPa·s). The nanofibrils were monodisperse
with diameter ranging between 1.2 and 2.0 nm as measured using atomic force microscopy. Slightly
less cellulose oxidation (0.44 and 0.68 mmol·g−1) together with a reduced process yield (36% and
44%) was also found which showed that the removal of a larger amount of lignin increased the
efficiency of the homogenization step despite slightly reduced oxidation of the nanofibril surfaces.
The surface area of oxidized high lignin wood was also higher than low lignin wood (114 m2·g−1

and 76 m2·g−1) which implicates porosity as a factor that can influence cellulose nanofibril isolation
from wood in a beneficial manner.

Keywords: cellulose nanofibrils; wood; lignin; TEMPO-oxidation

1. Introduction

The valorization of wood and other lignocelluloses generally include a variety of costly
mechanical-chemical refining steps in order to overcome the inherent recalcitrance that
comes from lignified cell walls and complex inaccessible crystalline cellulose microfibril
architectures [1]. Effectively nanofibrillating the cell wall is an attractive prospect where
cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) are attainable as a final product or as an intermediate for further
treatments that utilizes the increased accessibility [2]. For instance, through improved
saccharification of nanofibrils compared to initial wood fibers [3]. An important factor that
has made CNF isolation more favorable is the implementation of various pretreatments in
addition to traditional pulping processes. These swell the cell wall structure and reduces
its structural integrity, thereby making it more susceptible to complete nano-fibrillation.
The choice of pretreatment, cellulosic feedstock and mechanical disintegration method
varies across literature and is a subject of intense research activity [4]. A common process in
this context is that of 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxyl (TEMPO) catalyzed oxidation.
This pretreatment mediates nanofibrillation through selective carboxylation of the cellulose
C6-hydroxyl groups through N-oxyl radical generation [5]. The treatment has been studied
in great depth in relation to delignified pulps from a variety of sources [6]. It has also
been demonstrated that feedstock containing lignin, such as thermomechanical pulp [7],
hemp [8] and wood [9], can be simultaneously delignified and carboxylated using the
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treatment. The relation between these procedures and nanofibrillation is complex where
CNFs with residual lignin are attainable despite substantial carboxylation [10,11]. It has also
been reported that the presence of the TEMPO-catalyst significantly increases carboxylation
whilst keeping the delignifying efficiency constant [7]. The understanding of how these
phenomena occurs in relation to native wood structures with varying lignin is currently
unexplored. Available literature revolves around already processed feedstocks or focuses
on pure mechanical fibrillation [12]. A natural step would thus be to combine TEMPO-
oxidation with variation in lignin content of unprocessed feedstocks. The associated novelty
includes highlighting TEMPO-oxidation as a metric of fibrillation suitability for raw wood
with variation in lignin content, something which could be applicable to commercial
endeavors where TEMPO-oxidation is an attractive prospect in obtaining CNFs. Direct
TEMPO-oxidation of wood has only recently been the subject of few dedicated studies [9,13].
These studies were furthermore showcasing one type of wood whereas the study presented
herein aims to explore an additional factor of wood characteristics. This can increase the
knowledge and feasibility of direct oxidation of wood by elucidating how wood properties,
in this case native lignin content, influences the process.

In this study, we investigated field-grown poplar trees with large (17.4–30.0 wt %)
systematic differences in lignin content. The goal was to analyze how lignin content asso-
ciated wood recalcitrance is manifested in relation to nanofibrillation after pretreatments
that simultaneously delignifies and carboxylates the wood fibers. Increased understanding
of how oxidative treatments interplay with variation in lignin content of the feedstock
is beneficial to a wide range of CNF isolation endeavors through elucidation of the link
between wood and final CNFs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Six different wood samples with specific chemical composition (see Table 1) were
supplied by SweTree Technologies AB, Umeå Sweden. The samples were selected out of a
library of trees (see Supplementary Material) based on the largest variety of total lignin
content as determined using pyrolysis GS/MS [14]. The variation was validated using
principal component analysis (see Supplementary Material). Three wood samples with
similar lignin content were chosen as center points, approximately corresponding to lignin
content in between the lowest and the highest samples. This was done in order to be able
to evaluate trends between lignin content and characterization if present.

Table 1. Composition of the wood feedstock used in this study shown in wt %.

Sample ID Coding Carbohydrates Extractives Total Lignin Cellulose 1

1 Low 79.4 0.4 17.4 45 (4)
2 77.2 0.4 19.7 42 (3)
3 Medium 72.4 0.7 24.4 41 (2)
4 72.3 0.5 24.5 40 (3)
5 72.5 0.6 24.6 41 (2)
6 High 66.9 0.7 30.0 39 (2)

1 as determined using Test Methods T 203 C TAPPI-standard [15] with three technical replicates on the basis of
dried chlorite holocellulose.

High-purity sodium chlorite (77.5–82.5%), standard hydrochloric acid solution (0.5 N),
standard sodium hydroxide solution (0.1 N), sodium hydroxide beads (≥97%, ACS) were
purchased from VWR, Solna, Sweden. TEMPO (99%), sodium hypochlorite (NaClO, 6–14%
active chlorine) and Congo red (analytical standard) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
Stockholm, Sweden AB. All chemicals were used as received.

2.2. Oxidation and Homogenisation

Wood powder of the grinded poplar trees were sieved through a 300–500 µm mesh
prior to sampling (2 g) and soaking in (100 mL) distilled water for 24 h prior to further
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treatment. Primary oxidant sodium chlorite 5.0 g·g−1 wood and TEMPO (17.5 mg·g−1

wood) was added together with a phosphate buffer (0.1 M, 100 mL, pH = 6.8) to the vessel
(250 mL) containing the wet powder. Each vessel with respective suspension was closed
and submerged into a SBS40 shaking water bath (Cole-Parmer Stuart, Staffordshire, United
Kingdom) at 60 ◦C for 1 h at 200 rpm in order to dissolve NaClO2 and TEMPO. Shaking
water bath was used to eliminate experimental error from variation in heating rate and
stirring and to make sure each tree sample was subjected to identical processing conditions.
The reaction was initiated through addition of sodium hypochlorite (2 mL·g−1 wood) and
then left for 48 h. The methodology was adapted from [16] with changes to the amount
of primary oxidant and feedstock characteristics. The fully delignified and carboxylated
wood was filtered thoroughly and then homogenized one pass without recirculation using
an APV-2000 high-pressure homogenizer (SPX Flow Inc, Silkesborg, Denmark) with an
average flow rate of 4 mL·s−1 at a pressure of 1000 bar. The concentration of respective
sample was adjusted prior to and after homogenization to eliminate unwanted effects from
variation in solid content.

2.3. Viscosity of CNF Suspensions

The viscosity of the oxidized and homogenized suspensions was measured at the
same concentrations (0.183 ± 0.01 wt %) using a Vibro Viscometer (SV-10, A&D Company
Limited, Tokyo, Japan) with a tuning fork vibration method at a vibrational frequency of
30 Hz. The measurements were repeated three times at room temperature for each sample.

2.4. Carboxylate Content

Carboxylate content was analyzed through the electric conductivity titration method
adapted from [17]. 150 mL of respective CNF (cellulose nanofibril) suspensions (≈0.2 wt %)
were protonated through addition of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid and 0.01 M sodium chloride.
The suspensions were titrated with fresh 0.01 M sodium hydroxide through 0.5 mL incre-
ments until pH 10 was reached. The amount of carboxylate groups (mmol·g−1) induced
from TEMPO-oxidation was calculated through Equation (1) below where c is the concen-
tration of the sodium hydroxide, V2 and V1 is the volume of added sodium hydroxide
at the end and start, respectively, m is the mass of the cellulosic material in the sample,
calculated through subtraction of added acid, base and salt mass from the oven dried
suspension. The titration was repeated three times.

Carboxylate groups
(

mmol
g

)
=

C(V2 − V1)

m
(1)

2.5. Atomic Force Microscopy

Tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) Veeco MultiMode scanning probe,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA, was used to confirm the presence of nanofibrils and analyze the
morphology. Antimony-doped silicon cantilevers (TESPA-V2, Bruker, Camarillo, CA, USA)
with a spring constant of 42 N·m−1 and a nominal tip radius of 8 nm were used for the
analysis. Samples were prepared by depositing a small droplet of the CNF suspension
(0.001 wt %) on a freshly cleaved mica plate and letting it air dry for ≥ 5 h. Around 100 fully
individualized nanofibrils, total from four micrographs were analyzed for each sample and
presented as a mean.

2.6. Process and Nanofibril Yield

Process yield was calculated as the washed gravimetric yield after the chemical treat-
ment relative dry wood mass. The fraction of the process yield that comprised individual,
colloidally stable nanofibrils were further quantified through centrifugation of the sus-
pensions at 12,000× g (Avanti J25i, Beckman Coulter Inc. Brea, CA, USA) for 20 min at
an approximate consistency of 0.2 wt %. The suspensions were decanted and the solids
retained in the sediment were dried for 24 h at 95 ◦C. This was repeated three times and the
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nanofibril-fraction was then calculated according to the Equation (2), where mp and ms is
the dry precipitate and supernatant mass in the sample, respectively. The nanofibril-fraction
(Φ) was presented as fraction of the process yield.

Φ = 1 − mp

mp + ms
(2)

2.7. Thermogravimetric Analysis

Dried CNF suspensions were subjected to thermogravimetric analysis TGA-Q500,
TA Instruments, (New Castle, DE, USA) to analyze the relative amount of residue af-
ter pyrolysis of the oxidized wood samples and to compare the thermal stability of the
CNFs. A heating rate of 10 ◦C·min−1 from room temperature to 900 ◦C was used in a
nitrogen atmosphere.

2.8. Klason Lignin and Cellulose Content

Cellulose content of the wood holocellulose and dried CNF suspensions were calcu-
lated based on extraction using 17.5 M NaOH according to TAPPI-standard [15], where the
oven dried gravimetric yield after filtration was used to estimate α-cellulose content. Kla-
son lignin for the dry CNF suspensions was analyzed according to standard [18] through
hydrolysis using sulfuric acid

2.9. Network Manufacturing

CNF suspensions were degassed for 30 min in a vacuum oven prior to vacuum
filtration on hardened filter paper (Whatman, Grade 52, GE Healthcare, Machelen, Belgium,
Pore size: 7 µm). The wet networks were carefully peeled from the filter paper and
dried to around 14 % solid content prior. The stable networks were placed between
two blotting papers and pressed (2 kN·m−2) for 10 h. The dry networks were further
compression molded using Fontijne Grotnes LPC-300 (Vlaardingen, Netherlands), between
two mylar films (Lohmann Technologies, Knowl Hill, UK) at a pressure of 0.32 MPa and at
a temperature of 120 ◦C.

2.10. X-ray Diffraction

An X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical, Almelo, Netherlands) equipped with a PIXcel3d

detector was used to measure the degree of crystallinity of the dried nanofibrils. Cu-Kα

radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) was used during analysis with operation voltage of 45 kV and a
current of 40 mA. The crystallinity index (CI) was calculated according to the peak height
method after baseline correction [19]. This was done according to Equation (3), where I200
is the intensity of the crystalline (200) peak at 2θ = 22.4 and Iam is the intensity minimum
between nearby crystalline peaks at 2θ = 18.

CI (%) =
I200 − Iam

I200
× 100 (3)

2.11. Mechanical Testing

The dry networks were cut into rectangular samples (40 mm × 5 mm) using a me-
chanical punch. The samples were then stored at 50% RH for at least two days prior to
mechanical characterization. Mechanical testing was performed using a Shimadzu AG-X
universal testing machine (Kyoto, Japan) with a 500 N load cell. Testing was performed at a
crosshead speed of 10%·min−1, with the strain being measured using a video extensometer
(high-speed camera, HPV-X2). The gauge length was set to 20 mm for each measurement.
Seven specimens were analyzed for each network batch. The tensile strength was reported
as the maximum strength at break. Young’s modulus was calculated from the slope of the
stress–strain curve at early strain (0.1–0.5 %).
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2.12. Sample Porosity and Moisture Content

Density of the networks were measured by calculation based on the specimen volume
and weight. Porosity (P) was derived using Equation (4), where ρs and ρc is the density of
the specimen and cellulose (1.5 g·cm−3), respectively [20] Moisture content of the specimen
was calculated from difference in weight after 24 h in oven at 105 ◦C

P = 1 − ρs
ρc

(4)

2.13. Wood Porosity Analysis

Intact wood samples at the extreme values of initial lignin content (17.4 and 30.0%)
were oxidized in an identical manner as described in Section 2.2. The oxidized samples
were carefully washed by submerging the samples into 20 L of distilled water. The fragile
delignified and carboxylated samples were left to soak for four hours and the process was
repeated three times with fresh distilled water. Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) specific
surface area analysis of the samples were performed by first freezing the wet samples at
−20 ◦C for 10 h prior to freeze-drying for 72 h using Alpha 1-2 LD plus (Martin Christ
Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany). The samples were de-
gassed overnight at 120 ◦C followed by N2 physiosorption using a Micromeritics Gemini
VII surface area analyzer (Norcross, GA, USA). A total of 30–60 mg of oxidized wood
sample was analyzed for a respective sample.

Surface area of the oxidized wood was also estimated in the wet state by analyzing
congo red absorption of the cellulosic fibers as described by [12]. Briefly, the absorbed dye
was quantified using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (GENESYS, 10 UV, Thermo Scientific,
Schwerte, Germany) at the absorption maxima 500 nm and then translated to surface area
(SSA) using Equations (5) and (6), where E is the solution concentration of congo red at
equilibrium (mg·mL−1), Amax is the absorbed amount of congo red on the sample (mg·g−1),
Kad is the equilibrium constant, N is Avogadro’s constant, SA is the theoretical surface
area of a congo red molecule (1.73 nm2) and MW is the molecular weight of congo red
(697 g·mole−1).

E
A

=
1

KadAmax
+

E
Amax

(5)

SSA =
Amax × N × SA

MW × 1021 (6)

Samples cut in the wet state were freeze-dried and analyzed using a scanning electron
microscope JEOL (JSM-IT300, Tokyo, Japan) at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. A 15 nm
layer of platinum was sputtered on the samples prior to analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Fibrillation Efficiency and Nanofibril Characteristics

Suspensions of oxidized and homogenized wood samples showed a difference in
viscosity between 9 and 27 mPa·s (shown in Figure 1a) is indicative of a qualitatively higher
degree of fibrillation [21]. A similar behavior is reflected in the fraction of the yield that
comprises fine colloidally stable nanofibrils, (shown in Figure 1b). A total of 45–68 wt % of
the yield was recovered upon fractionating. A higher recovery of nanofibrils from wood
with higher lignin content can be seen which is supported by the increased viscosity. The
process yield ranged between 36 and 44 wt % of dry initial wood and decreased with more
initial lignin content of the wood.

This can be understood from the complete dissolution of the lignin after being sub-
jected to the catalytic conditions in this study. Klason lignin difference was also negligible
after the treatment where all samples had an estimated residual lignin content of <1 wt
%, indicating that a full dissolution of lignin took place following oxidation. A similar en-
hanced delignification has been observed after treatment of thermomechanical pulp using
the related TEMPO/NaBr/NaClO-system [7]. It is further noteworthy that the nanofibril
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yield relative initial dry wood is similar for high lignin containing wood despite lower
relative cellulose content. This is indicative of effects associated with higher initial lignin
content and is the subject of discussion in Section 3.3.
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Figure 1. Viscosity (a), process yield (b) and nanofibril yield (b, red) of CNF suspensions obtained from wood with varying
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Carboxylate content of the final suspensions is shown in Figure 2 together with AFM
micrographs of the CNFs that comprises the suspensions. Carboxylate content ranged
between 0.44 and 0.68 mmol·g−1 of cellulose and was higher for low lignin wood compared
to high. The range of the height of the individualized CNFs was measured between 1.2
and 2.0 nm and are thus thinner than most models suggest for elementary fibrils of wood
cellulose. Significant differences in height were only apparent when comparing low lignin
wood (sample #1) to the rest.
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The relation between carboxylate content and initial lignin content indicates a decrease
in carboxylation with more initial lignin of the feedstock although the correlation cannot
be extrapolated to a larger range of carboxylation due to a rather narrow interval that the
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carboxylation ranges within. Interestingly, at 0.37 mmol·g−1 it has been calculated that
all the surfaces of native cellulose microfibrils have undergone oxidation (Sjöstedt, 2014),
which implies that the smaller individual elementary fibrils comprising these microfibrils
are the subjects of a variable oxidation throughout this study. This can be explained by
looking at the oxidation process where lignin hydroxyl groups are efficiently oxidized
and depolymerized by TEMPO-systems through cleaving of C-C and ether bonds [22].
Lignin is present in both the thin middle lamella and the cell wall layers of wood [23]
and can expectedly be preferentially oxidized during the process. This would decrease
the effectiveness of the cellulose oxidation since lignin is more accessible than cellulose
and the process is defined by a specified amount of chlorite (5 g·g−1 wood). This has
been reported previously [24] and explained through splitting of the elementary fibril
into smaller nanofibrils and even individual polymer chains [25]. This fragmentation
phenomenon has been reported by multiple authors [24–27]. The increased carboxylation
taking place for the cellulose derived from low lignin wood would according to this
hypothesis be related to the decreased height of the CNFs from low lignin wood as shown
in Figure 2. The correlation between the size distribution as obtained from AFM and other
metrics of fibrillation is furthermore more accurate for highly fibrillated samples as in this
study [28].

From the AFM analysis there were also particles present across the samples, especially
apparent in CNFs made from high lignin wood. A larger scale AFM micrograph of that
sample is shown in Figure 3, where particles and clusters are scattered among the CNFs.
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Figure 3. AFM micrograph of CNF (left) made from high lignin wood with particles and clusters of
irregular shapes highlighted (right).

This is hypothesized to be residues from processing. Even though extensive filtration
took place during the isolation process it is likely that trapping of non-cellulosic components
occurs inside the cell wall during oxidation and liberated together with the CNFs during
homogenization. This is further supported by an increase in char after pyrolysis of the
samples as shown in Figure 4. A mass fraction between 0.16 and 0.38 was remaining
after pyrolysis of nanofibrils with more residues remaining for CNFs made from high
lignin wood. The thermal stability of all CNFs was also similar as shown in Figure 4
and this is in agreement with what commonly is reported for CNFs derived from the
TEMPO/NaClO/NaClO2-treatment.

Pyrolysis of lignin generally leads to a higher char formation compared to cellulose
and hemicellulose [29]. In the absence of lignin, however, as shown for these samples, the
residues have to originate from another source. Higher amount of char formation from the
pyrolysis of deprotonated CNFs have been reported, where a difference up to 16 wt % was
reported solely from the deprotonation of the carboxylate groups [30]. This effect together
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with the presence of residues from the oxidation explains this phenomenon and is further
elaborated upon in Section 3.3 with porosity analysis of the TEMPO-oxidized wood. Ther-
mal degradation occurs earlier compared to chlorite bleached wood, but later compared to
cellulose that has undergone the harsher TEMPO/NaBr/NaClO-treatment [27]. The lack
of variation amongst the samples is also supported by the carboxylate content (Figure 2),
where the differences are relatively small in comparison to the whole range of carboxylate
content that is possible to obtain after TEMPO-oxidation of all available hydroxyl groups
on the nanofibril surfaces.
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3.2. Dry Network Characteristics

X-ray diffractograms of dried networks and corresponding degree of crystallinity is
presented in Figure 5. The degree of crystallinity of the networks was similar at a range
between 77 and 82% with a slight decrease from low to high lignin wood. The native
cellulose Iβ crystal structure was retained after processing for all samples, as indicated by
the diffractogram peak location [31]. Both the absolute value of crystallinity and tendencies
for a decrease in crystallinity as a function of fibrillation agree with previous analysis of a
wide range of CNFs [32].

The presence of moieties responsible for variation in char formation (as shown in
Figure 4) seems to have no effect on crystallinity. This is in accordance with the general
behavior of TEMPO-oxidized celluloses [17] and is supported by reports that indicate
that degree of crystallinity is not related to the relative amount of cellulose in a given
sample [30].

The mechanical properties of the networks are presented in Figure 6 and shows
specific strength that is constant with respect to lignin content. A slight increase can be seen
for the middle samples, but not indicative of any trend. Specific modulus increased with
initial lignin content between 3 and 6 GPa, whereas the elongation-at-break decreased from
8.2% to 4.2%. The opposite trends for modulus and elongation-at-break are noteworthy
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and is indicative of the presence of previously mentioned impurities. The presence of stiff
particles would significantly increase the stiffness of the networks whilst at the same time
decreasing the elongation-at-break by acting as defects and limiting stress transfer between
the CNFs [33].
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Additional characteristics that are measurable and may influence the behavior of the
dry networks are porosity/density, moisture content and relative amount of cellulose [20]
This data is presented in Table 2 and shows that there are no obvious differences in physical
characteristics of the specimen that may have been responsible for skewing the mechanical
properties of the dry networks. The presence of a relatively large fraction of hemicellulose
(24–31 wt %) is also interesting and is in agreement with our previous reports on similar
processing for poplar wood [27] where an α-cellulose content of 70 wt % was obtained
after direct TEMPO/NaClO/NaClO2 treatment.

Table 2. Physical properties of the dry networks made from CNF suspensions. Data represents mean ± SD of six different
network samples (n = 3 replicates per sample).

Sample ID Moisture (wt %) Density (g·cm−3) Thickness (µm) Porosity (%) α-cellulose (wt %) Lignin (wt %)

1 9.1 (1.1) 1.20 (0.10) 71 (10) 20.0 (6.7) 74 <1
2 7.9 (0.8) 1.23 (0.07) 63 (4) 18.0 (4.7) 71 <1

3 7.8 (1.3) 1.19 (0.09) 88 (7) 20.7 (6.0) 76 <1
4 6.8 (1.3) 1.26 (0.10) 50 (5) 16.0 (6.7) 70 <1
5 8.0 (1.4) 1.17 (0.11) 65 (6) 22.0 (7.3) 69 <1

6 7.5 (0.5) 1.20 (0.09) 78 (10) 20.0 (6.0) 76 <1

3.3. Wood Porosity Hypothesis

The results shown in this work have been argued in part on the basis of a higher
porosity in the wood cell wall after oxidation of samples with a larger amount of initial
lignin. Entrapment of subsequent treatment chemicals within the porous cell wall have
also been connected to the increased amount of char following pyrolysis despite negligible
amount of residual lignin. In order to substantiate this hypothesis further, intact pieces of
wood were subjected to similar oxidation processes and investigated in terms of surface
area following TEMPO-oxidation and electron microscopy of the wood surfaces. The
surface area as estimated from BET and congo red adsorption is presented in Table 3
and indicates a larger surface area in the wet state (congo red) for high lignin wood (114
and 76 m2g−1) compared to low. The difference between both samples is negligible after
freeze-drying and is lower compared to the wet state (4.4 and 6.9 m2g−1).

Table 3. Surface area, pore volume and pore size of oxidized wood samples (n = 1) as estimated in the freeze-dried state
(BET) and in a never-dried state (Congo red).

Sample ID Coding BET Surface Area (m2g−1) Pore Volume (cm3·kg−1) Pore Size (nm) Wet Surface Area (m2g−1)

1 Low 6.9 7.5 4.4 76
6 High 4.4 5.7 5.0 114

The large difference in surface area estimated from BET and congo red adsorption can
be explained by significant hornification occurring during freeze-drying and subsequent
blocking of pores across different length scales whereas dye adsorption is performed for
never-dried samples. Similar, relatively low values (14–42 m2g−1) have been reported for
BET analysis of CNF aerogels [34], which was explained through irreversible agglomeration
of the cellulosic surfaces during removal of water (hornification). A higher estimated
surface area for dye adsorption compared to BET has also been reported for CNCs [35].
Hornfication for CNFs is, furthermore, more pronounced compared to CNCs [36], which
further supports the increased differences observed in this study.

SEM micrographs of oxidized wood sections are shown in Figure 7 and further
supports the observation of a higher surface area where oxidation of high lignin samples
(Figure 7b) resulted in a fragile structure that appears to have been more affected by the
oxidation (µm-mm scale) in both the longitudinal direction (Figure 7, upper) and the cross
section (Figure 7, lower).
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This supports the observation of a more easily fibrillated high lignin wood after
oxidation. This was also indicated when handling the wet delignified and oxidized wood
samples where high lignin wood was more prone to breaking into smaller pieces. It should
further be noted that the porosity induced from removal of lignin from the secondary cell
wall was not directly visible during this analysis. Apart from the surface area estimations
and large (µm-mm) scale porosity effects that have been shown in this study, direct imaging
of nanoscale porosity following TEMPO-oxidation is likely beyond the resolution limit of
this analysis.

3.4. Outlook and Limitations

In this work, linear regressions between lignin content and presented characteristics
have been shown. In many cases a R2-value of about 0.7 was apparent, which generally
indicates good correlation to initial lignin content. Interesting data points to look at from
the context of correlation are the three center points with three samples with approximately
24% initial lignin content. Apparent from the graphs shown throughout is that these tend
to fluctuate and interchange in order of best performer. As such, it becomes difficult to
correlate strictly between absolute value of lignin content of ease of fibrillation, more
than looking at the extreme values of highest and lowest lignin content. The difference
between the extremes is more certain and thus the subject of conclusion from this work.
The reason behind uncertainty in absolute lignin content and fibrillation likely originate
from the biological nature of wood where lignin content can be considered an observable
characteristic that originates from the genetic background of the trees that are different
across poplars used in this study. Another important emphasis is the choice of treatment
that has been used. In this study, direct TEMPO-oxidation was used since it gives the
opportunity to minimize the number of experimental steps (and errors) needed to go from
wood to final CNFs. With the oxidative nature of the treatment the results are preferably
generalized to similar treatments that both removes the lignin and modifies cellulose of
the wood.

4. Conclusions

Native lignin content in poplar trees (17–30 wt %) was found to impact nanofibrillation
and network characteristics following direct TEMPO-oxidation in neutral conditions. Pro-
cess yields after the treatment ranged between 36 and 44 wt % of initial wood comprising
of 45 to 68% nanofibrils with a corresponding viscosity increase between 9 and 27 mPa·s.
These fibrillation metrics were higher for high lignin wood compared to low lignin wood
whereas surface carboxylation was lower (0.44 mmol·g−1 and 0.68 mmol·g−1). The height
of the nanofibrils comprising the suspensions ranged between 1.2 and 2.0 nm as measured
using AFM.
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The dry networks made from the suspensions showed an increased stiffness (3–5 GPa),
decreased elongation-at-break (8.2–4.2%) and a similar tensile strength (≈120 MPa) when
made from high lignin wood. A higher fraction of char (0.16 to 0.38) was also produced
after pyrolysis despite a similar, negligible amount of residual lignin (<1%).

The surface area of TEMPO-oxidized high lignin (30.0 wt %) wood was comparable in
the hornified dry state (4.4 and 6.9 m2·g−1, BET) and higher in wet state (114 vs. 74 m2·g−1)
compared to the low lignin (17.4 wt %).

Through the direct TEMPO oxidation of wood with a high lignin content, the deligni-
fication and carboxylation selectivity of the lignin leads to high porosity which is shown
by the increased specific surface area and strongly affected wood ultrastructure. At very
high lignin content, this approach effectively makes the wood cell wall more susceptible to
disintegration, which in turn can be utilized to achieve a higher degree of fibrillation.

These findings highlight wood with high lignin content as being attractive for CNF
isolation and challenges the general viewpoint that lignin is an impediment for processing
of wood into CNFs. This study opens for further academic and commercial interest,
where i) direct oxidation of wood is novel in the sense of quantifying wood suitability for
nanofibrillation and ii) large scale processing can be investigated to look at the potential
benefits of a similar lignin variation in a more upscaled commercial environment.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/nano11051179/s1, supplementary.docx: Figure S1: PCA of trees available in the library.
Table S1: Composition of the trees as obtained from pyrolysis. Table S2: Library ID of trees studied in
the manuscript.
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Abstract: Finding renewable alternatives to the commonly used reinforcement materials in compos-
ites is attracting a significant amount of research interest. Nanocellulose is a promising candidate
owing to its wide availability and favorable properties such as high Young’s modulus. This study
addressed the major problems inherent to cellulose nanocomposites, namely, controlling the fiber
structure and obtaining a sufficient interfacial adhesion between nanocellulose and a non-hydrophilic
matrix. Unidirectionally aligned cellulose nanofiber filament mats were obtained via ice-templating,
and chemical vapor deposition was used to cover the filament surfaces with an aminosilane before
impregnating the mats with a bio-epoxy resin. The process resulted in cellulose nanocomposites with
an oriented structure and a strong fiber–matrix interface. Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier trans-
form and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies revealed the presence of silane on the filaments.
The improved interface, resulting from the surface treatment, was observable in electron microscopy
images and was further confirmed by the significant increase in the tan delta peak temperature. The
storage modulus of the matrix could be improved up to 2.5-fold with 18 wt% filament content and
was significantly higher in the filament direction. Wide-angle X-ray scattering was used to study the
orientation of cellulose nanofibers in the filament mats and the composites, and the corresponding
orientation indices were 0.6 and 0.53, respectively, indicating a significant level of alignment.

Keywords: cellulose nanocomposite; ice-templating; interface; orientation; mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Nanocellulose is considered to be an ideal renewable alternative to the more commonly
used reinforcement materials in composites [1]. It is widely available as it can be either
produced from a variety of plant sources or synthesized by bacteria, and its mechanical
properties are outstanding. The nanoscale fibers are more defect-free compared with natural
fibers or microscopic native cellulose, and Young’s modulus has been estimated to be
approximately 100 GPa [2], a value comparable to that of Kevlar [3]. The strength can be as
high as several gigapascals [1]. The nanoscale size also contributes to the additional benefit
of high specific surface area [4,5], which leads to a high amount of interfacial area between
the fibers and the matrix material and thus to a potentially strong reinforcement effect.

One of the main challenges in cellulose nanocomposite processing is controlling the
fiber arrangement inside the matrix material, especially when hydrophobic polymers
are used. A widely utilized method is creating various continuous structures, such as
filaments, nanopapers, and aerogels. The tendency of nanocellulose to form networks via
strong fiber–fiber hydrogen bonds has been known since the earliest studies on cellulose
nanocomposites [6,7]. It was shown that the mechanical properties of a polymer matrix
could be significantly improved even with a low fraction of the nanoscale fibers. The
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remarkable effect was attributed to a percolation phenomenon, i.e., the formation of a
continuous network structure that provides a stress transfer mechanism outperforming
the theoretical predictions for the mechanical properties of short-fiber composites. Later,
the network-forming tendency of nanocellulose has been used to prepare nanopapers
that have then been impregnated with a polymeric resin to obtain composites [8–10].
The high specific surface area reported for nanopapers suggests that such fiber networks
consist of well-individualized nanoscale fibers that provide effective reinforcement [4].
This approach has resulted in relatively high fiber contents and promising mechanical
properties. However, the filling process is typically time-consuming, and often an organic
solvent has to be used to facilitate the impregnation. Another means of controlling the
organization of the nanocellulosic entities is the formation of single filaments similar
to those traditionally used in the textile industry [11–17]. Dry spinning, wet spinning,
and hydrodynamic alignment are some variations of the same approach and have all
been successfully utilized in nanocellulose processing. The filaments obtained via the
spinning process are commonly in the micrometer scale. Considering the application of
such materials in composites, the reported average diameters ranging 6.8–250 µm [11–17]
suggest that the full potential of having a nanoscale raw material has not yet been reached.
A better reinforcement effect could be expected by finding ways to decrease the lateral
dimension of the filaments.

Ice-templating is a method that can be used to turn a nanocellulose water suspension
into a porous honeycomb-like structure [18–20]. The resulting aerogels are composed of
aligned pores that run through the material in the direction of the ice crystal growth and can
be used as preforms for composite materials by filling the structure with a polymer [21–23].
However, these kinds of honeycomb structures can only be impregnated in the pore
direction, making the process time-consuming and impractical. In addition, the relatively
low specific surface area of ice-templated aerogels suggests that the nanofibers have
aggregated during the formation of the honeycomb, and again, the benefit of having a
nanoreinforcement material is lost [18,22,24]. Threadlike nanocellulose filaments can be
produced with the same approach by decreasing the fiber content of the suspension [25,26].
Instead of forming a self-standing monolithic honeycomb foam, the nanofibers assemble
into thin filaments with a diameter as small as a few hundred nanometers. In turn, the
filaments are arranged into a mat-like and partially interconnected material in which they
are oriented along the freezing direction. This type of open structure can be impregnated
with a liquid resin in the through-plane direction instead of filling the honeycomb pores
gradually from one end to the other.

In addition to the difficulty of controlling the arrangement of the nanocellulose fibers,
the interfacial adhesion between the hydrophilic reinforcement material and the most
common thermoset resins tends to be poor [27]. Using an organosilane to treat the surface
of the fibers improves the properties of cellulose and natural fiber/epoxy composites [28,29].
This is the case especially when an aminosilane, capable of forming covalent bonds with
the resin, is used [29]. However, the commonly used solution-based silylation is not
easily applicable to dried nanocellulose materials, because they tend to deform during
the evaporation of the water-containing solvent. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is
a more straightforward and efficient way to functionalize and hydrophobize cellulosic
nanomaterials, such as cellulose nanofiber aerogels [23] and filaments [16]. In its simplest
manifestation, the process consists of placing the cellulosic material and the liquid silane
inside a closed container and vaporizing the chemical by heat and/or vacuum to cover the
cellulosic surfaces. Any solvents or subsequent processing steps are not needed.

In order to control the assembly of the cellulose nanofibers into a macroscopic struc-
ture, we utilized ice-templating to prepare oriented filament networks (Figure 1). These
nonwoven cellulose nanofiber (CNF) filaments were then used as a reinforcement material
in composites by filling the preforms with a bio-epoxy resin via vacuum infusion. The
filament surfaces were treated with an aminosilane using a simple lab-scale CVD pro-
cess to improve the interfacial adhesion with the matrix material. This paper presents
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the method of preparing the nanocellulose filaments and the composites along with the
results of microscopy, diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), and dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) studies.
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Figure 1. Process schematic. Ice-templating was used to orient the cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) into
thin filaments, and dry filament mats were obtained after freeze-drying. The filament surfaces were
covered with an aminosilane, and the treated filament mats were impregnated with a bio-epoxy resin
to form composites.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Bleached softwood sulfate pulp (Stora Enso, Oulu, Finland) was used as a CNF source.
The chemical composition of the pulp was reported in our previous study: cellulose 96.3%,
hemicellulose 2.4%, lignin 1.3%, and the crystallinity index 68% [30]. The pulp with a
2.0 wt% concentration was passed through an ultrafine grinder (Supermasscolloider MKCA
6-2J CE, Masuko Sangyo Co., Ltd., Kawaguchi, Japan) until a final gap of −90 µm relative
to the initial contact point of the grinding stones was reached. Further fibrillation was
achieved via microfluidization (Microfluidics M-110EH-30, Westwood, MA, USA). The
material was passed twice through 200 and 200 µm chambers at 1000 bar, twice through
200 and 100 µm chambers at 1500 bar, and finally twice through 200 and 87 µm chambers
at 1500 bar. Figure 2 shows field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of the resulting CNFs. The size distribution
was calculated based on measuring the width of approximately 250 fibers from the TEM
images. The width distribution was between 10 and 30 nm. Super Sap CLR (Entropy Resins,
Hayward, CA, USA) bio-epoxy was used as the polymer matrix. The resin was mixed with
Super Sap INH and CLX hardeners using a 100:19:19 (CLR:INH:CLX) mixing ratio based
on weight. 3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA) was used as received.
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2.2. CNF Filament Preparation

CNF filaments were prepared via ice-templating using a setup described elsewhere [27].
The procedure consisted of pouring a 0.05 or 0.1 wt% CNF water suspension inside a polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) mold and unidirectionally freezing it. The copper bottom plate of
the mold was placed on top of a copper rod immersed in liquid nitrogen. The temperature
was controlled with a PID-controlled heating element attached to the rod. A cooling rate
of 40 ◦C/h was used in all the experiments. Dry CNF filament mats were obtained by
sublimating the ice inside a freeze dryer for approximately 4 days.

Silane-treated CNF filaments were prepared via CVD. A beaker with 1 mL of APTES
and the freeze-dried filament mats were placed inside a desiccator. A vacuum pressure of
approximately 0.95 bar was applied to the desiccator, which was then kept inside an oven
at 150 ◦C for 1 h. After repressurizing and cooling the setup, CNF filament mats with an
APTES surface were obtained.

2.3. Preparation of CNF Filament Composites

Composite materials were processed using vacuum infusion [22,27]. Four 0.05 wt%
or two 0.1 wt% CNF filament mats were placed on a metal mold and covered with peel
ply and breather cloth to facilitate the resin flow into the mat. Sealant tape and a plastic
film were used to seal the system, and a vacuum was used to fill the filament mats with a
degassed bio-epoxy resin. After filling the whole system with the resin, the outlet and inlet
tubes were clamped, and the system was left to cure at room temperature. After 24 h, the
samples were demolded, post-cured at 80 ◦C for 2 h, and left to cool to room temperature.
Finally, the samples were polished to remove the surface roughness created by the peel ply.

2.4. Characterization

The CNF filaments were imaged with an optical microscope (Leica MZ FL III, Leica
Camera AG, Wetzlar, Germany). A piece of the filament mat was placed between glass
slides for imaging.

The CNFs, CNF filament mats, and composite fracture surfaces were imaged with
FESEM (ZEISS ULTRA Plus FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). The CNF
sample was carefully collected on a 0.2 µm polycarbonate membrane via vacuum filtration,
frozen with liquid nitrogen, and freeze-dried. A piece of the membrane containing the
dried CNFs was attached to a sample holder with carbon tape. The CNF filament samples
were prepared by gently putting the filament mats in contact with carbon tape attached
to sample holders, after which some of the filaments had been glued to the tape. The
average diameters of the filaments were calculated by measuring 100 filaments from the
SEM images. The composite fracture surfaces were prepared by immersing a piece of the
material in liquid nitrogen and breaking it with two tweezers.

TEM (JEOL JEM-2200FS, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used to image the CNFs. A drop
of dilute suspension was applied on a carbon-coated grid and colored with uranyl acetate.

The specific surface area of the CNF mats was determined by N2 physisorption using
the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method (Micromeritics ASAP 2020). The samples were
kept inside an oven at 105 ◦C for 18 h before testing to remove adsorbed moisture.

Viscoelastic properties of the composites were characterized with DMA (Q800 DMA,
TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Specimens of size 30 × 3 mm2 were cut from the
vacuum-infused samples, polished to a thickness of 0.1 mm, and tested under tension
mode. The span length was set at 15 mm. A displacement of 15 µm and a ramp rate
of 2 ◦C/min from 30 to 150 ◦C were used. Only the 30–100 ◦C range is reported as no
meaningful changes in the properties were detected at higher temperatures. The results
were analyzed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s tests with a 0.05 significance level.

DRIFT spectroscopy (Bruker Vertex 80V, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was used to
study the chemical composition of the CNF filament mats. The mats were pressed into
pellets, and spectra from 400 to 4400 cm−1 were obtained. Forty scans with a 4 cm−1

resolution were performed for each sample.
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XPS (ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK) was used to
analyze the surface chemistry of the CNF filaments. A monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source
was used at 300 W. The analyzer pass energy was 150 eV for the survey scan and 20 eV for
the high-resolution scans.

The alignment of CNFs in the ice-templated CNF filament mats was studied by
WAXS measurements on an Anton Paar SAXSpoint 2.0 system (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria)
equipped with a Microsource X-ray source (Cu K-alpha radiation, wavelength 0.15418 nm)
and a Dectris 2D CMOS Eiger R 1M detector with a 75 × 75 µm2 pixel size. All measure-
ments were performed with a beam size of approximately 500 µm diameter and a beam
path pressure of about 1–2 mbar. The sample-to-detector distance was 111 mm during the
measurements. All samples were mounted on a Sampler for Solids 10 × 10 mm2 (Anton
Paar, Graz, Austria) holder. Three frames of 24 min duration were read from the detector,
giving a total measurement time of 1.2 h per sample. The transmittance was determined
and used for scaling of intensities. The software used for instrument control was SAXSdrive
version 2.01.224 (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria), and post-acquisition data processing was
performed using the SAXSanalysis version 4.00.046 (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria).

The orientation of the cellulose crystals in the composites was studied at the beam-
line NanoMAX of the MAX IV synchrotron laboratory (Lund, Sweden), and the two-
dimensional WAXS patterns were obtained. A photon energy of 10 keV was used. The
beam size was 250 × 250 nm2, and a sample area of 80 × 40 µm2 was analyzed in a single
scan. The orientation index (f c) of the cellulose crystals was calculated according to the
intensity distributions of the azimuthal angle using the following equation [31]:

fc =
180◦ − FWHM

180◦
, (1)

where FWHM is the full width at the half-maximum of the azimuthal angle distribution.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. CNF Filament Morphology

Figure 3a shows a photograph of an ice-templated CNF filament mat. The material
is soft and does not retain the initial shape after demolding, unlike the aerogels reported
previously [22,27]. The sample size is approximately 10× 6× 2 cm3 (length×width× thickness)
when inside the mold but changes immediately during and after demolding. This is a result
of the open filamentous structure (Figure 3b), which significantly differs from the closed
honeycomb structure usually found in CNF aerogels [18,19,22,27]. Due to the low concen-
tration, the CNFs in the water suspension have been arranged by the growing ice crystals
into thin strands oriented in the freezing direction instead of forming hexagonal pores.
Figure 3c–f shows the morphology of the filaments in detail. The average diameters of the
filaments prepared from 0.05 and 0.1 wt% suspensions are 558 ± 186 and 1073 ± 472 nm,
respectively, as measured from FESEM images, and the materials are henceforward called
0.56 and 1.1 µm filaments accordingly. The specific surface areas of the 0.56 and 1.1 µm
CNF filament mats are 10.68 and 6.89 m2/g, corresponding to theoretical average filament
diameters of 250 and 387 nm. The difference between the measured and theoretical values
might be due to the irregular shape and surface roughness that increase the surface areas of
the filaments compared to perfectly smooth cylinders assumed in the theoretical values. In
addition, some smaller filaments may have been unintentionally excluded from the manual
measurements because they are less visible in FESEM images.
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filaments. The white arrow indicates the freezing direction.

The filaments are similar to those reported elsewhere. For example, Han et al. (2013)
obtained oriented filaments with average diameters ranging from 0.57 to 1.5 µm when
using a 0.05 wt% nanocellulose water suspension [26]. The diameter of the filaments was
determined by the type of nanocellulose used. For cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), the
presence of surface sulfate groups, and thus greater repulsion between the fibers, was
suggested to result in thinner filaments. The higher tendency of mechanically fibrillated
CNFs to aggregate caused the corresponding filaments to have an average diameter twice
as large as that of the nanocrystal-based ones. Meanwhile, Chen et al. (2014) reported
diameters ranging from 50 to 300 nm and from 150 to 900 nm for filaments made from
high-intensity ultrasonication-induced CNFs prepared with and without prior TEMPO-
mediated oxidation, respectively [25]. The authors did not elaborate why the sizes are
different, but it can be deduced that the electrostatic repulsion caused by the carboxyl
groups on the surface of TEMPO-CNFs, with the additional influence of the reported
smaller nanofiber size, resulted in a smaller filament diameter. The size of the filaments
reported here falls on the upper end of the size range for similarly prepared materials,
agreeing well with the fact that mechanically fibrillated CNFs with no surface functionality
were used as a raw material. A reduction in the average diameter could be expected by
utilizing, for example, CNCs or TEMPO-CNFs as a raw material.

3.2. CNF Orientation in the Filaments

Figure 4 shows a WAXS image together with an identification of the cellulose crystal
structure and distribution of orientation for crystalline cellulose. The (200), (110), and
(110) reflections can be used to quantify the orientation of both the cellulose crystals and
the CNFs since the crystals are aligned in the direction of the nanofibers. By determining
the baseline and maximum intensities in the intensity distribution of the azimuthal angle
of the (110) and (110) reflections, the orientation index f c of the CNFs in the filaments
can be calculated according to Equation (1). If all nanofibers are aligned in the same
direction, f c = 1, and if they are randomly distributed, f c = 0. The orientation index for the
ice-templated CNF filaments prepared from both 0.05 and 0.1 wt% CNF water suspensions
is 0.6, indicating that the nanofibers are partially oriented along the filaments. It should
be noted that the calculated orientation index is related to the orientation of the CNFs
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in a bundle of filaments and is not directly related to the orientation of the microscopic
filaments inside the bundle or to the orientation of the CNFs in single filaments.
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Figure 4. Cellulose crystal orientation in the filaments. (a) A representative WAXS diffractogram of a
CNF filament in the bundle. The scale bar represents q = 5 nm−1. Sample direction is set on equatorial
direction. Sample and nanofiber directions coincide. (b) Radial integration of the diffractogram
after background subtraction. (c) Azimuthal integration of the (110) and (110) scattering planes,
q = 11 ± 0.5 nm−1. The zero degree of azimuthal angle is set on meridian.

Orientation index values ranging from approximately 0.56 to 0.82 have been reported
for ice-templated nanocellulose networks [18,24]. The value was almost constant at higher
fiber contents but dropped dramatically when the suspension concentration was lower
than a certain critical value [18]. This critical value was 0.2 wt% for CNCs and 0.08 wt%
for CNFs. The drop in the orientation index was suggested to be caused by wrinkling and
bending of the fiber structures in the low fiber content networks. Similarly, the filaments
reported in the current study are soft, causing the structure to change during demolding
and handling of the samples. The orientation of the filaments, and thus also the CNFs, in
the dried filament bundles is not the same as the orientation after the freezing process and
prior to drying. The dried structure is not fixed but gets easily collapsed, and the filaments
do not retain their original alignment, as seen in Figure 3a.

Orientation indices ranging from 0.83 to 0.92 have been reported for CNF filaments
prepared via flow focusing [17]. However, the measurements were conducted on single
filaments, making the CNF orientation a property of the filament itself and not that of
an assembly of filaments as is the case in the current study. The filaments reported here
are not readily separable from the network they are a part of, and no information on
the nanofiber orientation inside single filaments can be currently provided. Another
approach is inducing orientation in cellulose nanopapers by mechanically pulling, or
drawing, the wet papers [32]. A highest orientation index of 0.82 was reported for such
CNF networks. However, these kinds of networks are difficult to impregnate, as discussed
in the introduction, and, unlike the filament mats presented here, are not easily applicable
in traditional composite processing.

3.3. CNF Filament Surface Characteristics

The CNF filaments were analyzed using DRIFT and XPS to evaluate the CVD process
and the resulting aminosilane surface coverage (Figure 5). The DRIFT spectra (Figure 5a)
show typical cellulose peaks at around 3380 and 1640 cm−1, 2900 and 1250–1460 cm−1,
and 1050–1170 cm−1, which can be attributed to hydroxyl (OH), alkyl (CH2), and C–O–C
groups, respectively [33,34], and are observed in all samples. On the other hand, the
peak at 1570 cm−1 can be assigned to N–H bending of the primary amine of the silane
molecule [34–37] and is only present in the silylated samples. This is a clear indication of
a successful surface coverage. The potential Si–O bridges are indistinguishable from the
C–O–C vibrations, and no conclusions can be made concerning the bonding between the
aminosilane and cellulose molecules [16,38]. However, APTES has been shown to form
covalent bonds with cellulose when treated at an elevated temperature [39].
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Figure 5. DRIFT and XPS spectra. (a) DRIFT and (b) XPS spectra of the CNF filament mats.

Figure 5b shows the XPS spectra of a reference non-silylated filament mat and silylated
0.05 and 0.1 wt% filament mats. All samples show the typical oxygen (O 1s) and carbon
(C 1s) peaks at 533 and 286 eV, respectively [40]. Both of the silylated samples show two
additional peaks at 399 and 102 eV, corresponding to nitrogen (N 1s) and silicon (Si 2p),
respectively [40]. These peaks indicate the presence of the aminosilane chemical on the
filament surface, further confirming the results from DRIFT. The reference sample also
shows a minor silicon peak, which is most likely caused by a contamination originating
from the various processing steps such as the mechanical grinding.

The C 1s peak is divided into several components for all samples. The peaks at 288.1
and 286.6 eV can be ascribed to O–C–O or C=O and C–O bonds, respectively, and are
typical of cellulosic materials [16,41]. The peak at 284.8 eV is related to both C–C and C–Si
bonds. The relative size of this peak is significantly bigger for the silylated samples, further
confirming the presence of the aminosilane molecule, which has a backbone consisting of
three carbon atoms and one silicon atom (Table 1).

Table 1. Chemical composition of the CNF filament surfaces. Fractions of elements in percentages
(%) on the silylated and non-silylated filament surfaces according to XPS analysis.

Sample O 1s C 1s N 1s Si 2p (C–C + C–Si):
(O–C–O + C–O)

1.1 µm silylated 30.05 55.31 6.55 7.64 0.42
0.56 µm silylated 40.39 50.85 3.88 4.89 0.44

Non-silylated reference 42.58 55.54 0.00 1.78 0.21

3.4. Composite Morphology

The composite fracture surfaces show the CNF filaments embedded in the epoxy
matrix (Figure 6). The side profiles of the freezing-oriented filaments are seen in the
longitudinal cross sections (Figure 6a). A significant difference can be observed between
the silylated and the non-silylated samples. In the non-silylated composites, the filaments
appear to be separate from the matrix with visible gaps between the two components. On
the other hand, the silylated filaments are well integrated in the matrix. This is even more
pronounced in the transverse cross sections (Figure 6b). The non-silylated samples show a
substantial number of fiber pullouts, and there appear to be significant gaps between the
filaments and the matrix, indicating poor interfacial adhesion. Similar findings were made
in a previous study [27]. The silylated filaments form a more homogenous material with
the epoxy matrix, and the breakage has primarily occurred in a brittle fashion in contrast
to debonding.
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Figure 6. Composite morphology. Longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) fracture surfaces of the CNF
filament/epoxy composites. (The scale bar is 5 µm in all images.)

3.5. CNF Orientation in the Composites

The orientation of cellulose crystal and the CNFs in the composites were also analyzed,
and Figure 7a,b shows a representative 2D-WAXS diffractogram of a 1.1 µm filament/epoxy
composite and its corresponding radial integration, respectively. The main peak at 2θ
of 18.8◦, attributed to the presence of epoxy [42], merges with the strongest cellulose
peak from (200) planes seen at 22.5◦, making it difficult to analyze the CNF alignment.
However, the peak from cellulose (004) planes at 34.3◦ is not affected by epoxy [43]. An
azimuthal integration of the (004) planes was carried out, and the resulting curve is shown
in Figure 7c. The orientation index calculated from Equation (1) is 0.53, indicating that the
CNF alignment is retained after the epoxy impregnation.
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Figure 7. Analysis of filament alignment in the composites using 2D-WAXS. The meridional direc-
tion coincides with the freezing direction during ice-templating, i.e., the filament direction. (a) A
representative diffractogram of a 1.1 µm filament/epoxy composite. (b) Radial integration of the
diffractogram after baseline subtraction. (c) Azimuthal integration of the (004) plane. The zero degree
was set on meridian.

The orientation index value is lower than the 0.84 reported for cellulose nanocom-
posites prepared from CNCs and carboxymethyl cellulose [44]. However, this value is not
directly comparable to the results obtained in the current study, as the orientation was in-
duced by drawing a water-based mixture of nanofibers and a polymer matrix. The method
is not applicable to thermoset composites. To the best of our knowledge, quantitative data
on the orientation of CNFs, or any other type of nanocellulose, in thermoset composites
have not been reported before.
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3.6. Composite Viscoelastic Properties

All of the composites with 18 wt% CNF filament content show improved storage
modulus values throughout the 30–100 ◦C test range (Figure 8, Table 2). The improvement
is most significant in the rubbery state due to a continuous fiber network formed by the
filaments, a phenomenon widely reported for cellulose nanocomposites [6,9,27,45]. The
storage modulus in the longitudinal, i.e., filament, direction is increased up to 2.5-fold
compared to that of the epoxy polymer at 30 ◦C. Thus, the reinforcement effect is more
significant than in the previously reported aerogel-based epoxy composites [22,27] and
is comparable to those reported for epoxy composites with 20 wt% tunicate whiskers
(3.1-fold) [45]. On the other hand, the highest storage modulus value in the transverse
direction corresponds to a 1.7-fold increase. All samples show higher values in the lon-
gitudinal direction resulting from the freezing process used for preparing the filament
mats. The vertically advancing ice front has pushed the suspended CNFs into threadlike
filaments that are oriented along the freezing direction. However, it should be emphasized
that the difference in the longitudinal and transverse properties is not directly related to the
orientation of individual CNFs but to that of the filaments formed by the nanofibers. Only
by combining the observations from the WAXS and DMA studies, it can be deduced that
both the single CNFs and the filaments formed by the CNFs are at least partially oriented
in the composites and that these two things are related to each other.
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Figure 8. Viscoelastic properties of the CNF filament/epoxy composites. Storage modulus of the
(a) 0.56 and (b) 1.1 µm filament composites. Tan delta of the (c) 0.56 and (d) 1.1 µm filament compos-
ites. Longitudinal (‖) and transverse (⊥) specimens were prepared from the composite samples.
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Table 2. Viscoelastic properties of the CNF filament/epoxy composites. Longitudinal (‖) and
transverse (⊥) specimens were prepared from the composite samples.

Sample Storage Modulus at
30 ◦C (MPa) *

Storage Modulus at
100 ◦C (MPa) * Tan Delta Peak (◦C) *

Epoxy 2180 (± 180) a 6.52 (± 0.53) a 72.1 (± 1.0) a

0.56 µm ‖ 5030 (± 510) b 1270 (± 230) b 71.3 (± 1.1) ab

0.56 µm silylated ‖ 5050 (± 360) b 1250 (± 100) b 80.2 (± 0.4) d

0.56 µm ⊥ 3270 (± 170) a 270 (± 64) a 66.5 (± 0.6) c

0.56 µm silylated ⊥ 3600 (± 260) a 381 (± 69) a 76.4 (± 0.7) e

1.1 µm ‖ 5350 (± 560) b 1440 (± 440) b 73.4 (± 0.5) a

1.1 µm silylated ‖ 5260 (± 390) b 1070 (± 170) b 80.2 (± 0.9) d

1.1 µm ⊥ 2970 (± 350) a 187 (± 84) a 68.8 (± 1.1) bc

1.1 silylated ⊥ 3360 (± 140) a 282 (± 91) a 78.2 (± 0.5) de

* Values with the same superscript (a, b, c, d, and e) within a column do not differ significantly according to
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s tests with a 0.05 significance level.

The silylation does not have a significant effect on the storage moduli. The storage
modulus in the transverse direction is higher for the composites with silane-treated CNF
filaments, but the difference is not significant, and the longitudinal values are almost
identical. However, the silylation has a remarkable effect on the tan delta peak temperature.
The peak temperature of the longitudinal specimens is shifted from 72.1 to 80.2 ◦C for
both of the composites with silylated filaments. This indicates good interfacial adhesion
between the filaments and the epoxy matrix and is a major improvement compared to the
nontreated ones, showing no temperature shift at all. The values are also superior to those
reported earlier for CNF aerogel/epoxy composites [22,27] and the increase in the tan delta
peak temperature is comparable in scale to that achieved with cellulose whiskers using a
solvent casting approach [45].

It is noteworthy that all samples show significant variation between the test specimens,
indicating the presence of inhomogeneities in the fiber contents of the composites. The
three test specimens were cut out from different parts of the samples and may thus contain
different fiber fractions. In addition, the small specimen size and the fact that the samples
were not perfectly even due to manual polishing may have contributed to errors in the
measured specimen dimensions. Thus, not all of the differences in the DMA results are
statistically significant (Table 2).

4. Conclusions

Trying to find ways of utilizing renewable raw materials such as cellulose instead of
petroleum- or mineral-based ones in everyday applications is becoming more and more
important. Composite materials are widely used as load-bearing structures, for example,
in transportation, but the traditional reinforcement materials they contain are based on
nonrenewable resources. Natural fibers from various plants can be used, but they do not
necessarily meet the demands of many modern products. By processing the fibers into the
smallest structural units, namely, nanocellulose, the remarkable mechanical and physical
properties of the cellulose crystal can be accessed.

A major challenge in using nanocellulose in composites is controlling the micro- and
macroscopic architecture and avoiding the fibers from forming agglomerates that nega-
tively affect the properties of the final product. Ice-templating is a fascinating approach
to assemble nano- and microscopic particles into macroscopic objects and applying the
method to nanocellulose gives rise to lightweight foamlike materials in which the structure
is oriented along the freezing direction of the ice crystals. With a low-enough fiber con-
centration, a network of interconnected thin filaments is formed instead of a honeycomb
structure. In theory, the smaller the filament diameter, the better the properties of both the
filaments and the composite material containing them. Thus, the possibility of obtaining
ultrathin filaments with diameters less than 1 µm is intriguing.
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This study shows the applicability of the ice-templating approach in preparing cel-
lulose nanocomposites. Thin filaments were formed from mechanically processed CNFs,
and the filament network structures were impregnated with a bio-epoxy resin using vac-
uum infusion. The resulting composites had an 18 wt% fiber content, and the mechanical
properties were significantly improved compared to neat epoxy. The fiber–matrix interface
could be optimized by utilizing a simple CVD process to cover the cellulosic surfaces with
an aminosilane capable of forming covalent bonds with the epoxy polymer. The effect of
the silylation procedure was distinguishable in both the FESEM and DMA studies. The
treated filaments were well integrated into the matrix, and the tan delta peak temperature
was up to 8 ◦C higher for the composites with silylated filaments.
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Abstract: In this study, a novel type of high-strength regenerated cellulose composite fiber reinforced
with cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) and nanosilica (nano-SiO2) was prepared. Adding 1% CNF and
1% nano-SiO2 to pulp/AMIMCl improved the tensile strength of the composite cellulose by 47.46%.
The surface of the regenerated fiber exhibited a scaly structure with pores, which could be reduced
by adding CNF and nano-SiO2, resulting in the enhancement of physical strength of regenerated
fibers. The cellulose/AMIMCl mixture with or without the addition of nanomaterials performed
as shear thinning fluids, also known as “pseudoplastic” fluids. Increasing the temperature lowered
the viscosity. The yield stress and viscosity sequences were as follows: RCF-CNF2 > RCF-CNF2-
SiO2

2 > RCF-SiO2
2 > RCF > RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1. Under the same oscillation frequency, G’ and G”
decreased with the increase of temperature, which indicated a reduction in viscoelasticity. A preferred
cellulose/AMIMCl mixture was obtained with the addition of 1% CNF and 1% nano-SiO2, by which
the viscosity and shear stress of the adhesive were significantly reduced at 80 ◦C.

Keywords: dissolving pulp; cellulose nanofibril; nano silicon dioxide; high strength

1. Introduction

Cellulose is a natural and abundant macromolecule that forms with D-glucopyranose
ring units in the 4C1-chair configuration, which is linked by β-1, 4-glycosidic bonds that
result in an alternate turning of the cellulose chain axis by 180◦ [1]. Complex hydrogen-
bond (H-bond) networks are identified in cellulose macromolecules due to the presence
of free hydroxy groups. Thereby, as the complex structure of cellulose makes it difficult
to dissolve in water and common organic solvents, there are many restrictions on its use,
as well as on its further development [2,3]. Despite the stiff and insoluble nature, the
cellulose-based materials have many merits, including being lightweight [4], air perme-
able [5], etc. As being obtained from plants, they are commonly of low cost, naturally
degradable and sustainable [1,6]. Therefore, the dissolution of cellulose is a key step in
the production of cellulose-based materials [6]. In the early industrial era, copper ammo-
nia and carbon disulfide methods were commonly used to produce cellulose fiber and
film [7]. N-methylmorpholine (NMMO) is currently used in the production of Tencel [8,9].
However, these methods are suffering with severe chemical modification of cellulose, large
solvent lost and environmental problems.

The discovery and rapid development of ionic liquids (ILs) reveals their unique
solubility and H-bonding ability. Thereby, the application of ILs in dissolving cellulose
have been extensively studied [10–13], in order to break the complex H-bond network
of cellulose. Swatloski et al. first reported that room-temperature ILs could be used for
soluble, non-derived cellulose [14]. Zhang et al. found that cellulose was completely soluble
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in 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride (BMIMCl), which could be used for producing cellulose film and fiber [7,15,16].
ILs such as 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (EMIMAc) have also been reported to
prepare cellulose fibers and thin films [17,18]. The dissolved cellulose solution can be spun
into regenerated cellulose fibers. Its tensile strength generally lies within the range of
1.6~5.34 cN/dtex, which is comparable to Lyocell [19]. In contrast, the present physical
strength of ILs-regenerated fibers failed to meet the standard of high-strength materials,
such as industrial textile, rope, triangle belt and so on.

Addition of nanomaterials, even with a small dosage, have been reported to sig-
nificantly improve the physical strength of the composite materials [20]. Nanocellulose
added to composite cellulose paper has been reported to significantly improve its me-
chanical strength [21]. Nanosilica particles are thoroughly and uniformly dispersed into
resin materials, comprehensively enhancing their smoothness and aging resistance [22–24].
Song et al. found microcrystalline cellulose and nano-SiO2 composite fibers had good
tensile strength and thermal stability [23]. Lee et al. used a wet-laid sheet-forming pro-
cess to produce nanocomposites named CNF/PA6, improving the tensile strengths to
16.4 MPa [25]. He et al. added SiO2 nanoparticles into cellulose hydrogels to improve
the transmittance and mechanical strength [26]. However, most of the literature research
studies mainly focus on adding nanomaterials into polymer film and gel system [27,28].
There are only limited studies on the preparation of regenerated cellulose fibers by mixing
nanomaterials and pulp in ionic liquid system. Herein, in this work, nanocellulose and
nanosilica were added either individually or in combination into softwood-dissolving
pulp/1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl) to improve the physical strength
of regenerated fibers. The physical strength of regenerated cellulose fibers was examined,
together with chemical, morphological and rheological characterization. The results can
provide theoretical support for the preparation of high-strength cellulose fiber.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The bleached softwood dissolving pulp (DP~548; the content of alpha-cellulose was
88.74%.) was obtained from a pulp mill in Jining, China. Nanosilica (BET300 ± 50 m2/g,
MW 60.08 g/mol, particle size 15 nm) was purchased from Macklin Inc., Shanghai, China.
Cellulose nanofibril was obtained from cotton with a diameter of 4–10 nm, length of
1–3 µm, and carboxylic group content of 2.5 mmoL/g, which was purchased from Guilin
Qihong Technology Co., Ltd. The 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (AMIMCl) IL used
in this study was synthesized according to the procedure described in the literature [7]. A
successful synthesis was confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (AVAN-
CEII400, Bruke Inc., Berlin, Germany), and the water content (0.51%) was verified by a Karl
Fischer moisture meter(AKF-1, Mettler Toledo International Co., LTD, Zurich, Switzerland).
Methyl imidazole and 3-allyl chloride were purchased from Macklin Inc., Shanghai, China.
All of the other chemicals were analytical grade and used without further purification.

2.2. Dissolution and Regeneration Processing of Cellulose

The dissolution process consisted of adding cellulose nanofibers and nanosilica par-
ticles into the IL and heating to 70 ◦C. The dosages of CNF and nano silicon dioxide are
shown in Table 1. Dissolved pulp (10 wt% in AMIMCl) was then added into the IL, until
the pulp dissolved completely, to generate the cellulose viscose. Then we put the cellulose
viscose into a single screw extruder with a single-hole extruder head, and the aperture of
extruder head was 0.8 mm. The length–diameter ratio of extruder screw is 23:1. The speed
is 50 rad per minute, the amount of viscose extrusion is 300 g/h. All of the fibers used the
dry-jet wet-spinning process with a 1.5 cm air-gap and deionized water as a coagulation
bath. The fiber was first soaked in deionized water for 24 h, washed with deionized water
at 80 ◦C for 5 min, and then washed with deionized water to remove AMIMCl until the
content of AMIMCl in the regenerated fiber was no more than 0.3 wt%. Then, the fibers
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were dried with hot air at 105 ◦C for 30 min. Finally, the regenerated cellulose fibers were
placed under 23 ◦C and 50% relative humidity (RH) for 24 h. The fiber without CNF and
nano-SiO2 was named RCF. The fiber with 2% CNF added was named RCF-CNF2. The
fiber with 2% nano-SiO2 added was named RCF-SiO2

2. The fiber with 1% CNF and 2%
nano-SiO2 added was named RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1. The fiber with 2% CNF and 2% nano-SiO2
added was named RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2.

Table 1. Dosage of CNF and nano-SiO2 in preparation of regenerated cellulose fibers.

Sample CNF
(wt% to Dissolving Pulp)

Nano-SiO2
(wt% to Dissolving Pulp)

RCF / /
RCF-CNF2 2% /
RCF-SiO2

2 / 2%
RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 1% 1%
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 2% 2%

2.3. Characterization of Regenerated Fibers
2.3.1. Tensile Properties of Fibers

The mechanical properties of the regenerated cellulose fibers were analyzed by using
a texture analyzer (stable microsystems PL/CEL5, Stable Micro Systems Inc., London, UK),
at 23 ◦C and 50% RH, with a load cell of 5000 g. The initial tensile distance was kept at a
constant 20 mm, and the rate of the tensile test was constant at 10 mm/min. The diameter
of each fiber sample was measured by using a Vernier caliper for 10 different places per
50 mm. The average diameter was used in the calculations. Each sample was tested at least
10 times.

2.3.2. Contact Angle Test

Since the contact angle of the fiber surface was difficult to measure, it was performed
by using cellulose films formed with the viscose extruded from the spinneret head. A water
contact angle test was taken on an OCA50 (Dataphysics, Filderstadt, Germany), using 1 µL
of liquid.

2.3.3. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Analysis

The XRD data were collected on a model D8 ADVANCE diffractometer (Bruker AXS
Co., Karlsruhe, Germany) in an angular region 2θ ranging between 5 and 60◦, with a
scanning speed of 5◦/min. The fibers were tightly wound 20 times on the test sheet,
covering the test sheet surface completely, and then put into the instrument for testing.
Crystallinity was calculated through the diffraction patterns. The calculation method was
as follows:

Crystallinity Xc = (I101−Iam)/I101 × 100% (1)

where I101 was the (101) surface diffraction intensity, and Iam was the diffraction intensity
of the amorphous region. For cellulose I, Iam was the diffraction intensity of 2θ at 18.0◦. For
cellulose II, Iam was the diffraction intensity of 2θ at 15.0◦ [29].

2.3.4. Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy

The FTIR spectra of the regenerated cellulose fibers were recorded by using an ALPHA
FTIR spectrophotometer with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) (Bruker Corporation,
Billerica, MA, USA). All of the spectra were obtained from 32 scans with a resolution of
4 cm−1 and absorption mode, using a wavelength range from 500 to 4000 cm−1. At least
three repetitions per sample were conducted.
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2.3.5. Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS)

Images of the regeneration cellulose fiber samples were taken on a regulus8220 (Hi-
tachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) microscope operating at 5 kV. The fracture surface of the fibers was
coated with a platinum layer (with a thickness of approximately 20 nm) before observation.
Moreover, the surface element content of the fibers was obtained via EDS on a regulus8220
(Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 10 kV.

2.3.6. Thermal Analysis

Thermographic analysis (TGA) of the fibers was performed on a simultaneous thermal
analyzer (TA TGAQ50, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). A total of 30~40 mg of the
sample was placed in an aluminum oxide pan and heated from 35 to 800 ◦C, at a rate of
10 ◦C/min, in a nitrogen atmosphere, with a flush rate of 40 mL/min.

2.3.7. Rheological Measurements

Steady and dynamic rheology experiments were carried out on an TA ARES-G2 rotated
rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA)). Parallel plates (20 mm in diameter)
were used. The chosen gap was 1 mm for all of the measurements. The strain amplitude
values were checked to ensure that the measurement deviation did not exceed 5%, which
was in the linear viscoelastic regime. The shear rate ranged from 0.1 to 100 s−1, and the
sweep of the angular frequency (w) was 6.28 rad/s. Dynamic viscoelastic functions, such
as the shear storage modulus (elasticity modulus) (G’) and loss modulus (viscous modulus)
(G”) as a function of time, angular frequency, and temperature, were also measured.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Tensile Properties

It was reported that the addition of nanomaterials could increase the strength of
polymers [24,30], similar results were found in this work. As can be seen from Table 2,
the tensile strength of RCF is 155.82 MPa, and the elongation at break is 8.73%. After
adding CNF and nano-SiO2, the tensile strength of all the regenerated cellulose fibers was
improved, as the tensile strength of RCF-CNF2 is 174.15 MPa, which is increased by 11.76%
in comparison with RCF. Its broken number in spinning is 5, and the elongation at break
is 7.43%, which is decreased by 14.89%. Similarly, the tensile strength of RCF-SiO2

2 is
174.18 MPa, which is increased by 11.76% than that of RCF. Its elongation at break is 7.65%,
which is decreased by 12.37%. Therefore, the tensile strength of RCF-CNF2 and RCF-SiO2

2

increase by the same extent.

Table 2. Tensile properties of the regenerated cellulose fibers prepared with or without nanomaterials.

Sample Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Elongation at
Break (%)

Number of Broken
in Spinning (/h)

RCF 155.82 ± 5.23 8.73 ± 0.13 1
RCF-CNF2 174.15 ± 2.36 7.43 ± 0.11 5
RCF-SiO2

2 174.18 ± 1.26 7.65 ± 0.15 3
RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 229.78 ± 0.91 10.01 ± 0.15 2
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 173.42 ± 3.35 6.33 ± 0.09 2

The enhancement of physical strength implied that the nanomaterials added closely
interacted with regenerated cellulose, instead of just attaching on the fiber surface. Both
nanocellulose and softwood-dissolving pulp can be dissolved in AMIMCl because of the
strong coulombic and H-bond interactions within the IL system [31]. Interacted by the IL
anions and cations, the intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonds of cellulose
chains are broken, which results in the cellulose dissolution and formation of homogeneous
solution [15,32]. The length of softwood dissolving pulp is normally 0.5~0.6 mm, whereas
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the typical length of CNF is 0.001~0.003 mm. Since CNF has a short molecular chain,
large specific surface area and free active carboxyl groups, during the regeneration process,
it can interact closely with cellulose fiber chains through H-bonding, resulting in the
enhancement of their physical strength.

In terms of nano-SiO2, as an inorganic compound, it was added into cellulose viscose
system to form an organic–inorganic hybrid viscose system. As nano-SiO2 is difficult
to dissolve in AMIMCl, it was only dispersed as suspensions. The excellent specific
surface area allowed nano-SiO2 to have strong interfacial adsorption through van der
Waals interactions with cellulose [23]. Nano-SiO2 can also bind with the small amount of
water presented in cellulose/ILs system, where nano-SiO2, cellulose, and water are tightly
bonded to form a complex network structure [26,33].

According to the literature, it was expected that increasing dosage of nanomateri-
als would lead to a further enhancement in strength [23]. However, the fiber strength
of RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 was the same as RCF-CNF2 and RCF-SiO2
2. The tensile strength of

RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2 was 173.42 MPa, which was increased by 11.29% than that of RCF. Its

elongation at break of RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2 was 6.33%, which was decreased by 27.49%. In-

terestingly, it was found that the addition of 1% CNF and 1% nano-SiO2 resulted in a
significant increase in the fiber strength, and the elongation at break also dramatically
increased. It should be noticed that, in all other testing samples, the elongation at break
were all decreased compared with the RCF sample. The tensile strength of RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1

was 229.78 MPa, an increase of 47.46%, which was the strongest of all the fibers; and the
elongation at break of RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 was 10.01%, an increase of 14.66%. This indicated
that RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 may make the viscose system and regeneration process different
from other conditions, in order to provide a tightly interacted composite fiber.

3.2. Water Contact Angle

Nano-SiO2 is a common surface hydrophobic agent that can give fibers a particular hy-
drophobic property when coated on their surface [24]. Cellulose has excellent hydrophilic-
ity due to the presence of a large number of hydroxyl groups in its structure [33–35].
Therefore, the addition of these nanomaterials should alter the hydrophilicity of the re-
generated fibers. Since the contact angle of the fiber surface was difficult to measure,
it was performed by using cellulose films formed with the viscose extruded from the
spinneret head.

Results in Figure 1 show the change of contact angle with the addition of nanomaterials.
The cellulose film without nanomaterials was 51.85◦, whereas the contact angles of the
cellulose film with RCF-CNF2, RCF-SiO2

2, RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1, and RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 were
62.1, 69.15, 67.05, and 78.9◦, respectively. Therefore, the hydrophily of all the films with
nanomaterials added was reduced. It was assumed that the addition of nanocellulose
interacted with regenerated cellulose, making the surface smooth and dense, and thus
resulting in greater contact. Meanwhile, as a hydrophobic agent, the presence of nano-SiO2
on the surface reduced hydrophilicity and increased the contact angle [33].

3.3. XRD Analysis

Figure 2 and Table 3 showed the XRD patterns and crystallinity results of raw materials
and fibers with or without nanomaterials added. As can be seen from the XRD images,
the configuration of conifer pulp was of cellulose I type crystallographic form, and the
regenerated cellulose fibers made were all of cellulose II form. The bleached softwood
dissolving pulp was dissolved in AMIMCl, and the hydrogen bonds between the cellulose
molecules were broken. The cellulose solution entered the coagulant through the extruder
head, after which the AMIMCl in the viscose dissolved in the water, and hydrogen bonds
between the cellulose molecules reformed. Glucose units were bonded together by a
secondary helix structure during the formation process to produce cellulose II type of
crystallography. Meanwhile, the results showed that the addition of CNF and nano-
SiO2 did not affect the crystal structure of cellulose in the regeneration process, which
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also illustrated that the CNF added was also dissolved in AMIMCl and regenerated into
cellulose II [1,15,36].
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Table 3. Crystallinity of the regenerated fibers with or without nanomaterials versus control cellu-
lose pulp.

Sample Crystallinity (%)

Pulp 50.88 ± 1.03%
RCF 62.76 ± 1.21%

RCF-CNF2 50.11 ± 0.96%
RCF-SiO2

2 47.37 ± 1.54%
RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 55.15 ± 0.53%
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 47.75 ± 0.75%

During the spinning process, the cellulose macromolecular chains were oriented
by high shear and subsequent stretching in the air gap, which induced crystallization
during drying. It is known that the tenacity of regenerated fibers mainly depends on the
orientation of their amorphous region, while the modulus and crystallinity are related to
crystal orientation [19]. Thus, the crystallinity and orientation determine the mechanical
properties of the regenerated fibers.

The crystallinity of the pulp was 50.88%, and the crystallinity of RCF was 62.76%,
with an increase of 10%. This was because the hydrogen bond length of cellulose II was
shorter than that of cellulose I. As a result, the cellulose molecular chains were more tightly
stacked, and their structure was more thermodynamically stable [37]. The crystallinity of
RCF-CNF2 was 50.11%, which was about 20.15% lower than that of RCF. The crystallinity
of RCF-SiO2

2 was 47.37%, which was the lowest among the samples. The crystallinity of
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 was 47.75%, which was basically the same as that of RCF-SiO2
2. However,

the crystallinity of RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1 sample was significantly elevated to 55.15%, which

was higher than those of other nanomaterials added samples. However, this value was still
lower than that of RCF sample. Therefore, it could be concluded that the crystallinity of
the fibers decreased with the addition of CNF and nano-SiO2.

It is generally believed that fibers with higher crystallinity usually present stronger
physical strength, which could be attributed to the rigid and stiff nature of crystalline
regions [19,23,24]. However, the results presented in this work, where samples with the
addition of nanomaterials showed lower crystallinity but higher tensile strength. Therefore,
the characterization over their chemical interactions, morphology and rheological behaver
would be crucial to understanding the mechanism of strength enhancement.

3.4. Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy Analysis

Considering the fact that all testing samples contained ~98% of cellulose, the FTIR
spectra in Figure 3 shows similar trend, indicating that the structure and composition of
the fibers were similar. The peak in the range 2900~2800 cm−1 was related to stretching
of C–H from methyl groups. The peak in the range 1400~1150 cm−1 corresponded to
the deformations of C=OH. The peak in the range 1135~1180 cm−1 corresponded to the
deformations of the C–OH, C–H, and C–O–C groups of cellulose. The bond at 1100 cm−1

was considered to be the characteristic peak of C–C. The 887 cm−1 peak was characteristic
of the β-glycoside bond between the glucose units. The peak in the range 700~450 cm−1

corresponded to the vibration bending of O–H. The 804 cm−1 peak corresponded to the
symmetric stretching of Si–O–Si [23,24,38–42], indicating the presence of SiO2 on the
fiber surface.
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of RCF, RCF-CNF2, RCF-SiO2
2, RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1, and RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2: (a) Transmittance of fibers

between the wavelength range from 4000 to 500 cm−1; (b) transmittance of fibers between the wavelength range from 1900
to 1400 cm−1.

However, minor difference in the intensity of the peaks could be identified. The band
in the range 3600~3200 cm−1 is corresponded to the vibrational modes of the hydroxyl
group in the cellulose molecules, particularly the band at 3500 cm−1 represented the
stretching characteristic of OH groups, and the bond at 3246 cm−1 was the characteristic
peak of hydrogen bonding. The changes in the OH groups’ related peaks indicate that the
addition of CNF causes an increase in free OH groups, whereas the addition of nano-SiO2
results in a significant reduction of them. Similar trend was noticed at 1640~1630 cm−1,
which was related to the water adsorption of the fibers. In comparison with the RCF sample,
water adsorption in RCF-CNF2 increased, while RCF-SiO2

2 was significantly reduced. This
result may attribute to the hydrophobicity of the silica nanoparticles. However, it is
interesting to note that the addition of CNF at the same dosage cannot overcome the
reduction caused by nano-SiO2, where RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 and RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2 samples

present similar bands with that of RCF-CNF2.
Therefore, the infrared spectrum analysis shows that no derivatization reaction ap-

pears during cellulose regeneration. It has been reported that the cellulose dissolution and
regeneration in AMIMCl is a physical process [7], which mainly involves the breaking and
recombination of hydrogen bonds without chemical reactions. Thus, it is believed that
the increase of fiber strength in this work was mainly caused by the rheology properties
of viscose and the action of secondary bonds, including hydrogen bonding and interface
adsorption [24].

3.5. SEM and EDS Analysis

The SEM images shows the surface morphology of the raw materials (Figure 4(a1,a2))
and regenerated fibers. As expected, the softwood dissolving pulp was a flat fiber with
a layered fiber structure on its surface (Figure 4a) and some fine and filamentation fibers
on the surface (Figure 4(a2)). After regeneration via dry spraying and wet spinning, the
fiber surface presented as a smooth, filamentous structure (Figure 4b). Moreover, the
fiber surface was a dense, scaly structure with pores and micro protrusions (Figure 4(b2)).
The fiber surface with RCF-CNF2 added was relatively smooth (Figure 4(c1,c2)). The
RCF-SiO2

2 had some protuberance prominences on the surface (Figure 4(d1,d2)). The
appearance of small particles may attribute to the aggregation of nano-SiO2 nanoparticles
and the incompatibility of organic and inorganic materials. Meanwhile RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1

had the densest and smoothest surface structure (Figure 4(e1,e2)), and the RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2

was also relatively dense but with more prominences (Figure 4(f1,f2)). Adding CNF and
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nano-SiO2 simultaneously makes the material smooth and flat. The literature has reported
similar results, wherein the addition of CNF and nano-SiO2 resulted in a smooth composite
surface and could lead to an enhancement of mechanical properties [22,23,43].
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at ×100 (b1) and ×10,000 (b2), RCF-CNF2 at ×100 (c1) and ×10,000 (c2), RCF-SiO2

2 at ×100 (d1) and ×10,000 (d2), RCF-
CNF1-SiO2

1 at ×100 (e1) and ×10,000 (e2), RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2 at×100 (f1) and ×10,000 (f2); EDS images of Pulp at ×2000

(g), RCF at ×1000 (h), RCF-CNF2 at ×1000 (i), RCF-SiO2
2 at ×1000 (j), RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 at ×1000 (k), and RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2

at ×1000 (l).

It can be seen via EDS analysis that CNF and nano-SiO2 were retained in the fiber
(Table 4), as the Si content of RCF and RCF-CNF2 was 0.15%, while the Si content of RCF-
SiO2

2, RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1, and RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 was 0.56%, 0.49%, and 0.70%, respectively.
The distributions of Si on the fibers’ surface were uniform (Figure 4g–l). However, the silica
content on the surface was lower than the added amount. Therefore, it was speculated
that most of the silicon atoms were embedded inside the cellulose fibers, where strong
interactions between nano-SiO2 and cellulose macromolecules formed [23,44,45].

Table 4. Relative element content of the regenerated fibers surface with or without nanomaterials
and control cellulose pulp by EDS.

Sample C (%) O (%) N (%) Si (%)

Pulp 28.2 46.32 25.35 0.14
RCF 28.05 46.63 25.16 0.15

RCF-CNF2 27.48 47.51 24.85 0.15
RCF-SiO2

2 27.42 47.35 24.67 0.56
RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 26.87 48.53 24.11 0.49
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 27.51 47.23 24.56 0.70

3.6. Thermal Analysis

Figure 5 shows that the regenerated cellulose fibers all exhibited typical features of
cellulose degradation. The first degradation stage was from room temperature to about
150 ◦C and was mainly associated with the fiber dehydration and volatilization of some
unstable substances. The second stage involved the decomposition of the amorphous
region in the fiber structure, and part of the glucose group began to dehydrate. The
temperature of this stage was generally between 150 and 250 ◦C. The fastest degradation
rate occurred between 250 and 400 ◦C, during which the glycosidic bonds of cellulose
broke and cellulose began to degrade [46–48].
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Figure 5. TGA (a) and DTA (b) curve of the regenerated cellulose fibers with or without nanomaterials. 

The rapid degradation temperature of RCF-CNF2 was lower than the other four sam-
ples because the nanostructure of CNF made it easy to degrade, reducing the temperature 
of large-scale degradation of the fibers. The fastest degradation rate of RCF-SiO22 was 
lower than RCF, and the thermal stability of the cellulose was slightly improved with the 
addition of 2% nano-SiO2. The distribution of silica can prevent the migration of small 
molecules in the fibers, so the decomposition of the cellulose macromolecular chain was 
delayed in the process of thermal decomposition [23,24]. 

From Table 5. it can be seen that final residual amount of fiber without nanomaterial 
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The rapid degradation temperature of RCF-CNF2 was lower than the other four sam-
ples because the nanostructure of CNF made it easy to degrade, reducing the temperature
of large-scale degradation of the fibers. The fastest degradation rate of RCF-SiO2

2 was
lower than RCF, and the thermal stability of the cellulose was slightly improved with the
addition of 2% nano-SiO2. The distribution of silica can prevent the migration of small
molecules in the fibers, so the decomposition of the cellulose macromolecular chain was
delayed in the process of thermal decomposition [23,24].

From Table 5. it can be seen that final residual amount of fiber without nanomaterial
was 22.58%. RCF-CNF2 started to degrade earlier than other samples, and the final residual
amount was 20.39%. The fiber with added 2% CNF was completely degraded. The
residual amount of the fiber with added 2% nano-SiO2 was 25.80%. The residual amount
of RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 was 23.05%, and the residual amount of RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2 was 24.93%.

These results indicating that only minor loss of nano-SiO2 occurred in the regeneration
process [23]. By taking the EDS results into consideration, this confirmed the previous
hypothesis that most of the nano-SiO2 was embedded into the cellulose fibers during the
regeneration process.

Table 5. Thermal properties of the regenerated cellulose fibers after different stages of treatment.

Sample Ton (◦C) Mass Loss (%) Tmax (◦C) Mass Loss (%) Residue at 800 ◦C (%)

RCF 307 12.28 329 27.16 22.48
RCF-CNF2 300 10.96 344 30.44 20.39
RCF-SiO2

2 308 11.76 343 30.42 25.80
RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 302 10.96 344 36.25 22.85
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 313 11.76 335 26.42 24.93

3.7. Rheological Properties of Cellulose/IL Solutions with Different Contents of Nanomaterial

In the process of viscose regeneration, the fluidity of viscose has a direct effect on
the properties of regenerated cellulose fibers, and the viscosity is closely related to the
phenomenon of filament breaking and filament doubling in the spinning process. To
explore the reasons for the changes of fiber strength and crystallinity, the rheological
properties of the viscose system during the extruding was tested. The viscose sample
was obtained at the extruder head. The temperature of viscose at the extruder head was
80 ◦C and that of coagulation bath was 25 ◦C. Thus, the viscosity, stress, and viscoelasticity
analysis of the viscose was carried out at 40, 60, and 80 ◦C.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that all testing viscose systems were shear-thinning sys-
tem. The yield stress and viscosity sequence were as follows: RCF-CNF2 > RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2
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> RCF-SiO2
2 > RCF > RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 viscose. For a low shear rate, the shear force pro-
duced a slight shearing orientation effect on the viscose, but the components in the system
were still in a state of free distribution, and the shear viscosity was basically unchanged.
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Figure 6. Viscosity (a) and shear stress (b) of cellulose viscose systems with or without nanomaterials at 80 °C. 

RCF-CNF2 had the largest initial viscosity of all the samples at 80 °C. This was mainly 
because CNF was identical to the wood fibers in terms of chemical structure, making it 
evenly dissolve and distribute in the viscose. Thus, the network structure of cellulose and 
ILs formed, and within the viscose, the CNF, pulp, and IL formed good crosslinking and 
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RCF-CNF2 had the largest initial viscosity of all the samples at 80 ◦C. This was mainly
because CNF was identical to the wood fibers in terms of chemical structure, making it
evenly dissolve and distribute in the viscose. Thus, the network structure of cellulose and
ILs formed, and within the viscose, the CNF, pulp, and IL formed good crosslinking and
hydrogen bonds to become a homogeneous mixing system characterized by a high yield
stress value [2].

Comparatively, the viscosities of RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2 and RCF-SiO2

2 were lower than
RCF-CNF2 viscose, but the viscosities of RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 and RCF-SiO2
2 and the viscosity

trend were of the same. This may be due to the nano-SiO2 reducing the generation of
hydrogen bonds among the components [23], which were replaced by interfacial adsorption,
thus lowering the overall viscosity. The viscosity of RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1 was the lowest of
all the samples, which meant that this system had less entanglement of macromolecules
and force among components, or less network structures, better fluidity of the viscose, and
more continuous viscose in the process of extruding. The force between each component
was less affected by the pressure change of the spinneret, so it was difficult to break and
strand, which was more conducive to the regeneration of cellulose and made the fiber
surface smoother. This was consistent with the surface morphology characterized by SEM,
which was also the reason for the higher fiber strength.

From the results shown in Figure 6, we can observe that, with the increase of shear
rate, the apparent viscosity of several kinds of solutions decreased obviously to show
shear thinning, which is typical of non-Newtonian fluids. The entangled macromolecules
began to align in a directional manner, showing a decrease in apparent viscosity. When
cellulose was completely dissolved in the IL, the van der Waals forces produced physical
crosslinking between the molecules [49,50]. Hydrogen bonds existed between the cellulose
macromolecules and macromolecules, and between cellulose the macromolecules and
ions. The Brownian motion of each component in the viscose system made the physical
crosslinking and hydrogen bonds exist in a dynamic equilibrium of constant destruction
and regeneration, which made the viscose form a network structure. With the increase
of shear force, the dynamic equilibrium was destroyed; the physical crosslinking and
hydrogen bonds were not ready to recombine; and there appeared a relative slip and
rearrangement between the components, resulting in a decrease in viscosity that eventually
reached a constant value [51–53]. The shear rate had little influence on the viscosity of
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RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1; that is to say, the state of the whole system was more stable, even during

extrusion, and the tensile strength of the fiber was better.
Figure 7 shows the storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G” of the testing viscose. For

the viscose system without nanomaterials, G’ was greater than G” at 40 ◦C, indicating that
the elastic modulus was greater than the viscous modulus, which showed typical solid-like
properties. The main forces of the system were based on the entanglement between cellulose
molecules and the network structure between cellulose/AMIMCl. At temperatures of 60
and 80 ◦C, G” was greater than G’, indicating that the viscous modulus was greater than
the elastic modulus, showing fluid properties, which also indicated that the properties of
viscose were sensitive to the temperature. As the temperature changed, the viscoelasticity
also changed. With the increase of temperature, the cellulose macromolecules were more
active in AMIMCL, making the viscose appear fluid.

The viscoelasticity of viscose mainly depends on the properties of each component
and their interactions. It is generally believed that the addition of nano-materials can
change the viscoelasticity of viscose. For viscose with added CNF and nano-SiO2, when the
temperature was constant, with the increase of frequency, the solution G’ and the solution
G” both increased. Furthermore, values exhibited an intersection point, which is called the
fiber solution gel point. With the increase of temperature, the intersection point moved
toward the high-frequency area, where modulus transposition occurs, and the sample
experienced structure reconstruction and an elasticity larger than the viscosity, which
are typical characteristics of an entangled polymer solution. Under the same oscillation
frequency, when the temperature increased, G’ and G” decreased, which indicated that the
viscoelasticity decreased [54–56].

At 80 ◦C, G’ and G” of RCF-CNF2 were the largest among all of the samples, which
indicated that the entanglement degree between the fiber molecules in the viscose system
was higher, and the physical entanglement and hydrogen bonds among the cellulose
macromolecules, CNF, and IL formed a tangled network structure that affected the relative
motion and stretching of the molecules. Therefore, the viscose showed an obvious elasticity.
The intersection point of G’ and G” experienced a minimal oscillation frequency, indicating
that as adding CNF increased the cellulose content within the viscose system, the gel point
of the whole system moved forward. Thus, in the regeneration process, solidification was
easier. The G’ and G values of RCF-SiO2

2, RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1, and RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 were all
lower than those of the blank samples, indicating that adding nano-SiO2 made the network
structure in the system worse and reduced the generation of partial hydrogen bonds.

As shown in Table 6, for RCF-SiO2
2 at a temperature of 80 ◦C, the intersection points

between G’ and G” experienced an oscillation frequency of 102.78 rad/s, with a higher
angular frequency of gelatinization. For RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 and RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1, their G’

were similar to G”, which indicated that adding equal amounts of CNF and nano-SiO2 in
the system basically had the same effect on the entangling of macromolecules and changing
the forces between the components. For RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1, its intersection points of G’
and G” experienced an oscillation frequency of 90.28 rad/s. For RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2, the
intersection points of G’ and G” was at 100.79 rad/s. In the RCF-CNF1-SiO21 system, the
degree of aggregation and entanglement among the components was greater than that of
RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2.
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Figure 7. Influence of temperature and angular frequency on G’ and G” of RCF (a), RCF-CNF2 (b), RCF-SiO22 (c), RCF-
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Table 6. Modulus values and frequency at the crossover point of G’ and G” of cellulose viscose.

Sample Temperature (◦C) Angular Frequency (Rad/s) Modulus Values (Pa)

RCF
40 0.13 56.45
60 13.39 220.34
80 59.46 282.61

RCF-CNF2
40 1.59 161.68
60 7.117 195.78
80 25.21 221.03

RCF-SiO2
2

40 5.27 207.32
60 25.41 237.24
80 102.78 282.66

RCF-CNF1-SiO2
1

40 4.50 191.22
60 22.62 221.78
80 90.28 283.62

RCF-CNF2-SiO2
2

40 5.67 207.325
60 25.25 251.22
80 100.79 324.53

4. Conclusions

In this study, conifer pulp was used as a raw material to make regenerated fiber,
an ionic liquid AMIMCl was used as a solvent for cellulose, and organic CNF fiber and
inorganic nano-SiO2 were added to regenerate composite cellulose fibers via a dry-jet wet-
spinning process. The mechanical properties of the composite cellulose can be improved by
adding nanomaterials. Adding 1% CNF and 1% nano-SiO2 to the pulp/AMIMCl improved
the mechanical properties of the composite cellulose by 47.46%. The regenerated fibers and
nanocomposite fibers were typical type-II cellulose crystalline forms, and the crystallinity
of the composite fibers decreased. The surface of the regenerated fiber exhibited a scaly
structure with pores, and the pores could be reduced by adding 1% CNF and 1% nano-SiO2.
The addition of nanomaterials changed the degradation rate of the regenerated fibers. From
the perspective of the residual amount, the loss rate of nanomaterials in the preparation
process was low. The viscosities of all five samples were pseudoplastic fluids with a yield
value of stress and with shear thinning. The yield stress and viscosity sequences were as
follows: RCF-CNF2 > RCF-CNF2-SiO2

2 > RCF-SiO2
2 > RCF > RCF-CNF1-SiO2

1. Under
the same oscillation frequency, when the temperature increased, the G’ and G” decreased,
indicating a decrease in viscoelasticity.
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Abstract: Cellulose and chitosan with remarkable biocompatibility and sophisticated physiochemical
characteristics can be a new dawn to the advanced drug nano-carriers in cancer treatment. This
study aims to synthesize layer-by-layer bionanocomposites from chitosan and rice straw cellulose
encapsulated 5-Fluorouracil (CS-CF/5FU BNCs) using the ionic gelation method and the sodium
tripolyphosphate (TPP) cross-linker. Data from X-ray and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
showed successful preparation of CS-CF/5FU BNCs. Based on images of scanning electron mi-
croscopy, 48.73 ± 1.52 nm was estimated for an average size of the bionanocomposites as spherical
chitosan nanoparticles mostly coated rod-shaped cellulose reinforcement. 5-Fluorouracil indicated
an increase in thermal stability after its encapsulation in the bionanocomposites. The drug encap-
sulation efficiency was found to be 86 ± 2.75%. CS-CF/5FU BNCs triggered higher drug release
in a media simulating the colorectal fluid with pH 7.4 (76.82 ± 1.29%) than the gastric fluid with
pH 1.2 (42.37 ± 0.43%). In in vitro cytotoxicity assays, cellulose fibers, chitosan nanoparticles and
the bionanocomposites indicated biocompatibility towards CCD112 normal cells. Most promisingly,
CS-CF/5FU BNCs at 250 µg/mL concentration eliminated 56.42 ± 0.41% of HCT116 cancer cells and
only 8.16± 2.11% of CCD112 normal cells. Therefore, this study demonstrates that CS-CF/5FU BNCs
can be considered as an eco-friendly and innovative nanodrug candidate for potential colorectal
cancer treatment.

Keywords: cellulose; chitosan nanoparticles; bionanocomposites; 5-fluorouracil; in vitro drug release;
cytotoxicity assay; colorectal cancer

1. Introduction

Currently, conversion of natural-based residues into useful and novel materials may
tackle financial and environmental issues [1]. In this regard, rice straw is an abundant lig-
nocellulosic residue, which contains a high ratio of cellulose to use in a myriad of research
fields [2,3]. As a nature gifted material, cellulose fiber is an important component of the
wood cell wall and the most abundant organic polymer on earth [4]. Plant cellulose pos-
sesses advantageous and unique mechanical, optical and rheological characteristics, along
with a sensitivity to the particular molecular structure of the antigen and pH-sensitivity for
synthesis of novel polymeric nanodrug formulations [4]. The cellulose, however, does pos-
sess some drawbacks, including poor crease resistance and low solubility in solvent fluids.
Its physiochemical characteristics suitably can be modified by esterification, etherification,
de-polymerization, radical grafting and alkali treatments to impart exogenous groups over
the cellulose structure without damaging its advantageous intrinsic characteristics [5].
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Chitosan is the second most popular biopolymer after cellulose, with production of
over 100 million tons per year [6]. It may be derived from chitin and is a cationic linear
and natural amino-polysaccharide containing -(1-4)-linked d-glucosamine and N-acetyld-
glucosamine in deacetylated and acetylated form, respectively [7]. Among diverse methods
to synthesize layer-by-layer chitosan-based composites and nanoparticles (NPs), ionic gela-
tion approach is an organic solvent-free solution, straightforward and a facile method with
minimal toxicity [8]. In this method, the phosphate groups of sodium tripolyphosphate
(TPP) may act as a physical crosslinking agent, which has advantages over emulsifying
and chemical crosslinking agents, such as less toxicity to the organs and no destruction
to the structure of the loaded-drugs in chitosan nanoparticles [9]. Polymer blends are
increasingly important to fabricate innovative composites for various applications [10].
The blend of degradable polymers can merge the desirable properties of the polymers [11].
In addition, the crosslinking procedure might considerably improve physiochemical prop-
erties of the polymer composites [12]. In medically-related applications, the most popular
antimicrobial coating agent on cellulose is currently chitosan to synthesize composites with
suitable biocompatibility and water-rich structures to encapsulate both hydrophilic and
hydrophobic drugs [13]. Furthermore, the bionanocomposites or nanohybrids of chitosan
and cellulose possess intermolecular interactions, owing to H-bonds and Van der Waals
forces [14]. Most importantly, chitosan-cellulose bionanocomposites or nanohybrids may
possess a tremendous swelling capacity and water absorption ability to release the drug
at the targeted cells [15]. Therefore, the biocompatibility and physiochemical properties
of both cellulose and chitosan can be modified by using cellulose as a reinforcement and
chitosan as a coating agent to construct a double polysaccharide composite biomaterial.

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most diagnosed cancer with death of six lakhs
per year [16]. 5-Fluorouracil (5FU) as an antimetabolite and fluorinated pyrimidine has
been used for CRC therapy since three decades ago [17]. Albeit, the unwanted side-effects
of using 5FU-based chemotherapy might cause diarrhea, stomatitis and gastrointestinal
mucosal injury. The above side-effects can be abated by encapsulation of a minimal drug
dosage into a biocompatible drug carrier. Of this, 5FU has been encapsulated in many
drug carrier platform, such as, chitosan [18] and cellulose [19,20]. In this matter, some
polysaccharides, including cellulose, chitosan, starch, xanthan gum, hyaluronic acid, and
carrageenans can display pH/thermos-responsive properties to control the drug release
dosage with effective anticancer actions [21].

Nano-sized medicines may favorably enhance circulation time, targeted activities,
and safe drug delivery to decrease the issues of side effects from the chemotherapy treat-
ments [22–24]. For this aim, biopolymer-based NPs may ideally avoid the immune system
to increase circulation time of the NPs in blood to enhance the anticancer actions [25].
The drug delivery systems may affect the microenvironment of tumors, which is leaky
and has a higher sensitivity to macromolecules compared to the normal cells [26]. Thus,
drug encapsulation in natural polymers can be considered as an emerging research area
for different pharmaceutical applications [24,25,27]. Furthermore, being impressively
biodegradable and possessing an ability for the enzymatic degradation by colonic micro-
bial agents, biopolymers (such as lignin-based NPs, glycogen and gelatin and cellulose
fibers) may trigger probes for novel polymeric–anticancer nanodrug conjugates with ad-
vanced antiproliferative actions [24,25,27,28].

For example, 5FU-loaded composites of nanocellulose (obtained from commercial
α-cellulose), chitosan and sodium alginate eliminated HT29 CRC cells, however, it unfa-
vorably killed the normal HEK293 cells at concentrations between 50 to 100 µg/mL [14].
In a separate experiment, curcumin loaded nanocellulose caused three times higher effect
compared to curcumin alone against HT29 CRC cells, albeit, the biocompatibility of the
sample was not studied [29]. In recent investigations, the release of 5FU was controlled
through nanocellulose/gelatin composites [30] and also 3D printed composites of cellu-
lose nanofibrils and CaCO3 [31]. Both studies did not examine the anticancer action of
the samples.
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In this present study, cellulose fibers were extracted from rice straw waste. In addi-
tion, chitosan NPs and bionanocomposites of chitosan-cellulose were fabricated by the
ionic gelation method using TPP as a cross-linker. Above all, 5FU was encapsulated in
the bionanocomposites of chitosan as a coating agent and cellulose as a reinforcement
for CRC analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that rice straw
cellulose was coated with chitosan for anticancer drug 5FU carrier in potential CRC treat-
ments. The physiochemical properties of the synthesized samples were evaluated by
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersion
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), dynamic light scattering
(DLS), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and the swelling analysis. The
drug absorbance and release of 5FU-loaded in the bionanocomposites were evaluated
by using ultraviolet–visible (UV) spectroscopy. In vitro cytotoxicity assays evaluated the
biocompatibility and anticancer activity of the fabricated samples against CCD112 colon
normal and HCT116 CRC cell lines.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Rice straw waste was obtained from Malaysian Agricultural Research and Develop-
ment Institute (MARDI), Selangor, Malaysia. Potassium hydroxide (KOH, 85%), sodium
chlorite (NaClO2, 80%), acetic acid glacial (CH3COOH) (98%), chitosan (low molecular
weight, 190,000–310,000 degree of acetylation), Tween-80 and TPP were all purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). 5FU, 99%, 5-Fluoro-2,4(1H,3H)-pyrimidinedione
(ACD CODE MFC D00006018) with a molecular weight of 130.08 g/mol was purchased
from ACROS ORGANICS part of Thermo Fisher Scientific, Branchburg, NJ, USA. The
chemicals were used without further purification. All glassware used was washed with
distilled water and dried before used.

2.2. Synthesis
2.2.1. Extraction of Cellulose Fibers from Rice Straw Waste

CF was extracted from rice straw waste through a series of chemical treatments. The
rice straw powder (30 g) was dewaxed by using a soxhlet instrument as it contained a
450 mL solution of toluene/ethanol 2:1 (v/v) for 12 h at 70 ◦C. After that, the sample
was washed with distilled water three times and mixed with a sodium chloride solution
(1.4%), in which dropwise adding acetic acid adjusted the pH to around 4 at 70 ◦C under
100 rpm magnetic stirring for 5 h. The sample was washed three times and then treated
with KOH solution (5%) for 12 h, followed by pouring 10-fold ice cubes into the sample
solution to obtain cellulose. The cellulose solution was washed and centrifuged (Tabletop
Centrifuge Kubota, Model: 2420) three times at 4000 rpm for 8 min. Finally, the suspension
was freeze-dried (FreeZone 1.0 L Benchtop Freeze Dry System, Kansas City, MO, USA) at
−45 ◦C for 48 h and termed as CF, which stored at −4 ◦C for further analysis.

2.2.2. Synthesis of Chitosan-Cellulose Fiber Bionanocomposites to
Encapsulate 5-Fluorouracil

Ionic gelation method was performed to synthesize layer-by-layer of three chitosan-
based samples: (i) chitosan-cellulose fibers bionanocomposites encapsulated 5FU
(CS-CF/5FU BNCs), (ii) chitosan-cellulose fibers bionanocomposites (CS-CF BNCs), and (iii)
chitosan nanoparticles (CS NPs). First, three 250 mL beakers respectively contained 80 mL
mixture solution of 1.0% acetic acid and 0.250 g of chitosan powder (low molecular weight).
Then, 2% (v/v) of Tween-80 as a stabilizer was respectively added to each solution and
mixed gently for 45 min to obtain the three chitosan solutions. To prepare CS-CF/5FU BNCs,
0.125 g CF and 0.01 g 5FU were mixed with one of the prepared chitosan solutions and then
homogenized vigorously (DAIHAN-brand Homogenizer, Wonju-Si, Gang-Won -Do, Korea)
at 9000 rpm for 7 min. After that, 0.50 g of TPP cross-linker was dissolved in 15 mL
deionized water and added dropwise to the CS-CF/5FU solution under the continuously
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vigorous stirring of the homogenizer for another 45 min. The mixture solution was washed
with distilled water and centrifuged three times at 2500 rpm for 7 min at 25 ◦C. Finally, the
sample was freeze-dried for 16 h and stored at −4 ◦C for further analysis.

To prepare CS-CF BNCs, the above procedure was performed, however, without
adding 5FU to the CS-CF solution.

To prepare CS NPs, the above method was used, however, without adding CF and
5FU to the CS solution.

2.3. Characterization
2.3.1. Physicochemical Analysis

XRD (Philips, X’pert, Cu Ka, Amsterdam, North Holland, The Netherlands) at an
ambient condition was used to evaluate the structure of the samples. The sample was
compressed between two smooth glass films and the XRD analysis was carried out in
dispersion 2 angles of 5◦– 80◦ at a step size of 0.02◦ with 2 s/step as scanning rate using
a voltage of 45 kV, a Ni-filtered Cu K radiation (=1.5406 A)◦ and a filament current of
40 mA. The SEM images were taken via using an Electro-Scan SEM instrument (model JSM
7600 F SEM, Tokyo, Kantō, Japan) attached to EDX to study the elemental composition
of the sample. A low-acceleration voltage (10 kV) was used to prevent the degradation
of the sample. Thermal analysis was carried out though using TGA (STA F3 Jupiter,
Selb, Bavaria, Germany) Q50 V20 at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere (10 mL/min) from 10 ◦C to 800 ◦C. For DLS analysis, an Anton Paar instrument
(Litesizer 500, Graz, Styria, Austria) was used to measure the hydrodynamic size of the
synthesized samples in buffer solutions (100 µg/mL) at various pH values of 1.2, 7.4 and
12 at 37 ◦C. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were used to adjust
the pH 1.2 and 12, respectively. FTIR spectroscopy (ThermoNicolet, Waltham, MA, USA)
determined the chemical and super-molecular structural analysis of the samples under
an ambient condition. First, crushing and mixing of the sample with KBr at a ratio of
1:100 w/w to prepare a transparent pellet and the spectra of the plate was evaluated under
a transmittance mode in a range between 4000 cm−1 to 400 cm−1 with a 4 cm−1 resolution
and an accumulation of 128 scans. The swelling ratio of the sample was measured. For
this aim, the sample was immersed in the solutions with various pH values of 1.2, 7.4,
and 12 at 37 ◦C under 75 rpm magnetic stirring [32]. At each interval, the sample was
collected from the solution and blotted on a filter paper to eliminate excess water and it
was immediately weighed to determine the weight of the wet sample. The swelling ratio of
the sample was measured as Wt/W0, in which Wt and W0 are the obtained wet weights of
the sample at an arbitrary and initial time, respectively. For the DLS analysis and swelling
experiment, individual tests were repeated three times, which the data were indicated as
mean ± standard deviation for all triplicates within an independent test.

2.3.2. Encapsulation Efficiency Study of 5-Fluorouracil

UV–vis spectrophotometry (UV-1600, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Kansai, Japan) provided a
calibration curve at λmax = 266 nm from known concentrations of 5FU (5–25 ppm). This
followed by calculating the amount of the drug-loaded into CS-CF/5FU BNCs by using
Equation (1) to obtain drug encapsulation efficiency% [33].

Encapsulation efficiency (%) =
(Initial drug amount in formulation (mg)− Unentrapped drug (mg))

Initial drug amount in formulation (mg)
× 100 (1)

2.3.3. A Comparative Study of In Vitro Release of 5-Fluorouracil Drug from
CS-CF/5FU BNCs

For the drug release performance of CS-CF/5FU BNCs, a 5 mL dialysis bag (molecular
weight cut-off between 12,000 and 14,000 Da) was used according to reported studies with
slight modification [20,34]. Before the experiment, the bag was soaked for 12 h in the
release media of the simulated colorectal fluid (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.4).
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Then, the dialysis bag with the two ends tied as contained the solution mixture of 5 mg
of CS-CF/5FU BNCs and 2 mL of the release media. The bag was completely immersed
into a 40 mL of the release media maintained under constant stirring of 100 rpm at 37 ◦C in
the stoppered bottle. A 1 mL aliquot was withdrawn from the system at the selected time
and characterized by UV–vis spectrophotometry at λmax = 266 nm. The same study was
performed in HCl buffer solution at pH 1.2 for the simulated release of the 5-FU drug in
the gastric fluid without enzymes. The following Equation (2) calculated and compared
the drug release results from the fluids with the two different pH values:

Drug release (%) =
Released drug at time ′t′

Total drug in the sample (CS−CF/5FU BNCs)
× 100 (2)

2.3.4. Cell Lines and Reagents

Human HCT116 colorectal cancer (CRC) (ATCC CCL-247) and CCD112 normal colon
(ATCC CRL-1541) cell lines were purchased from ATCC (VA, USA) and cultured according
to ATCC’s recommendation [35,36]. The cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and
1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco) under standard cell culture conditions.

2.3.5. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Assay

In vitro cytotoxicity assays were performed using CellTiter 96 Aqueous One Solution
kit (MTS reagent) (#G3582, Promega), according to the manufacturer’s instruction with
slight modification as previously described [37]. Briefly, 5000 HCT116 and CCD112 cells
per well (100 µL/well) were separately seeded onto a 96 well plate and incubated overnight
at 37 ◦C in a 95% humidified incubator with 5% CO2. The next day, 2-fold serially diluted
samples at concentrations of 0, 7.81, 15.62, 31.25, 62.53, 125, 250 and 500 (100 µL/well)
were added into the wells and the plate was incubated for 72 h at 37 ◦C in the 5% CO2
incubator. Then, 20 µL of the MTS reagent per well was added into the plate and incubated
for an additional 3 h at 37 ◦C in the 5% CO2 incubator. The optical density (OD) was then
measured at 490 nm using a multimode microplate reader (Tecan). The dose–response
graph was plotted by calculating the percent cell viability using Equation (3) [38]:

% Cell viability =
OD of sample well (mean)
OD of control well (mean)

× 100 (3)

The inhibitory concentration causing 50% growth inhibition (IC50) was determined
through an online calculator (https://www.aatbio.com/tools/ic50-calculator (accessed on
5 May 2021)) as previously described [35].

2.3.6. Statistical Analysis

Independent experiments were performed three times and data were expressed as
mean ± standard deviation for all triplicates within an individual experiment. Data were
analyzed with a Student’s t test using SPSS version 26.0. p < 0.05 was considered significant.

3. Results and Discussion

Scheme 1 depicts the synthesis of a novel nanocomposites of rice straw CF and CS
encapsulated 5FU for the in vitro CRC analysis. CF was successfully extracted from rice
straw waste by a series of chemical modifications, such as, bleaching, delignification, and
alkali treatments. Sodium chloride solution and potassium hydroxide degraded lignin
and hemicelluloses of the rice straw waste, respectively [39]. Then, the delignificated rice
straw waste was treated with 5% potassium hydroxide to isolate CF containing nano-scale
diameter and almost a uniform structure. This method was used by different studies, which
found similar results from the extracted cellulose of the newspaper waste [40] and rice
straw [41]. In a separate investigation [42], an increase in the ratio of potassium hydroxide
from 5 to 15 weight% decreased the size of the abaca fibers; whereas, the 10 and 15 weight%
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of the potassium hydroxide undesirably decreased the strength of fibers comprising a
twisted structure. Thus, we used proper treatments of 5% potassium hydroxide solution to
extract cellulose from the rice straw waste.
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Scheme 1. A schematic process of synthesis of CS-CF/5FU BNCs for in vitro cytotoxicity assays
towards CRC cell line.

Incorporation of dual polysaccharides of CF and CS in a layer-by-layer complex encap-
sulated the anticancer drug 5FU by using the ionic gelation method, where TPP, Tween-80,
and acetic acid served as a cross-linking agent, stabilizer and hydrogen ion formation,
respectively. The ionic gelation method is facile and responsible for the increased de-
gree of cross-linking between the components of the CS-based composites [43]. CF as a
reinforcement can be compatible with CS as a coating agent to synthesize dual biocom-
patible composites [7]. The characteristics of CS based complexes might be enhanced by
reinforcement of cellulose. Also, CS as a coating agent could possibly show inherently
biocompatibility, whereas its physiochemical characteristics could be enhanced by CF as a
matrix to modulate the drug release and improve anticancer effects [44].

The ratio of the ingredients in the polymer composites is an important concern. The
ratio between the chitosan powder to TPP cross-linker was 1:2 (v/v). Similarly, different
research indicated that this ratio was suitable in which a reaction yield (75.0%), drug
loading content (16.7%), and encapsulation efficiency (66.7%) were optimized to obtain
chitosan NPs with desirable physiochemical properties. The study also used 1.0% acetic
acid and 2% (v/v) Tween-80 in the chitosan solution. For the CS-CF composite, we use
CF and chitosan with the ratio of 1:2 to obtain the spherical nanocomposite with size
below 50 nm, as indicated in the SEM images. In a different study, 2.0% (w/v) chitosan,
1.2% (w/v) carboxymethyl-cellulose and 1.0% (w/v) scleroglucan were used to synthesize
a nanocomposite hydrogels [45]. Based on SEM images, this sample was not as a spherical
composite. In addition, the chitosan did not show homogeneous coating structure on the
carboxymethyl-cellulose. This could be possibly due to using higher ratio of the cellulose
and scleroglucan than chitosan. Studies by Samy et al. (2020) have shown that the ratio
between chitosan and cellulose was 1:1 and epichlorohydrin acted as a cross-linker [46].
This composite showed size above 100 nm, according to the SEM images. In our study,
therefore, the successful fabrication of CS-CF composites with size below 50 nm could
be owing to blending the proper ratio of CS coating agent and CF reinforcement under
high-speed homogenizing (9000 rpm), whereas TPP desirably acted as a crosslinking agent.
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Further, the CS-CF composites may possess van der Waals interactions with the anticancer
drug 5FU. For the CS-CF/5FU sample preparation, only 0.01 g 5FU was added in the CS-CF
solution. It is worth to mention that using the low amount of drug in the nano-carrier
system may cause high drug encapsulation efficiency and prolonged drug release to obtain
effective anticancer action. Studies by Nguyen et al. (2017) showed that using the same
amount of 5FU (0.01 g) in chitosan solution and ionic gelation method for the improved
drug encapsulation and drug release [47]. Also, studies by Hosokawa et al. (1991) also
showed that encapsulated the same amount of 5FU (0.01 g) with poly (ethylene glycol)
methyl ether-chitosan nano-gels [48]. Therefore, the ratio of the ingredients in CS-CF/5FU
could be suitable to obtain a nanodrug complex with relevant physiochemical properties
and anticancer effects.

Scheme 2 indicates the possible intermolecular chemical interactions in the bio-
nanocomposites. The presence of hydrogen and Van der Waals forces in CS-CF/5FU
BNCs could trigger intermolecular interactions in the composites [14,19]. During the
sample preparation, cationic groups of chitosan (NH+

3 ) could react with the -OH− and
phosphoric ions in the TPP solution to support the deprotonation of CS. As reported [49],
the formation of CS cross-linked CF could be obtained from Schiff base reaction between
primary amino and carbonyl groups of CS and CF, respectively. Furthermore, 5FU was
encapsulated and conjugated into the composites potentially by hydrogen bonding and van
der Waals interactions [7]. The freeze-drying process was performed for the synthesized
samples. It was reported that the freeze-drying process might trigger a gentle vaporization
of the bound water and also sublimation of the ice crystals upon the samples to increase
the presence of –OH groups and produce white fluffy fibrous materials [50].
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3.1. Physicochemical Characterization of CS-CF/5FU BNCs Using X-ray Powder Diffraction

XRD was used to evaluate the crystallographic structure of the fabricated samples.
Figure 1a–e show the XRD results of rice straw waste, CF, CS NPs, CS-CF BNCs, and
CS-CF/5FU BNCs, respectively. The samples containing CF exhibited a similar XRD
pattern, representing that the chemical treatments did not destroy the cellulose structure.
The diffraction peaks of CF was approximately at 2θ = 15.51◦, 22.23◦ and 35.32◦, similar
to the normal cellulose-I structure [39]. The main crystalline region was at 22.23◦ with a
strong intensity, presenting the proper crystallinity of CF. Therefore, the delignification,
bleaching as well as alkali treatments on the rice straw waste effectively degraded the
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amorphous regions and liberated the crystal regions. From Figure 1c, CS NPs presented
no peaks of crystallinity since the crystalline structure of CS was eliminated after its
crosslinking with TPP [51]. CS-CF BNCs and CS-CF/5FU BNCs performed a similar
pattern attributed to both CF and CS peaks approximately at 2θ = 22.23◦, 15.78◦ and 9.04◦,
which is in a good agreement with the JCPDS card no. 04-0784 [52]. Noticeably, the peak
at 15.78◦ is an overlapping peak between CF and CS. Compared to CF, the CS-CF/5FU
BNCs sample showed lower crystallinity peaks, due to presence of the TPP cross-linker
to abate the crystallinity [51]. Further results indicated that CS-CF/5FU BNCs did not
have any sharp peak related to 5FU, since the drug was possibly entrapped within the
carrier composites [53]. The 5FU alone could display a crystalline structure with a sharp
diffraction peak at around 2θ = 28.71◦ [53]. Moreover, the crystalline structure of the drug
alone could possibly become a non-crystalline after its encapsulation within the carrier [54].
The XRD results indicated that CS-CF/5FU BNCs possessed a structure as polysaccharides
to entrap 5FU.
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Figure 1. XRD spectra of (a) rice straw waste, (b) CF, (c) CS NPs, (d) CS-CF BNCs, (e)
CS-CF/5FU BNCs.

3.2. Physicochemical Characterization of CS-CF/5FU BNCs Using Scanning Electron Microscopy
and Energy Dispersive X-ray Analyses

SEM provides information about surface topography of the samples. Figure 2a–d
show SEM images and EDX results for CF, CS NPs and CS-CF/5FU BNCs, respectively. The
extracted CF was mostly in a rod-shaped structure comprised of individual and organized
nano-fibrils with an average width of 50.81 ± 3.6 nm. The size of the rice straw waste
gradually decreased after degradation of the hemicellulose and lignin through dewaxing,
delignification and alkali treatments to liberate CF with nearly a uniform structure. CS
NPs presented spherical shapes (24.17 ± 1.1 nm) and CS-CF/5FU BNCs demonstrated
that CS NPs coated the CF network. An average diameter of CS-CF/5FU BNCs was found
to be 48.73 ± 1.5 nm. The size of CS NPs is related to the ratio between the TPP and the
chitosan powder. According to a separate report [55], the chitosan and TPP with a ratio
around 1:2 could cause the formation of CS NPs with appropriate properties and nano-
scale dimension, therefore, it was used in this current study. The use of the layer-by-layer
synthesis potentially caused that CF was coated with CS and it was almost homogenously
distributed in the multi-layered particles of the BNCs with low agglomeration. This was
similarly found in different investigations [44,56]. It can be possibly noticed from two
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images of the composites that most of the rod-shaped CF was entangled in the spherical
CS particles; thus, CS-CF/5FU BNCs mainly indicated the spherical shape. Whereas, a
few CF assembled clusters of CS particles. The CF structure as a reinforcement could
potentially trigger a positive influence to host 5FU and increase the drug conjugation and
absorbance within the composite; moreover, the CS coating on CF possibly enhanced the
drug entrapment and encapsulation in the composites.

It can be understood from the EDX results of CF that the chemical treatments on rice
straw waste dissolved the silica in aqueous ions to be subsequently replaced by carbon.
Compared to the EDX results of CF, the composites of CS-CF showed increasing and de-
creasing carbon and oxygen content, respectively (Figure 2a–c). A separate study stated that
decreasing the amount of oxygen in CS-CF composites may increase the biodegradability
of the CS-based composites [2]. As shown in EDX layered image (Figure 2d), CS-CF/5FU
BNCs showed elements related to CS and CF as well as a negligible ratio of the fluorine (F)
from 5FU. The above SEM and EDX results indicated that the nanocomposites successfully
were synthesized to entrap anticancer drug 5FU.

3.3. Physicochemical Characterization of CS-CF/5FU BNCs Using Dynamic Light Scattering

DLS was used to estimate the size distribution of the particles in the solution.
Figure 3a–c show the DLS results with values for hydrodynamic size of the synthesized
samples in distilled water. The suspensions of CF, CS NPs, and CS-CF/5FU BNCs showed
the hydrodynamic size of 162.58 ± 4.31, 133.18 ± 3.46, and 197.56 ± 4.12 nm, respectively.
The obtained size was larger in DLS compared to that from SEM. This can be explained
that DLS indicates the size of the particle and the surrounding diffuse layer of the particle,
however, the SEM size is attributed to the particle itself. For the colloidal stability in the
aqueous media, the presence of particle–particle interactions affected the hydrophobic
attraction energy between the particles to attract each other.

The dimensional effect of the prepared nanofluid samples under various conditions
was demonstrated. In order to deliver nanodrug complex into the target cells, the pH
sensitivity of the fabricated samples is a vital concern. As depicted in Table 1, effects of
pHs on hydrodynamic size of the nanofluid sample were evaluated using the samples
at the solution with different pH values of 1.2 (strong acid), 7.4 (neutral) and 12 (strong
base). All the synthesized samples indicated the size below 220 nm in the solution at
the harsh conditions of strong acidic (pH 1.2) and basic (pH 12). This may possibly
show that the harsh conditions did not damage the nano-dimensional of the examined
samples. The results indicated that an increase in the pH of the CF solution from 1.2 to 12
slightly increased the hydrodynamic size of CF from 135.56 ± 2.87 nm to 203.17 ± 4.81 nm.
Compared to CF, both CS-CF BNCs and CS-CF/5FU BNCs showed a higher enhancement
of the size with increasing the pH value. This may address the pH-sensitive nature of
chitosan as also stated in a different study [57]. At the solution with pH 1.2, CS NPs, CS-CF
BNCs and CS-CF/5FU BNCs showed hydrodynamic size of 71.61± 5.54, 109.03 ± 4.12, and
112.51 ± 4.09 nm, respectively; whereas these samples indicated the size of 246.09 ± 5.10,
275.34 ± 4.59 and 274.23 ± 5.11 nm at the solution with pH 12. This increase in the
hydrodynamic size of the samples could be attributed to the particle agglomeration. Particle
aggregation might trigger reduced repulsive on the particles surface, due to the rise in
the pH of the CF and CS solution [57]. It could be understood from the above results that
the CS coating could enhance the pH sensitivity of the CF solid support to synthesize
CS-CF/5FU BNCs as a pH-sensitive nanodrug formulation.
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Table 1. Hydrodynamic size of the synthesized samples in the solutions with various pH val-
ues at 37 ◦C. Data is expressed as the mean ± standard deviation for triplicates within an
individual experiment.

Sample
Hydrodynamic Particle Size (nm)

pH 1.2 pH 7.4 pH 12

CF 135.56 ± 2.87 174.43 ± 3.28 203.17 ± 4.81
CS 71.61 ± 5.54 140.09 ± 4.70 246.09 ± 5.10

CS-CF BNCs 109.03 ± 4.12 198 ± 3.25 275.34 ± 4.59
CS-CF/5FU BNCs 112.51 ± 4.09 203.52 ± 2.94 274.23 ± 5.11

3.4. Physicochemical Characterization of CS-CF/5FU BNCs Using Thermal Analysis

The thermal stability of the samples was determined by TGA. The results of TGA
and differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTGA) of the fabricated samples are shown
in Figure 4a–e. CF, CS NPs, CS-CF BNCs, CS-CF/5FU BNCs, and 5FU showed the main
thermal degradation at 308.58, 236.54, 269.56, 298.10 and 284.60 ◦C with the final residue
of 12.07, 14.53, 36.81, 32.50 and 0.91 weight % at 800 ◦C, respectively. During the thermal
degradation, carbonyl and carboxyl groups could cause the reduction of the chain size and
rapture the bonds of the polysaccharides of CS and CF [58]. It stated that the cellulosic
materials may have a single-step degradation in nitrogen atmosphere, however, it is a
two-step thermal degradation in air atmosphere [59]. In this manner, CF displayed a
single-step degradation. CS-CF and CS-CF/5FU BNCs indicated a higher final residue %
and thermal stability than CF and 5FU alone, showing the needs for the polymer blend of
chitosan-cellulose to encapsulate anticancer drug in an advanced nano-carrier system.
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So, for the percentage of the ingredient used for the preparation of CS-CF/5FU BNCs,
it has been determined that approximately 64.91, 32.64, and 2.60 % of the constituent
compounds are related to CS, CF and 5FU, respectively.

3.5. Physicochemical Characterization of CS-CF/5FU BNCs Using Fourier-Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy

FTIR can identify changes in the chemical structure of the sample by generating an
infrared absorption spectrum. The FTIR results of rice straw waste, CF, CS NPs, CS-CF
BNCs, CS-CF/5FU BNCs and 5FU are indicated in Figure 5a–f, respectively. The bleaching
procedure on rice straw waste potentially triggered the development of C-H aromatic
hydrogen groups. From Figure 5b, the peaks at 1524 and 1750 cm−1 are for C–O–C bonds
and bleaching of hemicellulose, respectively [41]. Both peaks at 760 and 491 cm−1 are
attributed to elimination of silica (Si–O–Si stretching) [41]. Further results presented
that the peaks at 3352, 2891 and 1100 cm−1 might determine the stretching vibrations of
-OH groups, C-H stretching, and the cellulose network structure, respectively [3]. In the
anomeric region (950–700 cm−1), CF indicated a minor peak at 887 cm−1, due to presence
of the glycosidic –C1 –O –C4 deformation of the β-glycosidic bond [60]. This possibly
indicated the efficient chemical treatments to isolate CF. The absorption peaks are different
between CS NPs and CS-CF BNCs, showing contribution of OH or NH and changes in the
sugar ring, Van der Waals forces, dipole moments and hydrogen bonds [61]. In CS-CF/5FU
BNCs, the CO stretching vibration at 1654 cm−1 can be owed to a good interaction between
the drug and its nano-carrier. Furthermore, an overlapping between OH and NH bonds of
5FU possibly demonstrated a band at 2750–3500 cm−1, comparable with another study [19].
It stated that the amine groups of CS with carbonyl groups of CF may form functional
groups of imines with carbon-nitrogen double bond [62].
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As indicated in Figure 5d, CS-CF/5FU present a peak at 3385 cm−1, because of
–NH2 and –OH stretching groups. The interaction between NH+

3 groups of CS and phos-
phate groups of TPP led to presence of CONH2 and NH2 groups with peaks at 1639 and
1548 cm−1, respectively [63]. Whereas, in the spectra of CS-CF/5FU, these peaks shifted
to 1654 and 1541 cm−1, respectively. The bands at 1411 and 1016 cm−1, respectively, pre-
sented –CH2 and P=O stretching vibrations from phosphate groups [63]. Furthermore, the
primary amino group of CS reacted with the carbonyl groups of CF, whereas acetic acid
dissolved CS to form hydrogen ion and affect the crosslinking structure from the Schiff
base bond [64]. As stated that the primary amine group in CS could trigger the in situ
gelation in the CS-based composites [65].

In addition, the development of the Schiff’s base probably reduced the aldehyde
groups on the CF surface for bonding with CS. From the spectrum of 5FU, the C–F stretching
vibration is probably at 1244 cm−1. This peak was shifted to 1249 cm−1 in the spectra
of the CS-CF/5FU sample [19]. As reported [66], two protonated amide groups in the
5FU molecule may lead to a positive charge of 5FU and hydrogen bonds with carboxyl
bonds, albeit, there were nearly ionized together to form a hydrogen bond. In turn, the
5FU molecules were possibly conjugated to the CS structure [66]. The FTIR spectrum of
CS-CF/5FU BNCs indicated only a few peaks attributed to the drug, due to an efficient
entrapping of the drug within the polysaccharide composites.

3.6. Swelling Analysis of CS-CF/5FU BNCs

The swelling analysis may determine the amount of the absorbed liquid by the poly-
mer materials. The swelling properties of composites can act importantly in the drug
loading and drug release performance. Figure 6a-d show the swelling kinetic of the fabri-
cated samples in media at different pHs at 37 ◦C. The samples in the solutions at different
pHs showed the main swelling ratio in the first 4 h. The increased swelling index ratio
could be related to the natural property of the sample containing porous interconnected
fibers [67]. The sample approximately showed its equilibrium state after 12 h, compa-
rable with different studies [32,67]. With an increasing time and pH value, the swelling
increased that CF, CS NPs, CS-CF BNCs and CS-CF/5FU BNCs indicated the maximum
swelling ratio of 2.91 ± 0.11, 3.49 ± 0.09, 3.77 ± 0.07 and 3.85 ± 0.10 in media at pH 12,
respectively, after 36 h. Similarly, in different studies, the pH of solution controlled the
swelling performances of polymer complexes, including polyvinyl alcohol/chitosan/TiO2
nanofibers [68], chitosan cross-linked poly (acrylic acid) hydrogels [69] and hydrogel
composites of carboxymethylstarch-g-poly (acrylic acid)/palygorskite/starch/sodium algi-
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nate [70]. As presented in Figure 6a–d, CS NPs and the CS-CF composites displayed higher
swelling properties compared to CF. Therefore, the CS structure domain the swelling prop-
erties of the CS-CF composites. The increasing swelling properties of the tested samples
were in line with the hydrodynamic size in the solution with various pH values. The above
swelling results could indicate the necessity of using CS to coat the CF matrix for increasing
pH sensitivity of the CS-CF composites.
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Figure 6. Swelling kinetic of (a) CF, (b) CS NPs, (c) CS-CF BNCs, and (d) CS-CF/5FU BNCs initiated from the wet state in
three different media at pH 1.2, 7.4, and 12. Data is expressed as the mean ± standard deviation for triplicates within an
individual experiment.

3.7. Drug Loading and Encapsulation Efficiency Percentage of CS-CF/5FU BNCs

Encapsulation efficiency was used to estimate the successful drug loading ratio in
a nano-carrier system. Figure 7a(i–iii) indicate the 5FU absorbance, calibration curve
at λmax = 266 nm from known concentrations of 5FU (5–25 ppm), and UV-vis spectra
of the unentrapped 5FU, respectively. From the UV absorbance and Equation (1) the
encapsulation efficiency value was estimated to be 86 ± 2.75%. The alkali treated CF
possibly possessed open bonds and good swelling properties to host 5FU [71]. The CS-
CF composites could show the OH groups for effectively binding and releasing 5FU by
ionic interactions, as reported [72]. Furthermore, 5FU is a heterocyclic aromatic organic
compound with a low molecular weight to be diffused well within open pores and substrate
of the CF [73]; whereas the CS coated both CF and 5FU to improve encapsulation efficiency.
From the value of encapsulation efficiency, the synthesized composites could be a suitable
nano-carrier for the 5FU encapsulation in cancer treatment.
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3.8. In Vitro Drug Release of CS-CF/5FU BNCs

In vitro drug release analysis was used to determine the release kinetics of the drug-
loaded samples. Figure 7b,c shows UV-vis spectra and the release kinetics of 5FU from
CS-CF/5FU BNCs, respectively. As seen in Figure 7c, the time taken was 8 h for the drug
release of 50.60 ± 1.88% and 28.04 ± 1.14% at the release fluids with pH 7.4 and pH 1.2,
respectively. After 36 h, the total 5FU release was lower in the simulated acidic fluid
at pH 1.2 (42.37 ± 0.43%) compared to that in the simulated colorectal fluid at pH 7.4
(76.82 ± 1.29%). This can be explained that CS-CF/5FU BNCs became smaller in the acidic
media [67]. In the human body, the above may possibly result in a safe transferring of
CS-CF/5FU BNCs through the acidic fluid of the stomach and then it may begin to break
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up in the colorectal fluid [67]. The low molecular weight of 5FU may cause a tendency
for consecutive release, albeit, the cellulosic material as an amphipathic drug carrier and
even excipient may modulate the release dosage [73,74]. The drug release showed an
analogous trend with the swelling ratio of the samples, as schematically depicted in
Figure 7d. An investigation stated that the controlled release ratio could be related to the
interaction between 5FU and –COOH functionalities presented in the cellulosic material as
it decreased when the swelling capacity increased [19]. The swelling may lead to polymer
relaxation and gelling of 5FU to obtain a controlled drug release profile from CS-CF/5FU
BNCs [74]. CS-CF/5FU BNCs presented a sustained and pH-sensitive release behavior,
therefore, it may be considered as an attractive drug formulation candidate for modern
CRC treatments.

3.9. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Assays

The biocompatibility and potential anticancer effects of the samples were studied by
in vitro cytotoxicity assays and antibacterial assay (Supplementary Materials Figure S1).
The cytotoxicity of CF, CS NPs, CS-CF BNCs, CS-CF/5FU BNCs against HCT116 CRC
and CCD112 normal colon cell lines are shown in Figure 8a–d. CF exhibited almost no
prominent killing towards both normal and cancer cell lines (Figure 8a). Different reports
stated that the wood-based nanocelluloses possess no adverse toxicity and based on ISO
standard 10993-5, it does not have toxicity above 30% [75]. From Figure 8b, 15.62 µg/mL
of CS NPs was enough to eliminate 26.46 ± 6.52% of the CRC cells without any toxicity on
the CCD112 normal cell. In addition, the highest concentration (500 µg/mL) of CF, CS NPs,
and CS-CF BNCs showed an appropriate biocompatibility without any damage against the
normal cells. Among the samples without the loaded-5FU, CS-CF BNCs displayed better
anticancer effect (41.62 ± 3.15%), showing a suitable contribution between CS and CF in
the composites. As previously stated [15], the therapeutic potency of the chitosan-based
samples could be explained that the positive charge of chitosan neutralized the negative
charge on the tumor cell surface [14]. A different study also reported that the strong
bonding between the primary amino group of chitosan and the carbonyl of cellulose could
block bacteria from crossing the biocomposites [49]. It was indicated that the anticancer
effects and permeation enhancement of CS-based materials could be related to the primary
amine group in CS [65].

It can be noticed from Figure 8d that certain concentrations of CS-CF/5FU BNCs gave
only negligible damage on the normal cells, while exhibiting effective anti-proliferation
actions towards the cancer cells. Notably, CS-CF/5FU BNCs at 250 µg/mL concentration
killed 56.42 ± 0.41% of the cancer cells and just 8.16 ± 2.11% of the normal cells. This
anticancer effect might be attributed to the properties of the synthesized double polysaccha-
rides to encapsulate a sufficient amount of 5FU for potentially improving mobility, binding
ability, and colloidal stability to attach on the cell surface, as reported earlier [75]. Besides,
based on a different study [17], polysaccharide complex might conjugate onto cancer cells
to improve selectivity and decrease the drug leakage from the selected cells for saving the
drug from unwanted degradation and elimination [16]. The polymeric network of CS-CF
entrapped 5FU to potentially obtain a prolonged release dosage of the drug, similar to a
separate report [16]. In the drug-loaded chitosan materials, the primary amine groups can
possibly cause the controlled drug release [65]. As shown in Table 2, no activity was seen
in the synthesized samples on the normal cells which suggests its high biocompatibility.
Among all the synthesized samples, the IC50 happened only for the drug loaded sample
that CS-CF/5FU BNCs showed the IC50 of 228.27 µg/mL on the cancer cells. It could be
understood from the results of in vitro cytotoxicity assays that the polysaccharide samples
of CF and CS have a suitable biocompatibility and CS-CF/5FU BNC suggests promising
anticancer actions.
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Table 2. IC50 of the synthesized samples.

Sample
IC50 (µg/mL)

HCT-116 CCD 112

CF >500 >500
CS NPs, >500 >500

CS-CF BNCs >500 >500
CS-CF/5FU BNCs 228.27 >500

4. Conclusions

In this study, lignin and hemicellulose of rice straw waste were degraded by a series
of chemical modifications include dewaxing, bleaching, and alkali treatments to liberate CF
containing organized nanofibrils. By using the ionic gelation method, CS-CF composites
encapsulated 5FU to synthesize nanodrug candidate of CS-CF/5FU BNCs for in vitro CRC
analysis. The composites indicated the XRD and FTIR peaks related to the CS cross-linked
CF. The SEM images of CS-CF/5FU BNCs showed that the spherical CS NPs covered the
rod-shaped CF reinforcement. Based on swelling and hydrodynamic size analysis, the
composites indicated a pH responsive behavior. Analogously, CS-CF/5FU BNCs exhibited
a lower release ratio in media simulating the gastric fluid at pH 1.2 compared to the
colorectal fluid at pH 7.4. In cytotoxicity assays, all the synthesized polysaccharide samples
did not indicate the IC50 against the CCD112 normal colon cells, showing their proper
biocompatibility and safety for anticancer applications. Among the fabricated samples,
CS-CF/5FU BNCs only displayed the IC50 value (228.27 µg/mL) against the HCT116 cancer
cells. Further results presented that the 250 µg/mL concentration of CS-CF/5FU BNCs
showed better anticancer actions than other concentrations. The intriguing implication of
this research is that using a very low dosage of 5-FU encapsulated in CS/CF composites
could reduce the manufacturing cost and make it an effective green nanodrug candidate
for anticancer actions against CRC.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/nano11071691/s1, Figure S1: Antibacterial activity of CF, CS NPs, CS-CF BNCs and CS-CF/5-FU
BNCs against (a) gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus and (b) gram-negative Escherichia coli.
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Abstract: Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are elongated biobased nanostructures with unique charac-
teristics that can be explored as nanosystems in cancer treatment. Herein, the synthesis, characteriza-
tion, and cellular uptake on folate receptor (FR)-positive breast cancer cells of nanosystems based
on CNCs and a chitosan (CS) derivative are investigated. The physical adsorption of the CS deriva-
tive, containing a targeting ligand (folic acid, FA) and an imaging agent (fluorescein isothiocyanate,
FITC), on the surface of the CNCs was studied as an eco-friendly methodology to functionalize
CNCs. The fluorescent CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems with a rod-like morphology showed good
stability in simulated physiological and non-physiological conditions and non-cytotoxicity towards
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. These functionalized CNCs presented a concentration-dependent
cellular internalization with a 5-fold increase in the fluorescence intensity for the nanosystem with
the higher FA content. Furthermore, the exometabolic profile of the MDA-MB-231 cells exposed to
the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems disclosed a moderate impact on the cells’ metabolic activity,
limited to decreased choline uptake and increased acetate release, which implies an anti-proliferative
effect. The overall results demonstrate that the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems, prepared by an
eco-friendly approach, have a high affinity towards FR-positive cancer cells and thus might be
applied as nanocarriers with imaging properties for active targeted therapy.

Keywords: cellulose nanocrystals; chitosan; folic acid; fluorescein isothiocyanate; nanosystems;
physical adsorption; cellular uptake; cellular exometabolomics; folate receptor-positive cancer cells

1. Introduction

Polysaccharides are natural polymers composed of monosaccharides linked by glyco-
sidic bonds that hold great promise as eco-friendly building-blocks to develop advanced
functional materials [1]. Within the vast portfolio of polysaccharides, cellulose (i.e., linear
homopolysaccharide composed of β-D-glucopyranose units linked by β-(1,4) glycosidic
bonds) is amongst the most studied natural polymer in multiple fields of research [2–5].
This polysaccharide, and particularly its nanoscale forms, viz. cellulose nanocrystals
(CNCs), cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) and bacterial nanocellulose (BNC) [6], are showing
incredible potential as precursors of nanomaterials for a deluge of applications, including in
the fight against cancer [7–9]. In fact, the number of developed systems for cancer diagnosis
and treatment [7,9,10] is increasing at a fast pace since this large group of diseases is the
second leading cause of death globally, with ca. 10 million deaths in 2020 [11,12].
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CNCs have a rod-like morphology [13] and are of particular relevance in this con-
text. Recent studies have demonstrated that the shape of the nanocarriers is an important
parameter for their efficiency, and that elongated or filamentous nanostructures present
several benefits over spherical ones in terms of surface area-to-volume ratio, rate of clear-
ance from the body and elimination mechanism, as well as an enhanced uptake rate by
tumor cells [14–17]. Moreover, CNCs are rich in hydroxyl groups that enable easy coupling
(covalent and non-covalent) of targeting, imaging, and therapeutic agents [9,18] to actively
target cancerous cells [19].

As an example, Roman and co-workers have looked extensively into the use of CNCs
as nanocarriers by the functionalization of these elongated nanostructures solely with
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) as an imaging agent [20–22] or with both FITC and folic
acid (FA) as imaging and targeting agents [23–25], respectively. These authors showed the
potential of these nanosystems for the active targeted delivery of chemotherapeutic agents
to folate receptor (FR)-positive cancer cells, such as human (DBTRG-05MG, H4) and rat (C6)
brain tumor cells [23], KB and human breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-468) [24,25]. Following
the same idea, Raja et al. [26] chemically modified CNCs via covalent tethering of PEGylated
biotin (targeting ligand) and perylenediimide (imaging agent) and demonstrated their
aptness for cell labelling and imaging of fundamental cells of the immune system (J774A.1
macrophages and primary DCs), the connective tissue (NIH-3T3 fibroblasts), and a severe
pathological state (HeLa adenocarcinoma cells).

Despite the promising results of the previously enumerated studies, the functional-
ization of the CNCs nanosystems was mostly performed via multiple synthesis steps and
with fairly toxic reagents [20–26], and thus the need for alternative methodologies [18,27]
is of utmost importance. Therefore, the use of CNCs in conjunction with a chitosan (CS,
i.e., linear heteropolysaccharide obtained from chitin via N-deacetylation [28]) derivative
with targeting and imaging ligands seems an interesting approach (inspired by their op-
posite surface charge) that has never been addressed before. In this scenario, the present
study describes the synthesis, characterization, and cellular uptake on breast cancer cells
(MDA-MB-231 cell line) of a dual polysaccharide nanosystem based on CNCs and a CS
derivative with opposite surface charges. The physical adsorption of the chitosan deriva-
tive, containing targeting (FA) and imaging (FITC) ligands, on the surface of the CNCs
was studied as an environmentally friendly approach to engineer CNCs nanosystems with
enhanced cellular internalization by MDA-MB-231 cells. The CNCs nanosystems were
characterized in terms of structure, optical properties, fluorescence, stability in simulated
physiological and non-physiological conditions, morphology, in vitro cytotoxicity, cellular
internalization, and extracellular metabolomic profile to evaluate their suitability for the
targeting and imaging of breast cancer cells.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals, Materials, and Cells

Acetic acid (97.0%, Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)), chitosan (CS, purified
powder, MW 15,000, >85% degree of deacetylation, viscosity >90 cPs at 1% solution,
Polysciences (Warrington, PA, USA)), Azpack™ cotton wool (BP grade, Fisher Scientific
(Hampton, NH, USA)), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, >99%, LabScan (Bangkok, Thailand)),
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA)), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC, ≥98.0%,
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)), fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC, isomer I, 90%,
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)), folic acid (FA, 97.0%, Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA)), methanol (99.9%, Fisher Chemical (Hampton, NH, USA)), phosphate buffered
saline (PBS, pH 7.2, Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA)), sodium hydroxide (99.0%, Fisher
Chemical (Hampton, NH, USA)), and phosphotungstic acid hydrate (HPW, p.a., Carl
Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany)) were used as received. Other chemicals and solvents were of
laboratory grade.
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RPMI 1640 medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin,
fungizone (250 U mL−1) and trypsin–ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (0.25%
trypsin and 1 mM EDTA) were purchased from Gibco® (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA, USA). Type 1 ultrapure water (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm (25 ◦C)) was filtered by
a Simplicity® Water Purification System (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany). The
Spectra/Por® regenerated cellulose dialysis membranes (MWCO 6–8 kDa) were purchased
from Daigger Scientific (Hamilton, NJ, USA). The MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were
obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA).

2.2. Preparation of Cellulose Nanocrystals (CNCs)

The CNCs were prepared via acid hydrolysis with phosphotungstic acid according
to a modified literature protocol [29]. In a typical procedure, 322 g of HPW (111 mmol)
and water (110 mL) were placed in a 500 mL three-neck round bottom flask equipped
with a reflux condenser. Then, the mixture was heated to 90 ◦C and thoroughly washed
cellulose cotton fibers (9.0 g, repeated washing with distilled water to remove impurities)
were added in small portions. To achieve hydrolysis of the cotton fibers, the mixture
was stirred for 48 h under reflux. After cooling to room temperature under vigorous
stirring, the mixture was transferred to a 3 L extraction funnel. Diethyl ether (500 mL) and
water (250 mL) were added, resulting in the formation of three phases (heaviest phase:
HPW/ethanol/water, medium phase: aqueous, upper phase: ethanol). The medium
aqueous phase was separated, and the CNCs were purified by repeated centrifugation and
washing with NaOH (0.1 M) and distilled water to remove traces of tungstate. The average
yield after freeze-drying (5 experiments) was 86.3 ± 3.1%.

The obtained CNCs have an elemental composition of 40.3 ± 0.4% of carbon (C),
5.4 ± 0.1% of hydrogen (H) and 54.3 ± 0.5% of oxygen (O) determined by elemental analy-
sis (LECO TruSpec 630-200-200 CHNS, LECO Corporation, Michigan, USA), dimensions
of 45 ± 12 nm (diameter) and 364 ± 74 nm (length) (micrographs acquired on a HR-
SEM-SE SU-70 microscope, Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), and
zeta (ζ)-potential of −11.5 ± 0.7 mV at pH 7 (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Panalytical,
Cambridge, UK).

2.3. Synthesis of the FA-CS-FITC Derivative

Firstly, CS (ζ-potential of +68.4 ± 2.1 mV at pH 3) was functionalized with folic acid
(i.e., CS-FA derivative) following the methodology described by Lee et al. [30] with some
modifications. Briefly, EDC (20 mg) was added to an FA solution (20 mg in 10 mL DMSO)
and allowed to react for 90 min at room temperature to activate the carboxylic groups of
FA. This solution was then added dropwise to a CS solution (100 mg in 20 mL of 1 M acetic
acid aqueous solution) under magnetic stirring, in an ice bath, and the pH was adjusted
to 6 using an aqueous solution of NaOH (1 M). The reaction mixture was kept under
stirring over 48 h at room temperature in the dark. The CS-FA derivative was dialyzed
in distilled water for three days to remove the unreacted FA, followed by freeze-drying,
which generated a yellowish solid with an elemental composition of 47.9 ± 0.4% of C,
6.2 ± 0.3% of H, 33.0 ± 0.5% of O, and 12.9 ± 0.3% of nitrogen (N), and a ζ-potential value
of +57.0 ± 4.4 mV at pH 3.

The FA-CS-FITC derivative was synthesized via an adapted method described by
Huang et al. [31]. A solution of FITC (12 mg in 18 mL of methanol) was added dropwise to
a solution of CS-FA (60 mg in 18 mL of 1 M acetic acid aqueous solution) under magnetic
stirring. The reaction mixture was allowed to react for 24 h at room temperature in the
dark. Then, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 10 with an aqueous solution of NaOH
(1 M). The solution containing the FA-CS-FITC derivative was dialyzed in distilled water
for four days, followed by freeze-drying, which produced a light orange solid with an
elemental composition of 50.0 ± 0.5% of C, 5.3 ± 0.3% of H, 37.5 ± 0.4% of O, 6.6 ± 0.1%
of N and 0.6 ± 0.1% of sulphur (S), and a ζ-potential value of +51.9 ± 3.6 mV at pH 3.
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2.4. Preparation of the CNC Nanosystems Functionalized with the FA-CS-FITC Derivative

The CNCs were functionalized with the FA-CS-FITC derivative via electrostatic as-
sembly. Briefly, a solution of FA-CS-FITC derivative (1, 2 or 4 mg in 40 mL of 1 M acetic
acid aqueous solution) was added dropwise to a suspension of CNCs (50 mg in 10 mL of
ultrapure water), as summarized in Table 1. The mixture stood for 1 h under magnetic
stirring in the dark. Afterwards, the suspension was centrifuged (13,400 rpm, 10 min,
Megafuge 16R centrifuge (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)) and washed one time
with 1 M acetic acid aqueous solution and three times with ultrapure water, followed by
freeze-drying, which yielded solid nanosystems with an orange coloration.

Table 1. Composition of the prepared CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems.

Nanosystems
Nominal Composition a Measured Composition b

WCNCs (mg) WFA-CS-FITC (mg) WFA-CS-FITC (mg) WFA-CS-FITC/WCNCs

CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_1 50.0 1.01 0.65 0.013
CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2 50.0 1.99 1.43 0.029
CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 50.0 4.09 2.97 0.059

a The nominal composition is the initial mass of CNCs (WCNCs) and CS derivative (WFA-CS-FITC). b The measured composition
was indirectly determined by measuring the absorbance of the washing solutions of each nanosystem at 441 nm (calibration curve:
y = 2.2591x − 0.0141, R2 = 0.9995), concentration range of the FA-CS-FITC derivative: 0.005–0.5 mg mL−1).

2.5. Characterization Methods

The Fourier transform infrared-attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR) spectra of all
samples were collected in the solid-state in a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR System Spectrum BX
spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA), coupled with a single horizontal
Golden Gate ATR cell (Specac®, London, UK), using 32 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1 in
the wavenumber range of 600–4000 cm−1.

The optical spectra were recorded on a Thermo Scientific Evolution 220 UV-visible
spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using 100 scans min−1

with a bandwidth of 2 nm and an integration time of 0.3 s in the wavelength range
of 250–600 nm. The CS and the FA-CS-FITC samples were analyzed in acidic aqueous
solutions (1 M of acetic acid), and the FA and FITC samples were examined in DMSO
and ethanol (1 mg mL−1), respectively. For the solid samples, namely the CNCs and
CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem, a Jasco V-560 UV-visible spectrophotometer (JASCO
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was utilized also in the wavelength range of 250–600 nm.

The fluorescence emission spectra were obtained on a Horiba Jobin-Yvon FluoroMax-4
spectrofluorometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, Kyoto, Japan) with a 2.0 nm width of both ex-
citation and emission slits, and an integration time of 0.1 s in the wavelength range of
500–650 nm. The appropriate excitation wavelengths (λex) were obtained as the wave-
length of maximum absorption as follows: λex = 450 nm for the FITC sample in ethanol
(1 mg mL−1) and λex = 440 nm for the FA-CS-FITC in an acidic aqueous solution (ca.
1 mg mL−1, 1 M of acetic acid). The fluorescence spectrum of the solid CNCs/FA-CS-
FITC_3 nanosystem was recorded using a Jasco spectrofluorometer FP-8300 (JASCO Cor-
poration, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a xenon lamp, using a scan speed of 200 nm min−1,
bandwidth of excitation and emission of 5 nm and excitation wavelength of 495 nm, also in
the wavelength range of 500–650 nm.

Zeta potential measurements were performed on a Malvern ZetaSizer Nano-ZS (Malvern
Panalytical, Cambridge, UK) at room temperature and different media depending on the
analyzed sample, as described above. All measurements were performed in triplicate.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images were acquired in a field-
emission gun (FEG) SEM Hitachi SU-70 microscope (Hitachi High-Technologies Corpo-
ration, Tokyo, Japan) operated at 15 kV. Samples were prepared by placing a drop of the
suspensions of CNCs and CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem directly onto carbon-coated
copper grids and allowing the solvent to evaporate. The size (diameter and length) of the
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samples was determined by measuring over 100 rods (elongated nanostructures) for each
sample, using the Fiji image processing software.

2.6. Stability Tests

The stability of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems was evaluated in simulated non-
physiological and physiological conditions, namely at pH 2.1 (aqueous solution of 0.01 M
HCl) and at pH 7.2 (PBS), for 24 h and 48 h [32]. Typically, 1 mg of CNCs/FA-CS-FITC was
added to vials containing 2 mL of the two media. Then, the suspensions were placed on an
orbital shaker at 37 ◦C in the dark for 24 h and 48 h. After these periods, the suspensions
were centrifugated at 13,400 rpm during 5 min (Megafuge 16R centrifuge, Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA). The absorbance spectra of the corresponding supernatants were
recorded on a Thermo Scientific Evolution 220 UV-visible spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to quantify the amount of the derivative that was released
(calibration curve: y = 2.2591x − 0.0141, R2 = 0.9995), concentration range of the FA-CS-
FITC derivative: 0.005–0.5 mg mL−1).

2.7. Cell Culture

MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in RPMI culture medium with L-glutamine, without
folic acid, supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% penicillin-streptomycin
(10,000 U mL−1), and 1% fungizone (250 U mL−1), at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere
with 5% CO2. Cells were daily observed for confluence and morphology using an inverted
phase-contrast Eclipse TS100 microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Sub-confluent cells were
trypsinized with trypsin-EDTA (0.25% trypsin, 1 mM EDTA) when monolayers reached
70% of confluence.

2.8. In Vitro Cytotoxicity Assay

Cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at 20,000 cells/well and, after cell adhesion, the
cell culture medium (in the 96 well plates) was replaced with fresh medium containing
CNCs and CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems at 0, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200 µg mL−1 and then
further incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere.

At the end of the exposure time, 50 µL of MTT solution (1 mg mL−1 in PBS pH 7.2)
were added to the medium and cells were incubated for 4 h. After that, the culture medium
with MTT was removed and replaced by 150 µL of DMSO and the plate was placed in a
shaker for 2 h in the dark to completely dissolve the formazan crystals. The absorbance
of the samples was measured with a BioTek Synergy HT plate reader (Synergy HT Multi-
Mode, BioTeK, Winooski, VT, USA) at 570 nm with blank corrections. The cell viability was
calculated with respect to the control cells:

Cell viability (%) =
[(

Abssample − AbsDMSO

)
/(Abscontrol − AbsDMSO)

]
× 100 (1)

where Abssample is the absorbance of the sample, AbsDMSO is the absorbance of the DMSO
solvent and Abscontrol is the absorbance of the control.

2.9. Cellular Uptake Assay

Cells were seeded in 24-well plates at the concentration of 138,320 cells/well and then
incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2, for cell adherence. The culture medium was
then replaced with 500 µL of growth medium with pristine CNCs and CNCs/FA-CS-FITC
nanosystems at 200 µg mL−1, and the cells were incubated with the previously described
culture conditions. Acellular medium and control cells (no treatment) were also incubated.
After the 24 h incubation period, the medium was collected and 400 µL aliquots were
stored at −80 ◦C. Following washing with 250 µL of PBS, the cells were trypsinized and
250 µL of growth medium was added to neutralize trypsin. Two parameters, namely
side-scattered light, and side-fluorescence light (excitation at 488 nm and measurement
with a 530/30 band pass filter), were measured in an Attune® Acoustic Focusing Cytometer
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(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). At least 50,000 cells were examined for each
test. The data were analyzed by FlowJo software (FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR, USA).

2.10. Cellular Exometabolomics

For the NMR analysis, the medium samples collected during the cellular uptake assay
(described in Section 2.9) were processed to remove interfering proteins. Briefly, 700 µL of
cold methanol were added to 350 µL of medium, followed by 30 min resting at −20 ◦C,
centrifugation (13,000× g, 20 min) and vacuum drying of the supernatant. Dried samples
were then reconstituted in 600 µL of deuterated PBS (100 mM, pH 7.4) and transferred into
5 mm NMR tubes.

The NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance III HD 500 NMR spectrometer
(Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) operating at 500.13 MHz for 1H observation
using a 5 mm TXI probe. Standard 1D 1H spectra with water pre-saturation (pulse pro-
gram ‘noesypr1d’, Bruker library) were recorded with 32 k points, 7002.801 Hz spectral
width, a 2 s relaxation delay and 512 scans. Spectral processing (TopSpin 4.0.3, Bruker
BioSpin) comprised cosine multiplication (ssb 2), zero-filling to 64 k data points, manual
phasing, baseline correction, and calibration to the TSP-d4 signal (δ 0 ppm). Selected sig-
nals representative of the main metabolites detected were then integrated (Amix-Viewer
3.9.15, Bruker Biospin) and, for each metabolite, the fold change relative to the acellu-
lar medium was calculated for control and exposed groups to assess the magnitude of
consumptions/secretions.

2.11. Statistical Analysis

Cellular viability, uptake and exometabolomics data were analyzed using the Graph-
Pad Prism Software (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) with the data presented
as the mean values ± standard error. Where differences existed, the source of the differ-
ences at the p < 0.05 significance level was identified by all pairwise multiple comparison
procedures via the Tukey’s test.

3. Results and Discussion

Nanosystems based on cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) and a multifunctional chitosan
(CS) derivative were prepared via the simple (and eco-friendly) physical adsorption of the
CS derivative, containing targeting (folic acid, FA) and imaging (fluorescein isothiocyanate,
FITC) ligands (i.e., FA-CS-FITC), on the surface of the CNCs (Figure 1). Herein, the FA
vitamin was carefully chosen as a targeting agent given the over-expression of folate
receptors (FRs) in several tumor cells (and under-expression in non-tumor cells) [9,33],
while the FITC fluorophore was picked for being a widely used imaging probe for the
flow cytometry assays [33]. Furthermore, the CNCs were selected for their elongated
nanostructure and anionic surface charge [29], whereas the CS derivative was chosen for its
imaging and targeting moieties, as well as the cationic surface charge due to the presence
of the characteristic protonated amine groups of CS at an acidic pH [34]. The assembly
of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems via non-covalent interactions was preferred to
covalent bonding due to the milder reaction conditions, when compared with previous
studies where the functionalization of the CNC nanosystems was performed with fairly
toxic reagents [20,22,23,25].

The opposite surface charge of these two polysaccharides enabled the facile physical
adsorption [35] of the multifunctional CS derivative (i.e., FA-CS-FITC) on the surface of the
elongated CNCs (Figure 1). The CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems were characterized in
terms of structure, optical properties, fluorescence, stability in simulated physiological and
non-physiological conditions, morphology, in vitro cytotoxicity, cellular internalization,
and exometabolomics profile to evaluate their suitability for the targeting and imaging of
breast cancer cells.
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Figure 1. Scheme representing the preparation of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems.

3.1. Preparation and Characterization of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC Nanosystems

The synthetic pathway to obtain the CNCs nanosystems with targeting and imaging
functions (Figure 1) comprised three main steps. First, the CNCs were extracted from
cellulose cotton fibers via acid hydrolysis with phosphotungstic acid [29]. Then, the FA-
CS-FITC derivative was synthesized via a two-step pathway, where the CS was initially
functionalized with FA by a carbodiimide-mediated amidation reaction, followed by the
reaction of this intermediate with the isothiocyanate groups (N=C=S) of the FITC to obtain
the FA-CS-FITC derivative [30,31]. Lastly, the simple and eco-friendly physical adsorption
of the FA-CS-FITC derivative (ζ-potential of +51.9 ± 3.6 mV at pH 3) on the surface of
the CNCs (ζ-potential of −11.5 ± 0.7 mV at pH 7) generated the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC
nanosystems (Figure 1). Herein, three CNCs nanosystems with different contents of the
FA-CS-FITC derivative were prepared, namely CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_1 with a content of 13
µg of FA-CS-FITC per mg of CNCs, CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2 with 29 µg mg−1 and CNCs/FA-
CS-FITC_3 with 59 µg mg−1 (Table 1). The adsorption efficiencies of the FA-CS-FITC
derivative on the surface of the CNCs (determined by UV-vis spectroscopy) were ca. 64%
for CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_1, and around 72% for both CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2 and CNCs/FA-
CS-FITC_3 (Table 1).

The first indication of the successful assembly process between the CNCs and the CS
derivative was given by the color change of the elongated CNCs from white to an orange
color, as illustrated in Figure 1. This was further corroborated by FTIR-ATR, UV-vis, and
fluorescence spectroscopy, as exemplified in Figure 2 for the nanosystem with the higher
content of the FA-CS-FITC derivative, i.e., CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 (Table 1).

The FTIR-ATR spectrum of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem (Figure 2B) presents
predominantly the characteristic vibrations of the CNCs at 3342 cm−1 (O–H stretching),
2902 cm−1 (C–H stretching), 1316 cm−1 (O–H in-plane bending), and 1032 cm−1 (C–O
stretching) (Figure 2B) [36], but also those of the CS derivative, namely from: (i) chitosan
at 3342 cm−1 (O–H and N–H stretching), 1636 cm−1 (C=O stretching and N–H bending),
1592 cm−1 (–NH2 bending), 1380 cm−1 (–CH2 bending), 1078 and 1032 cm−1 (C–O stretch-
ing) [37]; (ii) folic acid at 1688 cm−1 (C=O stretching), 1602 and 1481 cm−1 (C=C aromatic)
cm−1 (phenyl ring) [38], and (iii) FITC at 1545, 1458 and 1378 cm−1 (xanthene ring skeletal
C–C stretching) [39–41], as depicted in Figure 2A. However, the majority of these absorp-
tion bands overlap because of the common functional groups of the individual components
(i.e., CNCs, CS, FA and FITC). Worth noting here is the absence of the absorption bands at
1686 cm−1 (carboxyl moiety of FA [38]) and 2018 cm−1 (isothiocyanate moiety (N=C=S)
of the FITC [39]), together with the appearance of the absorption band (ca. 1650 cm−1)
assigned to the amide thioamide bonds [42], that confirm the covalent link between CS and
FA [43], and CS and FITC [44], respectively, in agreement with data reported elsewhere [45].
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The UV-vis spectrum of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem (Figure 2C) exhibits
only the characteristic bands of the CS derivative, given that the CNCs do not present any
absorption in the UV and visible regions, as registered elsewhere [20,46]. On the other
hand, the bands of the FA-CS-FITC derivative (Figure 2C) are typical of the FA (at ca. 285
and 356 nm ascribed to the π–π* and n–π* transitions, respectively [38]) and FITC (at about
289, 462 and 490 nm [39,40]) ligands since the pure CS polysaccharide does not display
any absorption in the UV and visible regions [47]. Predictably, some of the absorption
bands were red-shifted compared to those reported for the pure FA and FITC, which is an
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indication of the covalent bond between CS, FA and FITC in the FA-CS-FITC derivative, as
described for other systems such as FA-polyaniline [38] and FITC-organoclay [39].

The fluorescence emission spectrum of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem
(Figure 2D) shows an absorption maximum at ca. 524 nm, which mimics the emission
fluorescence peak of the FA-CS-FITC derivative. This peak is characteristic of the FITC
fluorophore that, as reported by Ghosh et al. [40], upon excitation at a wavelength of
490 nm presents a strong emission peaking at around 520 nm. As anticipated, the pristine
CNCs showed no emission in the wavelength range of the visible region. These results
indicate that the CNCs nanosystems have fluorescent properties since the FITC fluorophore
maintained its fluorescence. This behavior was expected given that the FITC is widely
used to attach a fluorescent label mostly to polysaccharides (e.g., FITC-labelled CS [33,48],
FITC-labelled CNCs [20,49], FITC-labelled dextran [40]) and proteins (e.g., FITC-labelled
albumin [50]).

The success of the assembly process was additionally confirmed by testing the stability
of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem under simulated non-physiological and physio-
logical pH conditions, namely pH 2.1 for acidic medium [32] and pH 7.2 for human blood
plasma [51], respectively. Since these CNC nanosystems rely on the physical adsorption
between the negatively charged CNCs and the cationic CS derivative, it is important to
assess the potential release of FA-CS-FITC from the nanosystems to avoid ambiguous
interpretations of the results or even unnecessary cytotoxic effects, which might hinder
their applicability [52]. According to the obtained data, the amount of the CS derivative
released from the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem is low at a non-physiologic pH with
values of 6.6 ± 0.8% and 8.4 ± 0.5% for 24 h and 48 h, respectively. At the physiological
pH 7.2, the release was slightly higher, with values of 11.0 ± 0.1% and 14.5 ± 0.1% for 24 h
and 48 h, respectively. Overall, the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems present good stability
and dispersibility in both pH conditions, which can be credited to the effective electrostatic
interactions established between the anionic CNCs and the cationic FA-CS-FITC derivative.

The morphology and size of the CNCs nanosystems functionalized with the FA-CS-
FITC derivative were assessed by STEM (Figure 3). As anticipated, the pristine CNCs
showed the typical rod-like morphology with dimensions of 45 ± 12 nm (diameter) and
364 ± 74 nm (length), analogous to the data described in the literature [29]. After the
assembly process, the CNCs maintained the rod-like morphology, but their dimensions
slightly increased to 57 ± 15 nm (diameter) and 442 ± 124 nm (length). This minor
increase in the size range is clearly a direct result of the physical adsorption of the CS
derivative on the surface of the CNCs, and it was also observed for other CNCs-based
nanosystems [25,53].

Both the shape and size of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems are parameters of ut-
most importance due to the cell-size-dependent uptake of nanoparticles by the cells [14,17].
Thus, one can speculate that the elongated morphology of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosys-
tems, together with their nanometric size, will not hinder the cellular internalization by
the FR-positive breast cancer cells (i.e., MDA-MB-231 cell line), as will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.

3.2. Cellular Viability

The in vitro cytotoxicity of the pristine CNCs and the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems
was evaluated in human breast adenocarcinoma cells (i.e., MDA-MB-231 cells) for 24 h
at concentrations ranging from 12.5 to 200 µg mL−1 using the indirect MTT assay. The
MDA-MB-231 cell line was selected for being often used as a model of triple-negative breast
cancer cells [54] with over-expression of folate receptors [55], and for which the available
therapeutic options are more scarce than other breast cancer subtypes [56].
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Figure 3. STEM micrographs (A,C) with the corresponding size histograms (diameter and length, (B,D)) of the (A,B) pristine
CNCs and (C,D) CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem.

According to the data presented in Figure 4A, the cell viability of the MDA-MB-231
cells after 24 h of exposure to the pristine CNCs at five different concentrations (12.5, 25, 50,
100 and 200 µg mL−1) remained at the level of 100%, meaning that the cell viability is not
dose-dependent in the tested concentration range. This outcome for the pristine CNCs is
consistent with the results found in the literature for this cell line [22], but also for other
FR-positive human cancer cell lines, e.g., MDA-MB-468, KB, and PC-3 cells [22].

Regarding the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems, the profile is the same and the cell
viability is higher than 90% for all the tested concentrations. This confirms without a doubt
that the three CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems are non-cytotoxic to the MDA-MB-231
cells at concentrations below 200 µg mL−1, with an in vitro cell viability quite above the
70% threshold [57]. These results are similar to those reported for other CNCs-based
nanosystems with other tumor cell lines, such as the human breast adenocarcinoma MCF-7
cell line [58], and the A375 and M14 cells (malignant melanoma cell lines) [59].

The non-cytotoxicity of the three CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems for the tested
concentration range evinces their potential to act as nanocarriers of imaging and therapeutic
agents for targeted therapy, without inhibiting the viability of the FR-positive breast
cancer cells. In this sense, the cellular internalization assays will be performed with the
highest tested concentration, namely at 200 µg mL−1 of each of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC
nanosystems, as discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 4. (A) Cell viability of the MDA-MB-231 cells after 24 h of exposure to the pristine CNCs and
CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems, and flow cytometry data: (B) side-scattered light and (C) side-
fluorescence light of the pristine CNCs and CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems for 24 h (the symbols *
and **** epitomize the means with a significant difference from the control at p < 0.05 and p < 0.0001
levels, respectively).

3.3. Cellular Internalization

The in vitro cellular internalization of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems by the
MDA-MB-231 cells was studied by flow cytometry (side-scattered light (Figure 4B) and
side-fluorescence light (Figure 4C)) for an exposure time of 24 h. The data compiled in
Figure 4B shows that the incubation of the MDA-MB-231 cells in the presence of the pristine
CNCs did not result in cell internalization, which is in line with the findings reported for
this cell line [22], but also for other FR-positive human cancer cell lines, namely KB and
MDA-MB-468 cells [22,24,25], and PC-3 cells [22].

In the case of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems, the ones with the lower content of
the CS derivative, i.e., CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_1 (13 µg of FA-CS-FITC per mg of CNCs) and
CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2 (29 µg of FA-CS-FITC per mg of CNCs), showed a minor enhance-
ment when compared to the control, and thus the cell internalization was minimal. In fact,
only the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 nanosystem (59 µg of FA-CS-FITC per mg of CNCs) was
significantly internalized by the FR-positive breast cancer cell line (p < 0.05).

Since these measurements are proportional to cell granularity or cell complexity and
thus can be sometimes less sensitive [60], the fluorescence intensity of the cell population
was also evaluated (Figure 4C) by taking advantage of the existent FITC fluorophore probe
in the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems. Once again, the cells incubated in the presence of
the pristine CNCs exhibited a fluorescence intensity matching the control, which agrees
with the results shown in Figure 4B. On the contrary, the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems
displayed a significant increase in the fluorescence intensity (Figure 4C). Basically, it is
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possible to observe the augment of the fluorescence intensity with the increasing content of
the CS derivative (i.e., FA-CS-FITC, Table 1), reaching a maximum 5-fold increase compared
to the control. The growing cell internalization by the FR-positive breast cancer cells is
credited to the increasing content of FA.

Notably, this outcome also validates that the size of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosys-
tems (Figure 3) did not hamper in any way the effective internalization of these FA-target
nanosystems by the FR-positive breast cancer cells, as is in fact shown with other CNCs-
based nanosystems with FA ligands [23,25,26].

3.4. Cellular Exometabolomics

The extracellular metabolomic profile of the MDA-MB-231 cells was studied by 1H
NMR spectroscopy to assess possible changes in the cells metabolic activity induced
by the 24 h exposure to the pristine CNCs and the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems
(200 µg mL−1). Figure 5A shows the characteristic 1H NMR spectra of the MDA-MB-231
cell-conditioned medium and of the acellular culture medium incubated under identical
conditions. Integration of the NMR signals representative of the main metabolites allowed
the determination of the metabolite consumption and secretion by control and exposed
cells, as summarized in Figure 5B.

The MDA-MB-231 control cells mainly consumed glucose and choline, along with
some amino acids (glutamine, branched-chain amino acids, aromatic amino acids, and
histidine), while excreting lactate, glutamate, alanine, and acetate (Figure 5B,C). These
findings are similar to those reported by Guerra et al. [61] and highlight the fact that the
MDA-MB-231 cell line, like most cancer cells, exhibits the classical Warburg effect with a
high glucose uptake and lactate production, together with high glutaminolytic activity [62].

Upon exposure of the MDA-MB-231 cells to the CNCs, there were no changes in their
metabolic activity, which is not unexpected, given that the pristine CNCs were poorly
internalized (Figure 4B,C). However, when cells were incubated with the CNCs/FA-CS-
FITC nanosystems, slight but significant dose-dependent differences were found in choline
uptake and acetate secretion (Figure 5B). The CNCs functionalized with intermediate and
high FA concentrations (i.e., CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2 and CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3, respectively)
caused a decrease in choline consumption and an increase in acetate release to the extra-
cellular medium. Choline is an essential vitamin-like nutrient required for the de novo
synthesis of membrane phospholipids, like phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin [63].
Various types of cancer cells, including breast cancer, display enhanced choline uptake
and altered metabolism, to support fast proliferation and migratory capacity [64]. Hence,
it is possible that the herein observed decrease in choline consumption by the cells incu-
bated with the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems reflects a lower synthesis of membrane
lipids and a slower proliferation. This is consistent with the observed increase in the
amount of acetate released by cells upon incubation with the nanosystems containing
the highest concentrations of the FA-CS-FITC derivative (i.e., CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2 and
CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3, Table 1). Indeed, besides glucose and glutamine, acetate provided
as an extracellular nutrient or produced endogenously from pyruvate [65], may chiefly
contribute to de novo lipid synthesis via conversion into acetyl-CoA by cytosolic and/or
mitochondrial acetyl-CoA synthetases [66]. Hence, its release into the culture medium
could reflect its lower intracellular utilization, possibly in relation to the downregulation
of lipogenesis.

To summarize, the assembly of the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems via physical
adsorption was inspired by the possibility of using the opposite surface charge of the
CNCs and the FA-CS-FITC derivative and originated non-cytotoxic nanosystems up to
concentrations of 200 µg mL−1. Furthermore, and since the cellular uptake is a limiting
factor for the efficacy of countless anticancer drugs, the presence of FA in the CNCs/FA-
CS-FITC nanosystems promoted a higher cellular internalization towards FR-positive
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. Besides, mild alterations in the cells’ exometabolome
upon 24 h exposure to the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems suggest an anti-proliferative
effect, which may be beneficial in the context of cancer treatment.
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Figure 5. (A) 1H NMR spectra of the acellular medium (pink) and supernatant from MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells grown
for 24 h (black), (B) variations in metabolites consumed (negative bars) and excreted (positive bars) by the MDA-MB-231
cells, under control conditions and upon treatment with 200 µg mL−1 of CNCs, CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_1, CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_2
and CNCs/FA-CS-FITC_3 for 24 h (the symbol * represents the means with a significant difference from the control at
p < 0.05), and (C) chemical structures of the consumed (black) and excreted (green) metabolites.

Henceforth, the CNCs/FA-CS- FITC nanosystems can be exploited as nanocarriers
of imaging and chemotherapeutics agents for active targeted therapy. In fact, the in-
corporation of, for instance, gold nanoparticles (with potential for photothermal cancer
therapy [67]) into the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems could be an option to engineer
a nanocarrier with combined diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities, viz. a theranostic
nanosystem [68].
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4. Conclusions

In the present work, nanosystems composed of CNCs and a CS derivative were
successfully developed and characterized. The physical adsorption of the CS derivative,
containing a targeting ligand (FA) and an imaging agent (FITC), on the surface of the
CNCs was an eco-friendly methodology to obtain CNCs-based nanosystems. The ensuing
nanosystems displayed good stability in two distinct simulated non-physiological and
physiological conditions (pH 2.1 and 7.2, respectively), as well as non-cytotoxicity towards
MDA-MB-231 cells up to a concentration of 200 µg mL−1. The CNCs nanosystems showed
a superior cellular internalization with a 5-fold increase in the fluorescence intensity for the
nanosystem with the greater content of FA, viz. concentration-dependent internalization
by the FR-positive breast cancer cells. Additionally, the exometabolomics of MDA-MB-
231 cells exposed to the CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems revealed a mild impact on the
metabolic activity of the cells, namely a decreased choline uptake and increased acetate
release, which suggests an anti-proliferative effect. The overall data evidenced that the
elongated CNCs/FA-CS-FITC nanosystems produced by an eco-friendly methodology
have high affinity towards folate receptor-positive cancer cells with enhanced cellular
internalization, and hence might be employed as nanocarriers with imaging properties for
active targeted therapy.
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